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tt'hen T. Leiper raised the eye- 
brows of Philadelphians with his 
cart -on- wheels ... he introduced 
our first modern network of rail- 
roads. 

PANORAMIC RECEPTION 

makes "blind" operation for the 
radin amateur us out -dated as 

stagecoach and wagon train. 

SEEall that Panoramic Reception offers... 
SEE a band up to 200 kc wide as you tune ... SEE all activity 

within that band .. . phone, c.w., f.m., at a glance ... SEE weak 

signals, short calls, dx.... SEE the characteristics of your own 

signal as well as others ... SEE phone modulation or key clicks 

... SEE all these and much more with the PANADAPTOR. 

ASK THE LUCKY MAN WHO OWNS ONE! 

New Panoramic Handbook contains complete 
operating, maintenance, installation and appli- 
cation data. Answers all questions about the 
PANADAPTOR. 50c at your jobber or by mail. 

Panadoplor, featuring Panoramic Reception, is the exclusive and original design of Panoramic Radio Corp. 

PANORAMIC 
OOOOOOO 

F.MOS.MIa.Mm ro.. 

RDIO CORPORRTION 
A 242 250 WEST 5S" ST ,z,p. i,.9./l1 

lululaa Canadian Representative: Conodlsa Man.N, ltd. 
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J. E. SMITH, 
PRESIDENT 

National Radio 
Institute 

32nd Year of 
Trnull::g Sien 

I WILL TRAIN YOU i0 START 
A SPARE TIME OR FULL TIME 

RADIO SERVICE BUSINESS 

WITHOUT CAPITAL Itwao. 

You Build These and Many 

Other Radio Circuits with 
6 Kits of Parts I Supply 

By the time you've conducted 60 sets of 
Experimento with Radio Parts I supply, 
made hundreds of measurements and ad- 
justments, you'll have valuable PRACTI- 
CAL Radio experience for a good full or 
part -time Radio jot' 

Tou build MEASUR- 
ING INSTRUMENT 
above early In 
Course, useful for 
Radio work to Dick up 
EXTRA spare time 
money. It le vacu- 
um tube multumeter, 

measures A.C., D.G. 
li.F. volts, D.C. tau- re., resistance,. re- 
ceiver Output. 

Building the A. M. 
SIGNAL GENERA- 
TOR at right will give 
you valuable experi- 
ence. Provides ampli 
tude -modulated alg- 
nals for test and ex- 
perimental purposes 

You build the 
SUPERHETERO- 
DYNE CIRCUIT 
above containing 
preselector oscillator- 
mixer-first detector, 
Lf. stage, diode -de- 
tector- a.v.c. stage and 
audio stage. It will 
bring In local and 
distant stations. Get 
the thrill of learning 
at home evenings In 
spare time while you 
put t lnating testa 

ugh 

The men at the right are just a few of many 
I have trained, at home in their spare time, to 
be Radio Technicians. They are now operating 
their own successful spare time or full time 
Radio businesses. Hundreds of other men I 
trained hold good jobs in practically every 
branch of Radio. Doesn't this PROVE my "60- 
60 method" of home training can give you 
BOTH a thorough knowledge of Radio principles 
and the PRACTICAL experience you need to 
help you make more money in the fast-growing 
Radio industry? 

Let me send you facts about opportunities in 
the busy Radio field. See how knowing Radio 
can give you security. a prosperous future . 
lead to jobs coming in Television, Electronics. 
Send coupon NOW for FREE Sample Lesson 
and 64 -page, illustrated book. Read how NEI 
trains you at home in spare time. Read how you 
practice building. testing. repairing Radios with 
SIX BIG KITS of RADIO parts I send you. 

Many Beginners Soon Make Extra Money 
In Spare Time While Learning 

The day you enroll I start sending EXTRA 
MONEY JOB SHEETS. You LEARN Radio 
principles from my easy -to-understand, illus- 
trated lessons- PRACTICE what you learn by 
building, testing and experimenting with parts 
I send -USE your knowledge to make EXTRA 
money fixing neighbors' Radios in spare time 
while still learning I From here it's a short step 
to your own full -time Radio Shop or good 
Radio job I 

Future for Trained Men Is Bright 
In Radio, Television, Electronics 

It's probably easier to get started in Radio 
now than ever before, because the Radio Repair 
Business is booming. Trained Radio Technicians 
also find profitable opportunities in Police, Avi- 
ation, Marine Radio, Broadcasting, Radio Man- 
ufacturing. Public Address work. Think of even 
greater opportunities as Television. FM, and 
many new, war -developed Electronic devices 
become available to the public! Soon, there will 
be more Radio equipment to install. operate, 
maintain and repair than ever before in all his- 
tory! Get the facts on all these opportunities. 
Send for FREE books now! 

Find Out What NRI Can Do For You 
Mail Coupon for Sample Lesson. "Getting 

Acquainted with Receiver Servicing," and my 
FREE 64 -page book. It's packed with facts 
about Radio's opportunities for you. Read the 
details about my Course. Read letters from men 
I trained, telling what they are doing. earning. 
See how quickly. easily you can get started. No 
obligation 1 Just MAIL COUPON NOW in an 
envelope or paste it on a Denny postal. 
J. E. SMITH, President. Dept. 6GX, National 
Radio Institute, Pioneer Horne Study Radio 
School, Washington 9, D. C. 

SAMPLE LESSON FREE 
I will send you a FREE Lesson, "Getting Ac- 

quainted With Receiver Servicing," to show you 
how practical it is to train for Radio at home in 
spare time. It's a valuable lesson. Study it -keep it 
-use it- without obligation! Tells how Super- 
heterodyne Circuits work, 
gives hints on Receiver 
Servicing, Locating Defects, 
Repair of Loudspeaker, I.F. 
Transformer, Gang Tuning, 
Condenser, etc. 31 Dlustra- 
;ions 

My Ra 
TELEVISI 

FRUWE 

tGtac atWaane Site 

nCLlrLa SERVICING 

Course Includes 
ELECTRONICS 

Y MODULATION 
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GOOD TOR 80TH SAMPIEILESSSON FREE 
s 

Ile 

J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 6GX 
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C. 
Without obligatingg me null your Sample lasa°n and a4.page book. FREE. 
1 am 
(No salesman Itll. Please w 

in the 
rite plainlY of Radio checked below. 

( ) My own Radio Servie 
wr 

( ) Operating readca.ting Sta. Susine. non 
( 

It 

Soars Time Radio Servicing 
) Service Technician for Radio 

Stores or Factery 
Aviation Radio 

( ) Industrial Electronics 
( ) Pubic Address System. 

t I 
Rai.fio 

Harbor. Gov't. Military 

(If you have not decided which branch you prefer- mall coupon for facts to help VOL. decide.) 

Name 

AdOreae 

Clty Zone stau 

Approved for Training under GI Bill 

Age 

J 
66i 
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Keep Your Name in Front with 

N. U. BUSINESS -BUILDERS 

One of the largest and finest assortments of dealer helps 

and sales promotional material ever offered to radio service 

dealers is now available from National Union Distributors. 

Here are business -builders for practically every need of the 

radio service engineer. All are smartly designed in the most 

modern styles. Many are offered with personalized imprint 

of your name and address. Let N. U. help you advertise 

your business, find new customers and increase your sales. 

Ask Your N. U. Distributor Today 

National Union Radio Corp. 
Newark 2, New Jersey 

NOW AVAILABLE 
BUSINESS - BUILDERS 

Window Decals 

Book Matches 

Dummy Cartons 

Stationery 

Job Tickets 

Embosograf Signs 

Newspaper Ad Mats 

Telephone Ad Mats 

Cartoon Cards 

Trouble Finder Folders 

Battery Cross -Indexes 

TECHNICAL HELPS 

Electronic Engineers 
Reference Manuals 

Service Engineering 
Bulletins 

Uniballast Manuals 
Visual Aid Vacuum 

Tube Charts 

COMING 
Window Displays 

Outdoor Signs 

Indoor Signs 

Imprinted Scotch Tape 

4 Purpose Tube Decals 

Shop Coats 

Trans.++ining, Cathode Ray, Receiving, Special Purpose Tubes Condensers Volume Controls Photo Electric CIls PonI Lamps Flashlight Bulbs 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 
662 
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PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER WITH YOUR REGULAR RADIO PARTS JOBBER. IF YOUR LOCAL i 
JOBBER CANNOT SUPPLY YOU, KINDLY WRITE FOR A LIST OF JOBBERS IN YOUR STATE 

I WHO DO DISTRIBUTE OUR INSTRUMENTS OR SEND YOUR ORDER DIRECTLY TO US. 
t 

The Model CA -11 comes housed in 
a beautiful hand - rubbed wooden cab- 
inet. Complete with Probe, test leads 
and instructions Net price 

74 Item Nodei 
SIGNAL TRACER 
Simple to operate because signal intensity 

readings are indicated directly on the meter! 
Essentially "Signal Tracing" means following the signal in a radio 
receiver and using the signal itself as a basis of measurement and as 
a means of locating the cause of trouble. In the CA -11 the Detector 
Probe is used to follow the signal from the antenna to the speaker - with relative signal intensity readings available on the scale of 
the meter which is calibrated to permit constant comparison of signal 
intensity as the probe is moved to follow the signal through the 
various stages. 

8 
15 

Features: 
* SIMPLE TO OPERATE - only 1 connecting cable - 

NO TUNING CONTROLS. 
* HIGHLY SENSITIVE - uses an improved Vacuum Tube 

Voltmeter circuit. 
* Tube and resistor -capacity network are built into the 

Detector Probe. 
* COMPLETELY PORTABLE - weighs 5 lbs. and meas- 

ures 5" x 6" x 7 ". 
* Comparative Signal Intensity readings are indicated 

directly on the meter as the Detector Probe is moved to 
follow the Signal from Antenna to Speaker. 

* Provision is made for insertion of phones. 

We meat Nadel 450 
TUBE TESTER 

SPEEDY OPERATION 
assured by newly designed ro- 
tary selector switch which re- 
places the usual snap, toggle, 

or lever action switches. 
The model 450 comes complete 
with all operating instructions. 
Size 13x12 "xG 
Net weight 8 lbs.P t+ O 
Our Net Price..._.. 

1.11° 

RADIO -CRAFT 

Specifications: 
Tests all tubes up to 117 Volts 
including 4, 5, 6, 7, 7L, Oc- 
tals, Loctals, Bantam Junior, 
Peanut, Television, Magic Eye, 
Hearing Aid, Thyratrons, 
Single Ended, Floating Fila- 
ment, Mercury Vapor Recti- 
fiers, etc. Also Pilot Lights. 
Tests by the well -established 
emission method for tube qual- 
ity, directly read on the scale 
of the meter. 
Tests shorts and leakages up 
to 3 Megohms in all tubes. 
Tests individual sections such 
as diodes, triodes, pentodes, 
etc., in multi -purpose tubes. 
New type line voltage adjuster. 
NOISE TEST: Tip jacks on 
front panel for plugging in 
either phones or external am- 
plifier will detect microphonic 
tubes or noise due to faulty 
elements and loose internal 
connections. 
Works on 90 to 125 Volts 60 
Cycles A.C. 

V&A 71%ddddel 400 
ELECTRONIC MULTI -METER 
A Combination Vacuum -Tube 
Voltmeter and Volt -Ohm Mil - 
liammeter plus Capacity, In- 
ductance, Reactance, & 
Decibel Measurements 

Specifications: 
D.C. V.T.V.M. VOLTS: O to 3 /15/30/75/150/300 /750/1500/3000 

Volts 
D.C. VOLTS: (At 1,000 Ohms Per Volt) 0 to 3/15/30/75/150/ 

300/750/1500/3000 Volts 
A.C. VOLTS: (At 1,000 Ohms Per Volt) 0 to 3/15/30/75/150/ 

300/750/1500/3000 Volts 
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 3/15/30/75/150/300 /750 Ma. 

O to 3 / 15 Amperes 
RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000 /10,000 /100,000 Ohms 

O to 1/10/1,000 Megohms 
CAPACITY: (In MFD) .0005 -.2 .05 -20 .5 -200 
REACTANCE: 10 to 5M (Ohms) 100 -50M (Ohms) 

.01 -5 (Megohms) 
INDUCTANCE: (In Henries) .035 -14 .35 -140 35- 14,000 
DECIBELS: -10 to + 18 +10 to + 38 + 30 to + 58 
The model 400 comes housed in a rugged crackle -finished steel 
cabinet complete with batteries, two sets of test 

5 
^ 
5 leads, one set of V.T.V.M. probes and instructions.. L 

Size 51/4" x 9 %z" X 10" Net 

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO. 
Dept. R 227 FULTON ST., NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

for JULY 1946 663 
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YOUR 

problem 

Here's 

OUR - 

answer 

Save Up to 50% in Servicing Time! 
In Each 

'PHOTOFACT FOLDE 

From 2 to 12 clear photos of r the chassis, identifying each 
component part for imme- 
diate checking or replace- 
ment. ./ Complete specifications on r each component, including 
manufacturer's part num- 
ber, available replacement 
type or types and valuable 
installation notes. 

V 
A keyed reference align - 
ment procedure for the 
individual set, with adjust- 
ment frequencies and 
recommended standard 
connections. ./ Complete voltage analysis r of receiver. 
Complete resistance analy- 
sis of receiver. 
Complete stage gain meas- 
urement data. 
Schematic diagram. 

If you think it's going to be easy to service 
the 1,000 or more radio sets soon to come 
off production lines, read no further! The 
Sams PhotoFact* Service is designed for 
men who know there's a tough time ahead 
-who need and want better service in- 
formation. 

The Sams PhotoFact Service provides 
such information in the form of reliable, 
fact -filled, illustrated folders that can save 
as much as 50% of your servicing time. 
Every post -war radio is visualized in 
photographs . . . every part listed and 
numbered ... every servicing shortcut and 
installation fact fully set down! No matter 
how complicated the set, or how new the 
components, you have the whole story 
right in front of you. 

You get a set of from 30 to 50 PhotoFact 
Folders at a time. Each set of folders 

comes to you in a handy envelope at a cost 
of only $1.50 for each group. They cover 
all new receivers as they reach the market. 

Think of it! An absolutely fool -proof 
visual method of giving you the exact in- 
formation you want, where you want it, 
when you want it, for as little as three 
cents per new radio model! And every bit 
of information is compiled by experts from 
an examination of the actual receiver itself - not from standard service data! 
PhotoFact Folder Set No. 1 is being pub- 
lished June 15. Others will follow closely. 
Reserve yours now! 

"Rao, Wte..rkita4& Cec 

HOWARD W. SAMS INSTITUTE 
Answers to hard service problems! Economical shop 
practices! How to get more customers! These and 
many other subjects covered by 30 top notch spe- 
cialists! Complete facts with PhotoFact Set No. 1. 

Trade Mark Registered 

Cut This Out and Mail It to Your Distributor! If you do not know his name and address, send 
it directly to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. 2924 East Washington Street, Indianapolis 6, 
Indiana, and we will see that your nearest distributor gets it. 

CHECK ONE SQUARE PLEASE PRINT 

ElYes, by all means reserve every issue of the Sams PhotoFact Folder Service for me. 

IDSend complete information and reservation card. 

My (check) (money order) (cash) for $1.50 is enclosed for PhotoFact Folder Set No. 1. 
(Publication date, June 15, 1946). If you send cash, be sure you use registered mail.) 

Name 

City 

Company Name_ 

My Distributor's N 

SAM RADIO HOWARD W. CO., INC. 

Address 

Zone Stat, 

a..a...WM?s 

664 
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LET ME TRAIN YOU 

PRACTICE & TESTING 

Beginners Learn FAST 
START NOW ! Big Developments 

Ahead in F. M., Radar, Television 

MAKE GOOD MONEY IN 

a Business of Your Own 
...or a Good Radio Job. 

Mind training through hand practice 
with a FULL RADIO SET . that's 
the interesting way I'll teach you Radio. 
And it's the latest, moat practicer 
method of all to :ìx in your head per- 
manently the essential money -making 
Radio knowledge. The offer I make you 
here is the opportunity of a lifetime. 
I'll prepare you easily and quickly for 
a wonderful future in the swiftly ex-' 
paneling field of Radio -Electronics IN- 
CLUDING Radio, Television, Frequency 
Modulation and Industrial Electronics. 
Be wise! NOW'S the time to start. 
Opportunities ahead are tremendous ! No 
previous experience is necessary. The 
Sprayberry Course starts right at the 
beginning of Radio. You can't get lost. 
It gets the various subjects across in 
such a clear, simple way that you un- 
derstand and remember. And. you can 
master my entire urse in your spare 
time ... right at home. 

You Do Practical Experiments 
There's only one right way to learn 
Radio Electronics. You must get it 
through simplified lesson study combined 
with actual "shod' practice under the 
personal guidance of a qualified Radio 
Teacher. It's exactly this way that 
Sprayberry trains you . supplying 
real Radio parts for learn -by -doing ex- 
perience right at home. Thus, you learn 
faster, your understanding is clear -cut. 
I'll Show You a New, Fast Way to Test 
Radio Sets Without Mfg. Equipment 

The very same Radio Parte I supply 
ith your Course for gaining pre -ex- 

perience in Radio Repair work may be 
adapted through an exclusive Sprayberry 
wiring procedure to serve for complete, 
fast, accurate Radio Receiver trouble- 

shooting. Thus, under Sprayberry meth- 
ods. you do not have one cent of outlay 
for manufactured Test Equipment. 

Succeed As a Radio- Electronician 
My training will give you the broad. 
fundamental principles so necessary as 
a background, no matter which branch 
of Radio you wish to specialize in. I 
make it easy for you to learn Radio Set 
Repair and Installation Work. I teach 
you how to install and repair Electronic 
Equipment. In fact, you'll be a fully 
qualified RADIO- ELECTRONICIAN, 
equipped with the skill and knowledge 
to perform efficiently and to make a 
wonderful success of yourself. 

Read What Graduate Says 
"One Job Nets About $26.00" 

"Since last week I fixed 7 radios, 
good -paying jobs, and right now I am 
working on an amplifier system. This 
job alone will net me about $26.00. 
As long as my work keeps coming 
in this way, I have only one word 
to say and that is, 'Thanks' to my 
Sprayberry training, and I am not 
afraid to boast about it "- ADRIEN 
BENJAMIN, North Grosvenordale, 
Conn. 

DON'T PUT R OFFI 
Get the facts about my training - 
now! Take the first important step 
toward the money -making future of 
your dreams. All features are fully 
explained in my big, illustrated 
FREE Catalog which comes to you 
along with another valuable FREE 
book you'll be glad to own. 

all 

FREE BOOKS 
"How To Read Radio Diagrams and Symbols" 

Here's a valuable and wonderfully complete new 
book which explains in simple, non -technical English 
how to read and understand any Radio Set Diagram. 
Provides the quick key to analyzing any Radio circuit, 
Includes translations of all Radio symbols, This in- 
structive volume is yours for the asking- without 
ob :igation. Send for it AT ONCE, and along with it 
I will send you another big 
free book, describing in corn - 
plete, interesting detail my 
Radio-Electronic training. 

RUSH 
COUPON 
for BOTH r. ..><.. 

a 

Name 

.Addr 

Ctes y 

ss 

State 
r Mall to envelope or paste on penny postcard) 

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO 
F. L. Sprayberry, President 
Room 2076, Pueblo, Colorado 

Flesse rush my FREE copies of "How to MAKE MONEY In RADIO 
ELECTRONICS and TELEVISION," and "íí0w to READ RADIO 
DIAGRAMS and SYMBOLS." 

Age 

MAIL CO !! PO N AT ONCE! it..Sil......mil 
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AND POPULAR ELECTRONICS 

Incorporating 
SNORT WAVE CRAFT TELEVISION NEWS 

RADIO IS TELEVISION 

HUGO GERNSBACK. Editor- in -Chie/ 
FRED SHUNAMAN, Managing Editor 
MAJ. M. H. GERNSBACK, Cons'lt'g Ed. 
R. F. SCOTT, W4FSI, Technical Editor 
1. QUEEN, W2OUX, Editorial Associate 
ELMER FULLER, Shortwave Editor 
A. PASCALE, Production Manager 
G. ALIQUO, Circulation Manager 
JOHN J. LAMSON, Advertising Director 
ALFRED STERN, Promotion Manager 

IN AN EARLY ISSUE 

Improving Sound Equipment 
5 -Tube Superheterodyne 
Instability in Apparatus 
Shaping Waves and Pulses 

Published by Radcraft Publications, Inc. 
Publication Office: 29 Worthington Street, 
Springfield 3. Mass. 
Editorial and Advertising Offices: 25 West 
Broadway, Tel. RE 2 -9690. New York 7, N. Y. 
Chicago Advertising Office: Radio-Craft, 308 
W. Washington Street, Suite 1413, Chicago 6. 
II!. Tel. Randolph 7363. 
Cleveland Advertising Office: 405 Erie Bldg.. 
Cleveland, Ohio. Burdette Phillips, Manager. 
Tel. Main 9645. 
Los Angeles Advertising Office: 606 South 
Hill Street, Los Angeles 14. Calif. Ralph W. 
Harker, Manager. Tel. Tucker 1793. 
San Francisco Advertising Office: 582 Market 
St., San Francisco 4, Calif. Ralph W. Harker, 
Manager. Tel. Garfield 2481. 
RADIO -CR AFT is published monthly on the 
25th of the month preceding that of date. 
Subscription rates: United States and pos- 
sessions, Mexico, Central and South American 
countries, $2.50 a year, $4.00 for two years, 
$6.00 for three years. Canada. $3.00 a year, 
$5.00 for two years, $7.50 for three years. 
All other foreign countries, $3.25 a year, 
$5.50 for two years, $8.25 for three years. 
Special rates for members of the Armed 
Forces in U. S., or those addressed by A.P.O. 
or F.P.O. mail, $2.00. Entered at the post 
office at Springfield as second -class matter 
under the Act of March 3, 1879. All com- 
munications about subscriptions should be 
addressed to: Circulation Manager, Radio- 
Craft, 25 West Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

Notice of CHANGE of ADDRESS should 
reach us at least one month in advance. When 
ordering a change, please furnish an address 
stencil impression from a recent wrapper if 
you can. Address changes cannot be made 
without the old address as well as the new. 

Foreign Agents 
London-Atlas Publishing and Distributing 
Co., Ltd., 18 Bride Lane. Fleet St., London, 
E.C. 4. 

Melbourne -McGill's Agency. 179 Elizabeth 
St., Australia. 

Text and illustrations of this magazine are 
copyright and must not be reproduced without 
nrmission of the copyright owners. 
Copyright, 1946, Raderait Publications. Inc. 

RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS, INC.: 
Hugo Gernsback, President 
Mai. M. Harvey Gernsback, Vice Pres. 
G. Aliquo, Secretary 
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ON THE COVER 

The modern high -speed facsimile station of John 

V. L. Hogan appears on our cover this month. Mr. 

Hogan, whose many radio inventions include such 

devices as the now universally -used ganged con- 

denser, sits of the controls of his new station. 
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1rRADI' 

J( 

` 

s 1 .o 
° 

ca 

Fo 
ve 

ELECTRON /CS. 
FREE KIT PACKET SHOWS HOW YOU 
CAN GET LOTS OF "LEARN -BY- 
DOING" RADIO EXPERIENCE AT HOME 
FROM DEFOREST'S THRILLING RADIO 

133 
EXPERIMENTS 

DeForest's Kit Packets howl how you can get 
real Radio experiencefrom the many standard Radio parts fur- 
nished you with DeForest's Training. See how you may quickly 
build Radio Circuits that work ... how you may experiment 
with Photo Electric Cell "Magic "... a 5 -Tube Superheterodyne 
Receiver... a Radio Telephone and scores of other fascinating 
projects. See how you get actual "shop training" at home to 
give you the practical Radio experience you need. 

VETERANS! 
Big things are happening at 1)e 
Forest's for veterans! See how 
you can prepare yourself without 
cost for a GOOD JOB or BUSI- 
NESS OF YOUR OWN in the 
vast Radio -Electronic oppor- 
tunity field. 

DeFOREST'S PROVIDES ALL 
3 HOME TRAINING AIDS 

oDeVry Movie Projector 
and Learn -By- Seeing 
Movie Film 
Actual Radio Parts 

Ofor working out 133 
experiments 
90 lessons prepared under 
the supervision of Dr. 
Lee DeForest -the 
"Father of Radio." 

DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC. 
L 

CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 

Now -you can seo for yourself why DeForest's Train- 
ing does such a grand job of preparing men for a 
bright future in one of America's most promising op- 
portunity fields -Radio and Electronics. Send the 
coupon below for your free "Kit Packct" plus the big 
free book, "Victory For You!" that has helped so 
many to find the way to good pay jobs. You'll be sur- 
prised at the opportunities ahead of FM Radio, Avi- 
ation Radio, Broadcast Radio, a profitable Business 
of Your Own, Motion Picture Sound Equipment, 
and Electronics -plus the exciting future possibili- 
ties ahead of Television, Radar, etc. Train in your 
spare time at home -or get all of your training i t 

our Chicago laboratories. 

You Also Get EFFECTIVE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
Upon completing your training, you get the full benefit 
of DeForest's Employment Service ;V 
that has helped so many men to get 
started in the Radio- Electronic field. 

DEFOREST'S TRAINING INCLUDES INSTRUC- 
TION IN MOTION PICTURE SOUND EQUIP- 
MENT, FM RADIO AND TELEVISION 
RESIDENTIAL TRAINING IN OUR MODERN 
CHICAGO LABORATORIES ALSO AVAILABLE 
-ASK US FOR INFORMATION! 

E. B. DeVryy, President 
DeFOREST S TRAINING, INC. 
2535 -41 North Ashland Ave., Dept. RC -CT 
Chicago 14, Illinois, U.S.A. 
Send FREE RADIO KIT PACKET and 
"VICTORY FOR YOU!" BOOK. 

Name Age 

Address 
LI 

ICity 

Li 
If d, check here 

I for special information. 

Apt 

Zone .Sfafe 
If a discharged Veteran of 

World War II, check here. 
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"VOMAX" 
9U9 7.{ BlUtIGE 

"SPARX" 

"VOMAX" is more than a multi -meter ... more +han volt- ohm -db. 
milliammeter ... more than r.f. vacuum -tube voltmeter of laboratory 
instrument caliber. "VOMAX" is all of these things. Born out of six 

years of military research and production, it is new as today. Backed 

by a name famous for over 35 years .. designed by radio's only 

International Grand Prize winner. " VOMAX" is the standard of 

comparison. 

RADIO MAINTENANCE engineers checked and rechecked the 

market for the best possible meter . most -used instrument in all 

radio service . to serve as heart and core of its new "Modern 
Test Bench." They selected "VOMAX ". Your efficiency and profits 

will be greatest when you, too, use "VOMAX ". Outstanding .. . 

tested and sworn to by thousands of serious service tech nicians ordered and reordered by the U. S. Bureau of 
Only Standards, the Naval Research Laboratory, Western Union ... used by Sperry, Monsanto Chemical, DuPont, F.C.C. 

Grand Island monitoring station, C.A.A., Naval Ordnance Depots, Lapp Insulator, Stackpole Carbon, Fairchild Aviation, 
Qj etc., etc. This is positive proof that " VOMAX" is the meter you must have to top smart competition. Follow the rec- $59.85 

cmmendation by Bendix to all BENDIX RADIO distributors and dealers ... "Use 'VOMAX'. It's better than we hoped." 

Model 904 Capacitance /Resistance Bridge. 1/4 mmfd /ohm thru 1,000 mfd /meg- 
ohms; 0 -50% power factor; 0 -500 volt adjustable internal polarizing voltage; 
0;10 and 0 -100 ma. electron -ray leakage current meter; measures resistance, ca- 

pacitance under actual operating voltages! Also recommended by Bendix. 

Only $49.00 

"SPARX ". Visual /aural dynamic signal tracer; 20 cycles ihru 200 mcs.; new 

crystal rectifier r.f. /a.f. probe; 65 db. a.f. amplifier; dynamic speaker Tests 

speakers, phono pick -ups, amplifiers, receivers from antennae thru speakers; 
determines presence of operating voltages, hum. Checks individual circuits 
and overall performance and quality quickly and positively. Only 09.90 

Get a copy of June, 1946 RADIO MAINTENANCE at your favorite jobber -or send 25c to 460 
Bloomfield Ave., Montclair, N. J., for radio's newest 100% service magazine. Read all about 
" VOMAX" in it. 
Send penny post -card for new, hot -off- the -press, catalog describing these important, fresh, postwar 
measuring instruments, plus 3 new communication receivers, 2 new transmitters, factory built and 
kits, condensers, coils, sockets, new "frequency- mater" 5 thru 500 watt, 6 -band transmitting inductor, 
keying and quality monitor, new AM and FM signal generator covering 90 kcs. thru 170 mcs. on 
fundamentals! See your favorite jobber at once, for demand far exceeds supply. 

OVER 35 YEARS OF RADIO ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT 

7#2'°7/044%wSlig.e. C9,70,tatvg.01.7 
1 2 4 9 MAIN S T R E E T H A R T F O R D 3 C O N N E C T I C U T 

IN CANADA -MC MURDO SILVER DIVISION, GENERAL RADIONICS, LTD.465 CHURCH ST.- TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA. 
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MODERN ELECTRONIC 

LABORATORY FOR YOU 

TO USE AND KEEP 

The very essence of National Shop Meth- 
od Home Training is EXPERIENCE. You 
get the actual experience by working with 
modern Radio and Electronic quipment- 
build ing circuits and instruments. You may 
build a fine, long distance MODERN 
SUPERHETERODYNE. signal generator. 
miniature radio transmitter. audio eecil- 
lator -many other full sired. actual, oper- 
ating pieces of equipment and instruments 
-conduct cathode ray and hundreds of 
other experiments. 

hios perimental labor- 
atory en your training and 
you actually learn by doles Send the cou- 
pon and get the full details of how such 
an offer can be made. 

Modern Radio -F M broadcast and reception - 
Television - Radar - Industrial Electronics; 
power, control, communications -new equipment 
and methods demand new technical ability and 
experience. Keep up to date with the latest. 

Shop Method Home Training 
By a Great Established Resident School 

:et one f the I11111,11,13 0( NEW 
JOBS that demand now w techniques and 
methods in modern radio. Get your 
share of the NEW BUSINESS that 

the new sets and equipment servicing 
demands. Experts agree that Radio 
Television and Electronics presents the 
next great industrial boom! 

Radio is expanding farther and 
faster than ever with great Improve- 
ments in reception. Radar is already 
a 9'hillion dollar a year business. No 
one knows yet how great the Television 
market will be. Electronics touches 
almost every walk of life--in industry 
and in the home. 

TT-RN YOUR IN T E. R E S T IN 
RADIO INNS A CAREER THAT WILL ASSURE YOUR SUCCESS. 
Mail the coupon below for a list of 
the great opportunities in this_ field- 
today and in the near future. 

Get the Proper Training 
Tim good sons in Radio Electronics 

now go to the men who are equipped to 
handle them. It takes training and ex- 
perience. National Schools, one of the 
oldest and best established technical 
trade schools In the country, makes It 
possible for you to get this training 
and experience right in your own home 
IN YOUR SPARE TIME. 

Learn right! Get 
the latest short 
cuts, trade secrets. 
straight information. 

See What National Training 
Has Done For These Men! 

National Shop ylethal ise 
Training wins good jobs, 
dependence and security qui h 
1a'. Take the word of N., 
tional men who hare estsh 
liahed recsirds in their faros ils 
Radio. Television, or ular 
branches of Electronics: 

Joseph Grumi ii. 
Lake Hiawatha. 
New Jers y 
writes: "My hat 
est offer was .1 

0110 -00 as hill., 
l'hoto Engineer 

but I'm doing well 
where I urn engaged. I 
a Ilk deeply indebted to Na- 
tional." 
Here's a state- 

s from R. R. 
Wright. Black- 
foot, Idaho: "Due 
to my training at 
National I was 
selected to in- 
struct In the laboratory n- Is 

of Navy and Narines." 

9 I 

from O. K. Ivey. 
\Pas hing toi. 
D. C.. cones tlu- 

b 
dorsement: 'I 

elieve Nation '1 

offers t h e b e s t 

course to be ha -1 

Keep up the good work .- 

Robert Ailantsen. 
Kearney. Nebras- 
ka. N a t i o n a l 
graduate. has two 
radio jobs -makes 
double pay as 
r add o instructor 
and as engineer at tation 
KGEW. He writes: ,1 
proud of My National train 
Ina and appreciate the co- 
operative spirit." 

Read what hundreds of Other 
enthusiastic students has.- 
written about National Train- 
ing. Send In your coupon 
today. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 

National maintains one of the big - 

oratorisin 
resident 

the United States d where 
instructors, scientists and engineers are 
working constantly to improve and ad- 
vance training methods. SHOT' MITI!' 
OD HONE TRAINING Is a logical 
extension of this practical system. 

A FREE lesson that shows you fins 
practical and 

easy Lethis new l wowtrai ning 
method is will be sent you without 
obligation. You may keep and use this 
lesson as you see fit. Flit out and mail 
the coupon below. 

Investigate this Proposition 
Where do you stand today in modern industrial progress 1. What does the fu- 

ture hold for you? You owe yourself 
this opportunity. It may never come 
Rain. With National training YOU 

OLT AHEAD EAST -you may step 
into a goal position or start a nosiness 
of your own. little or no capital. 
even before you complete your National 
course. 

Nit yourself for a career of Inde- 
pendence, good earning.. a lifetime of 
success and security in one of the fast- 
est growling fields In the World. But 
make up your own mind. Get the In- 
formation first hand. Put your name 
and address on the coupon and mail 
it today. 

Get This Book 
FREE 

This big hook presents the 
facts about the field of elec- 
tronics and your opportunities 
in it together with full infor 
motion about the advanced 
National Training. Read it 
and make up your own mind 
that National Training will 

I you for great 
salesman will o u 

from National The book is 
FREE ith your sample les. 
son. Send the coupon or write. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA EST. 1905 f y 

ti 

MAIL OPPORTUNITY COUPON FOR QUICK ACTION 
National Schools. Dept. RC -7 (Mail in envelooe or paste 
4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles 37, California on penny pont card) 

I urail me 
FREE 

' ne two boll) s 
mention 

med 
in your ad including a sampte lesson of your Course. on 

NANE 

ADDRESS 

ACE 

CITY 
Include your mber 

0 Cheek here if veteran of World War 1l 

STATE 
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Will 1011 
Be Ready_ 

.sj for a good ¡ob 
like this in 

Radio -Electronics? 

CREI Home Study Training Can Equip You to Step Ahead 

of Competition and Gain the Confidence Born of Knowledge 

CREI technical home study train- 
ing prepares you for the secure ra- 
dio jobs that pay good money for 
ability. 

Yes, YOU, can be ready to enjoy the security of 
an important engineering position and take advan- 
tage of new career opportunities ... if you prepare 
yourself now. 

Join the thousands of other ambitious radiomen 
who have enrolled with CREI to assure themselves 
of secure, good -paying jobs with a planned program 
of advancement made possible by CREI home study 
training in Practical Radio- Electronics Engineering. 
You can study at home -in your spare time -develop 
your technical ability -increase your knowledge to 
keep pace with important developments now taking 
place in the industry. 

By adding CREI training to your present radio 
experience you can safeguard your future and keep 
pace with such new developments as U.H.F. Circuits, 
Cavity Resonators, Pulse Generators, Wave Guides, 
Klystrons, Magnetrons and other tubes. Are you 

equipped to handle them? CREI is equipped to help 
you, by providing the know -how and ability that is 
required. 

In our proved method of instruction you learn 
not only how but why! Easy -to- read -and -understand 
lessons are provided well in advance, and each student 
has the benefit of individual guides and supervision 
from a trained instructor. This is the basis of the 
CREI method of training which many thousands of 
professional radiomen have completed during the 
past 19 years ... training similar to that which CREI 
used in training thousands of radio technicians dur- 
ing the war for the U. S. Signal Corps, U. S. Navy 
and U. S. Coast Guard. 

It costs you nothing to read the interesting facts 
. . . to learn how CREI can help you enjoy the 
security you want 
...the better paying 
job that can be 
yours. Write for 
particulars now! 
(CREI training for 
veterans is approved 
under the "G.I." 
Bill.) 

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 

Dept. RC -7, 3224 

E. H. RIETZKE, President 

16th Street and Park Road N. W., Washington, 10, D. C. 

Branch Offices: 
Chicago (2): 30 N. LaSalle Street 

San Francisco (2): 760 Market Street 
New York (7): 170 Broadway 

San Diego (I): 316 C Street 

MIMI Member: 
670 

WRITE 

TODAY for 

FREE !' 
BOOKLET 

"Your Opportunity in the 

New World of Electronics" 

Tdh I,.i..,, I no 
..-layid Tu ui:rra.,'d=. 
IT ynu halt li,lr :al o ,,oro r,;', 

Irn'` .I'I r,l 
g'li(r I.r :,li,iir i.i,Il`i )I, n'l'n 

l i e l p us to inlolliT;enlIr n n r your 
inquiry-l'I.EAtiF: STATE13111EFLY 
YOITR BACKOR ITNn OF EX. 
PEItI1210E. EDUCATION AND 
PRESENT POSITION. 

NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
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4 

Let 
Radio 

ViallteOuce 

ria9aZ'o 
you 

keep vP 

WitIgt rew 
erts 

developtn 

Articles monthly on: 

Television - AM - FM 

Public Address Systems 
Test Equipment - Tools - Service Kit 
Shop Layout - Service Bench 

Trouble Shooting -- Alignmens 
Business News 

Radio Maintenance 
is not sold on newsstands 

RADIO MAINTENANCE MAGAZINE 

460 BLOOMFIELD AVE., 

MONTCLAIR, N. J. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 

"More of 
everything 
you want!" 

i+i<tai! ,i1cr 
Please send me 
RADIO MAINTENANCE 

eCet: vtceut ut-1 

For 1 year 2.00 For 2 years 3.00 

NAME 

OCCUPATION 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

ZONE STATE 

CHECK ENCLOSED* BILL ME LATER 

'NOTE; By enclosing payment, 
thus eliminating billing expense 

LWE WILL ADD ONE ISSUE FREE! 
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YOU CAN GIVE BETTER, FASTER SERVICE with these 

54144'CE& 
REc5757OR 
-4ssORTuFi1/7"QT 

STURDY, HANDSOME Resist -O- Cabinet 

fxf( 
WITH EACH ASSORTMENT 

R.!.inced resistor assort- 
ment. Includes 59 IRC 
Type BT Insulated Metal- 
lized Resistors and "uni- 
versal" 10 -Watt Power Wire 
Wound Types AB and ABA. 
The ABA (adjustable) type 
makes possible every range 
from a few ohms up to 
10,000 ohms. 

100 Type BW -t/ and BTS 
Resistors. A complete as- 
sortment of most used 
ranges in the popular %r 
Watt Insulated Metallized 
and Insulated Wire Wound 
Types. 

83 Type BW -1 and BTA 
Insulated Resistors. Every 
service engineer should 
have all of these top -qual- 
ity 1 -watt resistance ranges 
at his fingertips. 

No one knows better than you 

that up -to -the- minute appearance 
and modern, efficient service pays 

off in your shop. 

That's why IRC offers three 
Resistor Assortments to equip you 

for quick, easy resistor replacements 
on almost any job. Any one or all 

three I RC assortments, arranged 
according to type and range, are in 

neat, sturdy cardboard Resist -O- 

Cabinets that stack firmly one on 
top of the other. The cabinets are 

supplied absolutely free with each 

assortment ordered at standard 
resistor prices. Get in touch 
with your IRC distributor today 

EASY TO STACK 

Bases of Resist -O- Cabinets are 
arranged for stacking so that 
several cabinets may be used 
to increase stock capacity. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 

401 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 8, PA. 

Canadian Licensee: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto 
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By HUGO GERNSBACK 

LCRET COMMUNICATION 

e There are ninny media suitable for communications 

HE art of secret, or private communication is as 
ancient as the human race. Ever since the dawn of 
civilization men have tried to perfect ways and 
means of communicating with each other private- 

ly or secretly -be it during peace time or in war. During 
the past 100 years science has enabled the communica- 
tions field to expand enormously, and new means of com- 
munication have been invented in profusion. 

The advent of electricity, and particularly the tele- 
graph and telephone, have made strictly private and oft- 
en secret communication easier. Thus, during war, even 
in the earlier days of the telephone and telegraph, special 
means were developed to make communication over these 
media as secret as possible in order that an enemy could 
not decipher the message. Special machines for coding 
purposes were invented, but few have proven to be 
"unbreakable." 

Later on, when radio expanded, new means were found 
for private communication, but here also secrecy was 
only partial. 

During peace time, for instance, when you telephone 
an overseas friend by the present radio transmission 
system, the ordinary person who has a short wave radio 
set cannot listen in on your conversation because the 
talk is split over two separate channels. Unless the 
listener has the combination and the special radio hook- 
up to combine the two messages into one, he hears only 
gibberish, which he cannot make out. This gives partial 
secrecy. Yet a radio engineer might hook up a special 
radio receiver to listen into anyone's Trans -Atlantic 
or overseas çommunication should he so choose. The 
secrecy, therefore, is not complete. _ 

There are, of course, code machines and other means 
by which the secrecy can be almost perfect, but during 
the war it was found that no system could remain secret 
for long. All codes were eventually "broken." 

This spurred on the technicians of all the warring 
nations as well as others to find some media which would 
be more secret than wire or radio. 

The Germans possibly were the first to grab the an- 
cient Alexander Graham Bell Photophone whereby one 
talks over a light ray without any intervening wires. 
The Bell Photophone was invented in 1880, and has often 
proven not only an interesting stunt for experimenters 
to converse with each other over a light ray for miles, 
but had also a number of.commercial applications in the 
past. When radio amplifiers came into vogue the instru- 
ment could be perfected and made more sensitive by 
modern instrumentalities. Soon the Germans were using 
it in their so- called "Lichtsprecher" (lightspeaker) dur- 
RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 

ing World War II. This is merely a refinement of the 
Bell Photophone. 

With this instrument troops and command posts could 
talk over a light ray for many miles. The secrecy here 
was nearly perfect. Such a conversation could not be 
"tapped" easily between two points as long as the listener 
was not in a direct line between the points between 
which communication was carried on. Between two 
points, inaccessible to the enemy, it is therefore, possible 
to converse without much danger. It is possible to use 
ordinary sunlight as well as any other strong light 
source. The light beam is then modulated and communi- 
cation established. 

There are many other ways to communicate in a simi- 
lar manner without using visible light rays. The Ger- 
mans also early perfected a system whereby infra -red 
waves were used and this system also was fairly secure, 
particularly during night -time. 

When one speaks over a visible light beam at night 
the position is apt to be given away to the enemy, and 
if he is within gun range he will try to destroy the 
source of the light, because he knows it is being used 
for communication. Not so with infra -red waves which 
are difficult to spot and difficult to locate, and, there- 
fore, relatively safe. 

So far, however, infra -red communication has not been 
satisfactory over greater distances than about ten miles. 
It is certain, however, that it will be improved in time; 
only the horizon will then limit the range of communica- 
tion. 

There are yet other means at our disposal as, for in- 
stance, ultra -violet ray communication. Very little about 
this has appeared in print and there are certain difficul- 
ties connected with it, but in due time ultra -violet radia- 
tion will also be used for secret communication. 

Science does not stop here. We give a few more ex- 
amples, which so far have not been described -to the 
best of our knowledge - 

Human ears can only hear up to a certain point of the 
sound scale, thus any vibration beyond 15,000 cycles be- 
comes inaudible to us. That is, for human beings, not 
for animals. 

Thus dogs and particularly canary birds, can hear 
much further up in the sound spectrum than human be- 
ings. There is now manufactured a special dog whistle, 
which only dogs can hear. You blow it, but hear nothing 
whatsoever as the sound waves generated by this whistle 
are beyond human reach. The dog, however, hears it 
very well over quite a distance. 

Scientists a few years (Continued on page 718) 
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AUTO TELEPHONE was made avail- 
able last month to operators of motor 
vehicles in St. Louis, Missouri. Officials 
of the Bell Telephone System, which 
introduced the service, state that it is 
being provided on an experimental 
basis but under regular commercial 
conditions. 

Three classes of service will be of- 
fered: a general two -way telephone 
service between any vehicle and any 
regular telephone or other mobile unit; 
a two -way dispatch service between a 
customer's office and his own mobile 
units only; and a one -way signaling 
service to mobile units. 

The rates for a three -minute general 
service message within the area served 
by the St. Louis radiotelephone station 
range from 30 to 40 cents depending on 
the location of the land telephone. The 
charge for a one minute two -way dis- 
patch call is 15 cents. The rates for 
most calls will not vary with the loca- 
tion of the vehicle. If the calling or 
called land telephone is outside the St. 
Louis service area, toll rates apply. 

The radio equipment on the vehicle 
may be provided either by the cus- 
tomer or the telephone company. If fur- 
nished by the company, the monthly 
service charge is $15 plus an installa- 
tion charge of $25. 

The transmitting and receiving units, 
having a power of about 20 watts, will 
be located in the trunk of a car or in 
any suitable place on a truck. Each of 
the two units will be contained in a steel 
case approximately 10 inches wide, 18 
inches long and 8 inches deep, and will 
weigh about 40 pounds. The single an- 
tenna for both sending and receiving 
will be approximately 18 inches in 
length, mounted on top of the vehicle. 

The radiotelephone central office 
equipment employed in St. Louis in- 
cludes a transmitting station and five 

g,,,s,,, m , ,,,mn RADIo_ELEcTRoNIcs 
E. 

iminimminli,inini,ilinummatimmuta,,mmitiiimuninummilim,Altems Interesting 
receiving stations. The antenna of the 
250 -watt transmitter is located on a 
50 -foot mast atop the Southwestern Bell 
headquarters building. The receiving 
stations are located in various sections 
of the city so that vehicles' relatively 
low -powered radio sets will be within 
range at all times. The receiver nearest 
a calling mobile unit will pick up the 
voice signals and send them on their 
way by telephone wire. Radio channels 
within the range of 152 -162 megacycles 
have been assigned for the service. 

THE RADIO PARTS SHOW, first 
since 1944, was held at the Stevens Ho- 
tel in Chicago May 13 to 16. It attracted 
a record attendance of 7,562 exhibitors 
and spectators, according to a report 
issued last month. This was consider- 
ably more than anticipated and is in- 
dicative of the widespread trade inter- 
est in new lines of radio merchandise. 
Attendance at the show was limited to 
manufacturers, distributors, manufac- 
turers' representatives, publishers and 
a small number of guests. 

Among the many products shown by 
radio and radio parts manufacturers, 
FM and television antennas were par- 
ticularly noticeable. A number of en- 
tirely new products were exhibited, the 
most striking being a ceramic that 
acts as a modulated light source for a 
light beam telephone. As it was p4- 
marily a parts show, there were few 
exhibits of complete radio sets, though 
test instruments were well represented. 

This mobile installation extends the communication facilities of the office to the car. 
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RECEIVER PRODUCTION has lev- 
elled off at about a million sets monthly, 
according to a last month's report from 
the Civilian Production Administration. 
This amounts to approximately 90 per- 
cent of prewar production. 

OC T. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB.MAR.APRMAYJUNE 

Graph shows radio shipments to April, 1946. 

Construction of radios, which started 
from scratch last October, reached a 
rate of 500,000 sets monthly in the 
middle of January and one million in 
early March. The rate then remained 
constant for the rest of the month and 
through the whole month of April. 

The figures are based on shipments 
of radios, and therefore may not exactly 
mirror production in all cases. 

VETERANS who go into business pre- 
fer to set up radio service shops and 
stores or electrical appliance establish- 
ments, it was revealed last month by 
the Office of Small Business. 

Inquiries to the office during the past 
year showed that nearly three times as 
many veterans wished to start busi- 
ness in these lines as in the next popular 
classification, apparel stores. Almost as 
popular as the apparel store are filling 
stations, grocery stores and restaurants, 
all of which elicted a little more than 
a third as many inquiries as the elec- 
trical- appliance- radio -store group. 

RADIO TUBE PRICES were in- 
creased from 15 to 20 percent as of 
May 1st, it was announced by the OPA. 
The 20 percent manufacturers' ceiling 
price increase was given for replace- 
ment tubes, others being raised 15.5 
percent. Cost to the consumer would 
not be affected, OPA said. 

SYNCHROTRON, a new atom 
smasher, may split not only atoms, but 
the protons and neutrons themselves. 

Discovered independently by Prof. 
Edwin M. McMillan, co- discoverer of 
neptunium, and the Russian scientist, 
V. Veksler, the new instrument will 
combine features of the betatron and 
cyclotron. It is expected to accelerate 
electrons to a potential of 300 million 
electron volts. 
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MONTHLY REVIE 

to the Technician., 
WARNING that Army surplus walk - 
ie- talkies and other radio transmitting 
equipment now being offered for sale 
must not be used by unlicensed persons 
was issued last month by the Federal 
Communications Commission. In many 
cases where equipment is offered to the 
general public, some people believe the 
sale implies a right to use the equip- 
ment. This is by no means the case, 
the FCC points out, and unauthorized 
use of such transmitters by the general 
public is illegal and subject to $10,000 
fine, or imprisonment, or both. 

The Commission also pointed out that 
none of the equipment at present on 
sale is designed to operate in the 460- 
470 megacycle band allocated to the pro- 
posed Citizens' Radio Service. 

SPORT BROADCASTING reached a 
new high in realism last month. The mi- 
crophone was moved from its accus.. 
tomed place at the ringside and actually 
inserted between the body of one of the 
boxers and the glove of the other. On- 
the -spot broadcasting! 

Actually the mike was attached in- 
side a catcher's mask worn by Stan Lo- 
max, WOR's veteran sportscaster, in a 
sparring bout with Joe Louis, at his 
training camp in New Jersey. 

Stan Lomax wished to tell his audi- 
ence "how it feels to be in the ring fac- 
ing the Champion," and hit on this as 
the best way. Translated into sound 
via the mike, light taps on the mask 
"felt" like blows from a battering -ram. 
The tough sports commentator man- 
aged to stay in the ring for one round, 
terminated by the referee when the 
mike broke loose from its fastenings. 

A new era of sports broadcasting ap- 
pears to have been opened, and we can 
look confidently forward to a televised 
scene of a fight in which both the con- 
testants wear u.h.f. pack sets. The ra- 
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dio owner will then both see and hear 
the blows, and sportscasters will be un- 
necessary. 

AMATEURS now have available a 
large number of bands. As of June 1st, 
all restrictions had been lifted from the 
old 80 -meter band, giving the ham the 
operating frequencies of 3.5 to 4 me 
that he enjoyed before the war. 

The following frequencies and types 
of emission are now authorized: 

27.186 to 27.455 mc AO- A1- A2- A3 -A4 -FM 
28.0 to 29.7 Al 
28.1 to 29.7 AS 
29.0 to 29.7 FM 
50.0 to 54.0 Al- A2 -A3 -A4 
52.6 to 54.0 FM 

144.0 to 148.0 A1- A2- A3 -A4 -FM 
235.0 to 240.0 A1- A2- A3 -A4 -FM 

420.0 to 430.0, 1215 to 1295 mc, 2300 
to 2450 mc, 5250 to 5660 mc, 10,000 to 
10,500 mc, and 21,000 to 22,000 me 
bands are available for Al, A2, A3, A4, 
A5 and FM transmissions. The peak 
antenna power on the 420 to 430 me 
band shall not exceed 50 watts. The 
portion of the 144 to 148 me band lying 
between 146.5 and 148.0 me shall not 
be used by.any amateur station located 
within 50 miles of Washington, D. C., 
Seattle, Wash., or Honolulu, T. H. 

Licensed operators are permitted to 
operate on any frequency above 30,000 
megacycles using any type of emission. 
SELECTIVE ABSORPTION of very 
short radio waves may limit propaga- 
tion at super -high frequencies, reported 
the recent Cambridge meeting of the 
American Physical 
Society. 

Water vapor 
molecules absorb a 
wavelength of one 
and a quarter cen- 
timeters, while the 
oxygen molecules 
absorb a wave- 
length of half a 
centimeter. 

Joe Louis and Stan Lomax meet in the ring. 

FIRST AMATEUR CONTACT on 
the 2300 -2450 megacycle band was 
claimed last month by two General 
Electric engineers, George H. Floyd, 
W6OJK /2, and Arthur R. Koch, 
W9WHM /2. The contact was between 
two buildings in the Schenectady G.E. 
works, and was on phone. 

The ultra- high- frequency apparatus 
used disc -seal 2C40 "lighthouse" tubes 
and parabolic reflectors. One at least of 
the stations was a transceiver. 

This is not the first amateur com- 
munication on the ultra -highs, as oper- 
ation was carried on in the 5250 -5650- 
megacycle band some months ago. 
(RAnIo- CnAvr, May, 1946). It does 
mark the opening of a new ham -band. 

Above -One of the two 2300 -2450 mc stations. 

Below -The two constructors adjust their ap. 
paratus. Wire -mesh parabolic reflector ahead. 
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HOW MINE DETECTORS WORK 
Secret Wartime Device Nov Described 

METAL finders or treasure lo- 
cators have long intrigued the 
adventurous experimenter's 
imagination. With the coming 

of war, the metal locator came of age. 
Called a mine detector, it was produced 
in the hundreds of thousands and used 
all over the world. Much interest was 
aroused in the instrument, but military 

Fig. I- Fundamental Hughes Balance Circuit 

secrecy covered all details of its effec- 
tiveness, operation or even theory. 

The principles underlying metal de- 
tectors were well known long before the 
war. Most of them work on the bal- 
anced field principle, used to detect the 
presence of metals at least 60 years 
ago (Hughes Balance Metal Detectors, 
RADIO -CRAFT, January, 1944). The de- 
tector widely used for locating metallic 
mines resembled the original Hughes 
Balance very closely, even using a rel- 
atively low audio frequency instead of 
the r.f. waves used by most of the later 
treasure locators. 

18-3 --1 
18 -4-+ 

3 

The Hughes Balance, in its original 
form, consists of four coils. Two of these 
are connected in series with a source 
of alternating current. The others, 
coupled to the first two, are connected 
in series -opposing, so that the signal 
induced by A in C (Fig. 1) is cancelled 
out by the signal induced in D by B. 
If coupling between the two coils is 
perfectly balanced, there is no signal 
in the phones. 

Variations in the circuit are employed 
in practical mine detectors and metal lo- 
cators. One used in standard Army 
equipment consisted of three coils, two 
of which were connected to the trans- 
mitter and one to the receiver. The 
two transmitter coils were so connected 
and coupled that no signal was intro- 
duced into the field of the third or re- 
ceiver coil. Another system, much used 
in radio -frequency metal locators, em- 
ploys one transmitter and one receiver 
coil, so positioned that coupling between 
them is zero. Equipment using a large 
vertical transmitting loop and a hori- 
zontal receiving loop belong to this class. 

These various balanced circuits have 
one feature in common -if any conduct- 
ing material is introduced into the field 
surrounding the loops the shape of the 
field will be altered, and with it the 

21-2 21.: 
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12 

19 -4 14 -I 

16 96- 26-115 

The improved American mine detector with 

No. Description of part. 
1 -Input transformer, search coil to grid. Pri 

to sec ratio 1:50, pri inductance .035 H. 
2 -Plate choke. 50 H at 1 ma d.c. 
9- Output transformer, pri to sec ratio 10:1. 

pri inductance 35 H. 
4 -Ose transformer, plate to sec ratio 24:1, 

grid to sec ratio 12:1. 6- 10.000 ohm resistor. 
9 -9.900 ohm resistor. 
9-4.7 meg resistor. 

10-1 meg resistor. 

676 

1310.1 

19-519-2 19-3 I 4 -1 

1G6, showing positions of all components. 

12 --710 -ohm wire -wound potentiometer. 
13 -.001 µf mica condenser. 
14 -.05 µf mica condenser. 
15 -.0002 µf mica variable condenser. 
16 -.01 µf molded paper condenser. 
17 -.02 µf mica condenser, 17-a .002 mica. 
18-1 µf oil filled paper condenser. 
19 -1 -.02 µf paper condenser. 
19 -2, 19 -3, 19 -5 -.05 µf paper condenser. 
19 -4 -.25 µt paper condenser. 
20- 1G6 -GT tube. 
21 -1. 21- 2- 1N5 -GT. 

By ERIC LESLIE 
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visual indicator. 

coupling. Thus zero coupling will no 
longer exist, and a signal will be heard 
in the output. 

A disadvantage of the two -loop sys- 

[ 

Fig. 2- Reversal of coupling between coils. 

tem has been that -to get zero coupling 
-the two loops have been widely spaced. 
A common type consisted of a frame 
carried by the operator, on which the 
transmitting loop was mounted two or 
more feet behind his back, and the re- 
ceiving loop two or three feet ahead of 
him. The rear vertical loop measured 
about two feet across and was carried 
approximately four feet above the 
ground, while the receiving loop- rough- 
ly the same size -was carried horizon- 
tally as near the ground as expedient. 
Such a bulky device would hardly do for 
military use. 

Tb bring this device into usable form, 
the problem of zero coupling was at- 
tacked in a new, ingenious manner. If 
two flat coils are placed so that the 
receiving is directly above the transmit- 
ting coil, they are coupled as shown at 
the left side of 'Fig. 2. If the receiving 
coil is removed and laid down beside the 
transmitting coil, they will still be 
coupled, but in the opposite direction. 
( Note arrows showing direction of force 
field.) Obviously if the one coil is slowly 
slid sidewise from the first *position, 
coupling will decrease to zero at some 
point, then reverse in direction as the 
twe coils are further separated...The 
mine detector search head is based on 
this principle. The coils in the search 
head are so positioned (Fig. 3) that 
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coupling is zero until the field around 
them is distorted by introduction of a 
mass of metal. Then some coupling 
takes place and a signal is heard in the 
phones. 

The coils shown in Fig. 3 are each 
wound with 800 turns of No. 29 or 30 
single silk enamel covered wire. Posi- 
tioning for zero coupling is found by 
actual experiment and the coils then 
sealed into place with wax. 

THE CONTROL BOX 

Any variations due to change in 
physical characteristics because of age, 
rough handling, or which may be in- 
troduced by electrical changes in the 
circuits to which they are connected, are 
compensated for by a pair of potenti- 
ometers, one of which balances out any 
stray capacity, the other coupling of a 
resistive nature between the two coils. 
These are shown in the dashed square 
marked "Control Head" in Fig. 4. The 
figure diagrams the simplest type of 
mine detector, which originated in Eng- 
land early in the war, and was after- 
ward made in large quantities on both 
sides of the ocean. The potentiometers 
are both across the receiver coil, with 
a resistor or condenser in the movable 
arm connected to one side of the trans- 
mitter coil. 

The control box is mounted on the 
handle of the instrument. In late mod- 
els, this box also contains a meter for 
visual indic :tions. A cable from it runs 
to the amplifier -oscillator unit, which 
was usually contained in a bag slung 
over the operator's shoulder. In the type 
shown in Fig. 4, this unit contains three 
tubes of the 1N5 or a similar type. One 
of these acts as a 1,000 -cycle oscillator, 

(Continued on page 721) 
SEARCH COIL CABLE 

CONTROL HEAD ASSEMBLY SEARCH COIL ASSEMBLY 

TEST COIL I, 

Fig. 3 -Ihe search head, showing how fop coil is displaced to a position of zero coupling. 

PLUG 

Fig. 4- Earlier and simpler mine defector. Oscillating and receiving circuit elements are tuned 
to 1000 cycles. "Off -On" switch is in battery unit (coded plug, at center right). 
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Fig. S -Mine detector shown on opposite page. Search head has four coils, and compensators are adjusted by movable iron and brass cores. 
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RADAR ROCKETS 
May Be the Answer to the /locket /tomb 

CINE of the problems now en- 
gaging the attention of our 
military experts is to provide 
a strong defensive weapon to 

combat flying rockets and bombs. In 
the next war -should one occur -the 
enemy will loose a barrage of long - 
range rocket bombs on.our cities and 
vital industrial plants. Some of these 
will doubtless be atomic bombs. High 
speed jet -propelled fighter planes may 
knock down some of them, but some 
sorer way of fighting such an attack is 
needed. Counter- attack rockets imme- 
diately suggest themselves. 

Microwave radars can be designed to 
direct the counter- attack rocket so that 
it literally chases the enemy rocket and 
explodes as it nears the missile, thus 
destroying it before it has a chance to 
reach its target. 

Figure 1 shows a tentative plan for 
the positioning of the radar apparatus 
in the rocket; also the disposition of the 
explosive and the control mechanism. 

It may be objected that the tre- 
mendous speeds of rockets may not 
allow timefor such defense, but this is 
not the case. Even at a speed of 3,000 
miles per hour, a rocket launched from 
the (for rockets) close range of 500 
miles would take a minimum of ten 
minutes to reach its target. Actually the 
time taken would be much longer be- 
cause of the curved trajectory. Trans - 
Atlantic rockets would travel much 
more than an hour. 

The time allowed for launching the 
counter- attack rockets can be length- 
ened by erecting radar outpost listening 
stations at such points as Iceland, 
Greenland, Bermuda and other outlying 
places (also at similar Pacific stations) 
for spotting the approach of enemy 
rocket bombs. (Fig. 2.) These stations 
would be continually on watch. The in- 
formation gathered by them would be 
relayed automatically to the main base 
station on the mainland by radio, and 
counter- attack radarockets sent out to 
apprehend the enemy missile and des- 
troy it before it reached within strik- 
ing distance of the mainland. 

Another plan is shown in Fig. 3 -an 

airborne long -range radar station. The 
flying radar station would maintain 
radio contact with the ground bases for 
transmission of target location data; 
an accurate location "fix" or position for 
the enemy rocket can be supplied at any 
moment, or its course may be plotted 
continuously. The station directing the 
radarocket can then combine the in- 
formation received from two or more 
of these spotters to plot the coming 
rocket's trajectory and aim a fighter 
rocket in the proper direction to meet 
it. Electronic equipment could do all 
this automatically and the release would 
be almost instantaneous. 

The radarocket would ascend rapidly, 
using jet propulsion. Upon approaching 
the target it could be detonated by the 
same means so successfully used in the 
thousands of proximity fuze shells em- 
ployed against the enemy in the war 
just ended. In this device a radio wave 
was sent by the shell's miniature radio 
transmitter; reflected radio waves 
picked up from the enemy target (such 
as a plane) by the receiving set carried 
in the shell caused it to detonate when 
it came to within a distance of about 
seventy feet of the target. 

In another plan the course of oncom- 
ing enemy missiles is plotted by radar 
and the launcher carefully aimed so the 
radarocket will intercept it. When this 
bloodhound of the air comes within a 
reasonable distance of the enemy bomb 
or flying rocket, it sends out a micro- 
wave which is reflected by the enemy 
missile (Fig. 4). These reflected waves 
are picked up by a receiver carried by 
the radarocket and keep it on the trail 
of the target. 

This may sound far -fetched, but we 
have only to recall that some radars 
used in World War II would track an 
airplane in flight and automatically aim 
antiaircraft guns at it. These radars 
used conical scanning to achieve this 
feat. 

The principle of conical scanning 
(Fig. 5) is that of using a reflector to 
concentrate or beam a pulsed signal in 
a lobe pattern -and then cause the lobe 
to rotate around the axis of the reflector. 

ELECTRONIC TUBES, RADAR TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER, ETC. 
EXPLOSIVE FUEL 

REFLECTOR 

SPINNER MOTOR 
1EVOLVING DIPOLE EXPLOSIVE FUEL 

Fig. I -How a future radar defense rocket may look. 
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By H. W. SECOR 

Harry Winfield Secor was born 
in Brooklyn, June II, 1887. Studied 
electrical engineering in Phila- 
delphia and New York. Worked as 
electrical inspector and power plant 
engineer 1910 to 1912. Has occu- 
pied many positions in the radio 
technical and journalistic world. 
among them: ass.stant editor 
MODERN ELECTRICS. 1910 to 
19.2; engineering department, 
Western Electric Co., 1912 to 
1914: managing eaitor. ELEC- 

c7N4s. 

TRICAL EXPERIMENTER, 1914 
to 1919 (engineer to Electra Im- 
porting Co. during the same time, 
designing several arc generators. 
Quenched spark sets and ampli- 
fiers); managing editor, SCIENCE 
AND INVENTION, 1919 to 1929. 
Lectured weekly on radio and pop- 
ular science subjects over Radio 
WRNY, New York, 1926 to 1929. 
Was managing editor of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT, AVIATION ME- 
CHANICS, TELEVISION NEWS. 
RADIO & TELEVISION, MODEL 
CRAFTSMAN. etc. 

During his long career in radio 
writing, Mr. Secor wrote a num- 
ber of books, including "How and 
Why of Radio Apparatus." "In- 
duction Coil and Transformer 
Construction," "Simple Electricity 
Experiments" and was co- author 
with S. Gernsback and Austin 
Leecarboura of the "Wireless 
Course in 20 Lessons" (used in 
teaching many radio students in 
World War I). 

Hobbies: Radio and Television 
set receiver construction; inter- 
preting scientific subjects for the 
non -engineering reader. 

A tiny dipole antenna is mounted off - 
center in the reflector and is rotated by 
a small spinner motor. Only two succes- 
sive positions (5 -a) of the lobe are 
shown, for the sake of clearness. Note 
(5 -b) that the rotating radio lobe pro- 
jected by the dipole brackets the enemy 
target (a flying bomb for example). 

Figure 6 -a shows how the strength 
of the reflected echo signal from the 
target varies for different positions of 
the lobe, when the target is off the cen- 
ter-line of the reflector. When the target 
is on the reflector center -line (6 -b) the 
strength of each reflected signal is of 
equal amplitude. Thus the pulsed signal 
actually scans the target. 

The varying strength of the reflected 
signal actuates a correcting mechanism 
(operating the vertical and horizontal 
rudders, or firing "course- correcting" 

(Continued on page 720) 
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NEW FACSIMILE IS FAST 

COVER FEATURE 

Home Radio Newspaper Can is Combined with FM Receiver 

IT IS more than possible that the morning paper of the 
future may be started printing by an automatic relay set 
to turn on the facsimile printer at four or five o'clock 
in the morning, and completing news, fashions, spurts, 

comics and picture section before breakfast time. 

Mr. Hogan stands directly behind the transmitter's sc.,r - -g o-Jrn. 

How the newspaper is delivered from the home facsimile receiver. 

680 

Facsimile transmission is by no means new, and has been 
used for both wire and radio transmission of pictures, draw- 
ings and printed matter. During the war radio and wire fac- 
simile systems transmitted maps and drawings which could 
not have been sent instantaneously by other means. RADIO - 

CRAFr in particular was interested in the "radio newspaper" 
and the April, 1934 number pictured such a receiver on its 
cover and devoted an article to the subject. 

One serious drawback prevented the radio newspaper from 
becoming an actuality. Speed of transmission was fatally 
slow -from 30 to 50 words per minute. The new system 
developed by J. V. L. Hogan, produces copy at over 250 
words per minute -faster than the pace of the average 
reader. The actual paper speed is 28 square inches per min- 
ute, words or picture copy. This amounts to over four 8 x 
111/2 -inch pages per 15- minute facsimile broadcast period. 

The facsimile broadcaster described here is designed to 
operate in conjunction with an ordinary FM transmitter. A 
steady 10,000 -cycle note is modulated by light reflected from 
the matter to be transmitted, the actual modulating fre- 
quencies running up to 3,000 cycles. These modulate the 10; 
000 -cycle note, producing a band from 7,000 to 13,000 cycles. 
The transmission is audible as a high -pitched, varying 
whistle. 

The varying note is applied to a standard FM transmitter 
and transmitted, received and detected by standard FM 
methods. The signal is then fed into the facsimile receiver 
and made to reproduce the original visible matter. 

The console shown consists of two scanning drums for 
transmission of the material, and two monitors. The one at 
the left monitors the output of the transmitter constantly, 

(Continued on page 707 ) 
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One side of transmitter console. Photo at top shows other side. 
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ROAD -B ND ANTENNA 
Arrays adapted to P. F. Transmissions 

MULTI- ELEMENT close -spaced 
rotary -beam transmitting an- 
tennas are today one of the 
most widely used arrays for 

amateur operation. There are a num- 
ber of good reasons why. 

First of all, they're compact: they 
occupy a tenth the space of a long -wire 
system of comparable gain, and are 
therefore ideal for apartment house or 
other installations using the smallest 
possible space. 

Another thing, they can be pointed in 
any great circle direction with ease, 
and concentrated on any given station 

DIRECTION 
OF FIRE 

SPACING .10 X.-vs. 

SPACING .15 A 

DIRECTOR .41 X 

'DRIVEN ELEMENT 
.47 X 

REFLECTOR 
.52 A 

r MAST 

Fig. I- 3- element ar ay, showing dimensions 
and spacings for 15 percent more bandwidth. 

within a few moments' notice, a feat 
impractical if not impossible with long - 
wire arrays. Their gain in delivered 
microvolts -per -dollar is extraordinary 
in comparison with expensive increases 
in transmitting apparatus. 

From a technical as well as a practi- 
cal standpoint there is one serious short- 
coming to the ordinary multi -element 
close- spaced array: its gain and com- 
pactness depend upon close spacing be- 
tween antenna elements, which in turn 
exacts a heavy penalty in the form of 
frequency response. Erect a three -ele- 
ment beam for amateur operation on 
28,500 kcs, let's say. Properly adjusted, 
it performs excellently at that frequen- 
cy. But deviate from that frequency 
very much and gain rapidly falls off, 
radiation patterns shift, impedances be- 
come mismatched, and severe losses ap- 
pear in the line. 

This same effect applies to high -gain 
antennas for long distance short -wave 
reception alone. Let's say you've erected 
a rotary for extreme broadcast DX on 
or about 15,000 kcs. You find that 
Saigon comes in very well on 15,125 
kcs, but experience shows great difficulty 
with All -India Radio on 15,450 kcs. The 
reason: your antenna gain has fallen 
way off at that frequency, with India's 
signals far down in static and tube noise. 
You may well attribute such poor recep- 
tion to "conditions," but it's likely to 
RADIO -CRAFT for JULY,- I 

be your array which, performing excel- 
lently on the frequency you designed it 
for, simply won't work well off that 
frequency. 

Now, there are two interesting tech- 
nical features in a three -element close - 
spaced beam. Your director element, 
placed in front of the driven element 
(to which feeders connect) leads the 
signals forward when transmitting. 
Your reflector acts in concert to screen 
signals from travelling to the rear, and 
reinforces the forward radiation. The 
relationship is complex, but that's about 
it in simple terms. 

To act as a director your first element 
must present capacitive reactance to 
the center driven element, and thus be 
electrically shorter. The reflector must 
present inductive reactance, and thus be 
electrically longer. As you shift fre- 
quency, your rod and element length 
naturally doesn't and can't change. 
Shift your frequency far enough and 
the electrical relationship between ele- 
ments so radically changes that the an- 
tenna is no longer a beam but merely a 
collection of pipe. 

If you could take a week. or so off to 
concentrate on the higher math involved 
in the problem you'd find five or so in- 
terlocking variables which, with further 
analysis on the subject, would lead you 
to the fact that if certain carefully de- 
rived lengths were found and used, 
these variables would shift in equally 
opposing directions over a far greater 
number of frequencies. You'd thus find 
your useful frequency range would be 
broadened several times. Putting into 
practice these figures not only allows 
you to have a high- 
gain array on a 
center operating 
frequency, but one 
which will provide 
high gain over a 
good segment of 
the dial. 

Measurements 
show that the aver- 
age three -element 
close -spaced ama- 
teur array has an 
effective frequency 
response of about 
2 percent of the 
'frequency for 
which it's designed 
until a 2 to 1 

standing wave ra- 
tio appears on the 
line, materially re- 
ducing its p e r - 
formance. T h i s 
improved broad- 
band array, how- 
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Major Harold R. Churchill, after 
vagabonding around Europe for a 
few years, attended Princeton 
University. In 1930 became a floor 
member of the New York Stock 
Exchange for his own securities 
firm. In 1935 became active in oil 
well drilling and geophysical re- 
search, two years later becoming 
one of the editors of Time Maga- 
zine. Subsequently a contributor to 

C'olliers', the Reader's I)igest and 
other publications, was attached to 
the Signal Corps Laboratories and 
the Signal Corps Publications 
Agency during the war, where he 
wrote and was in charge of the 
editing of technical manuals cov- 
ering radio equipment. Main hob- 
by is amateur radio operation, 
having held the calls IAOA, 111JZ, 
2API, 2APO, 3ZJ, WIZC, and his 
present call, W2ZC. 

ever, has a measured frequency response 
of 15 percent before a similar standing 
wave ratio appears. It provides a meas- 
ured gain of 5.6 db over a comparison 
dipole at the same height above ground 
(in most measurements 3 wavelengths). 
Measured front -to -back ratio is 16 db, 
horizontal pattern covering 35° each 

(Continued on page 727) 

Court, .SII C. S. S;rrna1 Corps, Fort Monmouth 
Spacing and dimensioning can make arrays like this more versatile. 
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RADIO IN THE ATOM TESTS 

BY E. A. WITTEN 

Electronic Specialists Will Learn Much at Bikini Atoll 
PROBABLY the most elaborate 

scientific tests ever carried out as 
far as the number of people, 
amount of equipment and total ex- 

pense are concerned will be the atomic 
energy tests this summer. For the gi- 
gantic task of measuring and determin- 
ing the amount of damage an atomic 
bomb can do, Joint Army -Navy Task 
Force One will send three elaborately 
equipped laboratory ships to Bikini 
Atoll (Fig. 1). These ships will carry 

I40' 160' 

The technical staff will consist of 
over 1000 technicians. These men will 
be divided up into nine specialist groups 
or divisions: bomb operation; blast 
pressure and shock; wave motion and 
oceanography; electromagnetic propaga- 
tion and electronics; radiological safety; 
radiometry; radiation; remote measure- 
ments; and technical photography. 

In the field of wave motion, super- 
sonic echo sounders will measure the 
vertical motion of both the target ships 

and the buoys at a 
distance from the 
explosion, w h i le 
pressure recorders 
on the bottom will 
record water depth 
versus time by 
measurement of 
hydraulic pressure. 
In addition, seismo- 
graphs will be set 
up on the islands 
around the atoll to 
observe the propa- 
gation of shock 
waves through the 
earth and thus ob- 
t a i n information 
on the geological 
structure of the 
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Fig. I- Bikini was selected for its remoteness from land areas. 

many of the nation's top- ranking scien- 
tists with all equipment and instru- 
ments necessary- for conducting the 
tests. One ship will be devoted entirely 
to electronics and will carry such equip- 
ment as radar units of the most ad- 
vanced design, Geiger counters, radi- 
ology equipment, long -range television 
apparatus, seismographs; all in addi- 
tion to the standard radio transmitting 
and receiving apparatus. 

atoll. 
The electromag- 

netic propagation 
and electronics di- 
vision will make 
studies of the ef- 
fect of the atomic 
bomb explosion on 

the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves. These tests are planned to show 
the influence of the intense local ioniza- 
tion resulting from the detonation on 
both sky and ground wave transmission. 
Other experiments will show the radar 
reflective properties of the bomb cloud 
and the intensity of the atmospheric 
electrical disturbances developed by the 
explosion. 

Standard Navy, Signal Corps, and 

Air Force radar equipment as well as 
special devices constructed for the tests 
will be used to measure electromagnetic 
propagation. The area to be tested, the 
distance covered by the blast, and a time 
base are shown on the diagrammatical 
chart in Fig. 2. 

Army Air Force "drones" will carry 
Geiger counter warning circuits and 
special transmitters to determine the 
effect of the bomb explosion in the 5-to- 
9- megacycle region. It is not known at 
present what effect the bomb cloud will 
have in radio or radar interference or 
reflection. 

The radiological safety section is 
charged with protection of personnel 
from radiological hazards after the 
blast. This includes ,responsibility for 
measurement of radiological phenomena 
in the areas to be entered by various 
personnel and for tracking the move- 
ment of radioactive air and water 
masses caused by the explosion. The 
primary safety device is the Geiger 
counter which indicates radioactivity by 
a clicking sound, a cathode -ray tube or 
the movement of a hand on a dial. Addi- 
tional safety devices are ionization 
chambers, specially sensitized films, and 
chemical capsules which indicate total 
radioactivity from the measurement of 
induced radioactivity. 

Radiometry is the subject of study 
of another staff section. Radiometry is 
defined for the purposes of the atom 
bomb tests, as a measurement of light 
in the visible spectrum and adjacent 
wave bands (ultra -violet and infra- 
red). This is distinguished from the 
staff section which is concerned with 

(Continued on page 716) 
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Photo A -The Kadydid, radio- controlled drone. Length, I I ft.; span, 12 ft.; speed, 200 m.p.h. Fig. 2 -How the blast is expected to develop. 
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TELEVISION FOR TODAY 

Part II Scanning Tubes and Methods 

WE HAD a general, overall 
view of a television system 
in the previous article. Now 
let us concentrate on the ac- 

tion within a television camera. Then 
we will go to the receiver and examine 
each section in detail. The camera is 
chosen first because unless we under- 
stand its operation, much of what is 
done at the receiver is meaningless. 

An Iconoscope camera tube is shown 
in Fig 1. The scene is focused by an 
optical lens system onto a mosaic plate 
within the tube. 

WINDOW 

ELECTRON GUN 

1200V 

- 

CONDUCTIVE 
COATING 

Fig I- Cross -section of Iconoscope. Second 
anode is a ring round the inside of the tube. 

The plate consists of a thin sheet of 
mica (an insulator) upon the front of 
which has been deposited a single layer 
of microscopic globules of a sensitized 
caesium -silver compound. In the process 
of construction each globule tends to 
dissociate itself from all the other 
globules, much as water acts when 
poured over an oily surface. Electrical- 
ly, then, any change that affects one 
globule will not affect any of its neigh- 
bors. 

Each caesium -silver globule reacts to 
any incident light, causing emission of 
electrons. Thus, the televised scene, in 
being converted to electrical charges, 
is automatically broken down into a 
series of minute elements, much like 
the grains of a photographic strip of 
film. This is the first step in the process 
of converting the light rays into equiva- 
lent electrical currents. At each point, 
the electrons emitted from a globule 
will be directly dependent upon the in- 
tensity of light. Since each globule is 
electrically independent from all the 
others, all variations in light intensity 
at different points in the scene will be 
in like measure changed to ...electrical 
charges. 

The electric charge on each globule 
is utilized through a scanning electron 
beam and a conductive coating located 
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on the reverse side of the mica mosaic 
plate. The electron beam, generated in 
the neck of the Iconoscope, is forced by 
deflection coils to sweep across the mo- 
saic plate in a series of lines as indicated 
in Fig. 2. As the beam passes over each 
globule it replaces the electrons lost 
due to the light rays. Since each globule 
tends to form a charged condenser 
(with the second plate the conducting 
surface on the other side of the mica), 
replacement of the lost electrons acts 
to discharge this condensér combination, 
with the formation of a pulse of cur- 
rent through the load resistor R shown 
in Fig. 1. Hence as the beam sweeps 
along, it sends fluctuating pulses of 
currents through R, each pulse varying 
proportionately as the original light 
from the scene. We have thus completed 
the transformation of light into equiva- 
lent electrical video currents. These 
currents are amplified and used to mod- 
ulate a fixed carrier to form the trans- 
mitted signal to be picked up by the re- 
ceiver. 

ELECTRON BEAM SCANNING 
The image formed on the mosaic can 

be analyzed by several methods. We can 
break the image down into a series of 
horizontal lines, as shown in Fig. 3 -a, 
a series of vertical lines, as shown in 
Fig. 3 -b, or by means of an ever- widen- 
ing spiral, as in Fig. 3-c. Of these 
three methods (and there are many 
more), horizontal scanning has been 
adopted as standard. In this method, 
the scanning beam starts at the upper 
left -hand corner and progresses to the 
right until the edge of the mosaic is 
reached. From this point the beam must 
be quickly brought back to the left -hand 
side and the left -to -right scanning 
sweep begun again. The retrace motion 
must be as quick as possible, for during 
this time the beam is completely blanked 
out and no information appears on the 
screen. The sequence of left -to -right 

EXTERNAL 

MILTON S. KIVER 

Photo A -A Farnsworth image dissector tube. 

sweep of the beam, when information 
is being traced out on the screen, plus 
rapid retrace while the beam is getting 
in position for the next line, is repeated 
over and over until the bottom of the 
image is reached. From here the beam 
is brought back to the top of the image, 
and the entire sequence repeated. Fig. 
2 indicates the method pictorially. 

The above description explains the 

TOP -s- 

r 
- - -> ---- -E ---- ---E-- -- --- ----:- - ----E----- ------------- ----f - 

--4----- ----.- 
- --'t -- - 

-------------ri - 
HORIZONTAL- ' BOTTOM 

SCANNING LINES RETRACE PATH 

Fig. 2- Electron beam path. simple scanning. 

method in use today. For ease in oper- 
ation and to present a smoother image 
at the receiver, two modifications have 

(Continued on page 712) 

ELECTRON MULTIPLIER 

PHOTOSENSITIVE CATHODE 

FOCUSING COATING APERTURE 

CATHODE 
LEAD 

In the dissector tube, the whole electronic image field is "scanned" past the aperture. 
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INSIDE THE HANDlE-TALKIE 
War's Smallest Two -Way Radiophone 

THE Handie -Talkie is perhaps the 
most widely known and well liked 
radio set developed during the 
war. Its efficiency at short ranges 

and its compactness created a demand 
for this set in practically all branches 
of the service. Called by the Signal 
Corps "Radio Set SCR -536 ", the Handie- 

CRYSTALS - 

TRANSMIT TEN 
TANK 
CAPACITOR 

JAN -354 

ANTENNA COIL 

JAN -1145 

Ist I F PRIMARY 
ADJUSTMENT 

JAN -155 - 
F PRI MAR 

uSTMENT 

R-F CHOKE 

TANK COIL 

RESISTOR AND 
CAPACITOR 
TERMINAL BOARD 

This chassis view shows the main components. 

Talkie is built into a metal case 3% x 
5% x 15% inches long. This space con- 
tains a receiver- transmitter complete 
with batteries, microphone and ear- 
phone. Compactly built and weighing 
but 5% pounds, it permits the operator 
to use it like a French type telephone. 

The SCR -536 is designed for two -way 
voice communication over distances up 
to one mile. The effective range is often 
decreased by terrain features like hills, 
steel buildings, heavily wooded areas 
and power lines located between the 
two stations. On the other hand, the 
range may be increased by locating the 
transmitter on the top of a tall building 
or a hill where the signal will have an 
unobstructed path to the receiver. Fool- 
proof net operation is made possible by 
using crystal control in the receiver and 
transmitter circuits. This feature per- 
mits instant operation by untrained op- 
erators who would not be able to make 
frequency adjustments on other types 
of sets. These sets may be tuned to 
practically any predetermined frequen- 
cy between 3500 and 6000 kc by the 
selection of proper coil and crystal 
combinations. Frequency changing in 
these sets is done by men who have 
been trained to do this work. 

Operation is further simplified by 
the omission of several conventional 
controls. The only ones on the set are 
the "on -off" switch and a fingertip op- 
erated "push -to- talk" button. The "on- 
off" switch is mounted inside the set and 
is operated by the telescoping antenna. 
When the antenna is fully extended, the 
switch is thrown on and when retracted, 

,i s automatically 
turned off. 

By careful selec- 
tion of operating 
frequencies, these 
sets may be used in 
nets with such otll- 
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SETTON 

Antenna switch detail. 

er sets as the SCR -245 and SCR -193 
which employ variable frequency con- 
trol and may be tuned to the frequency 
of the SCR -536. 

HOW IT OPERATES 

The receiver portion of the set uses 
a conventional superheterodyne circuit 
with a 3S4 r.f. amplifier, a 1R5 oscil- 
lator- mixer, 1T4 i.f. amplifier, 1S5 
second detector, first a.f. amplifier and 
a.v.c. A 3S4 audio amplifier supplies ap- 
proximately 0.18 watt to a small dy- 
namic earphone. 

The grid circuit of the r.f. amplifier 
is tuned by a series combination of- 

(Continued on page 703) 

Left-Coils and crystals for changing Handie -Talkie frequencies. 
Below- Bottom view of set. Important features are identified. 
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only one side of the two 3S4 filaments are heated when the set is used as a receiver. Tuning is controlled by the oscillator crystal. 
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Fig. 2- Schematic of the war's most famous p ece of communications equipment. Made by Galvin Motorola for the Signal Corps, it was used 
"in the air, on land and on the sea." Each set emp oys two crystals ground to frequencies 455 kc apart. The 1125 acts as a Pierce oscillator in 
both transmitting and receiving circuits. The 14- section changeover switch is lettered to agree with the other two figures. Early Handie- Talkies 

had crystal earphones, but later ones used the inductor type illustrated in these diagrams. 
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Fig. 3 -As a transmitter, the Handie- Talkie is a four -tube set. The I R5 functions as master oscillator in a Pierce circuit, driving one of the 354's 
as r.f. power output tube. The 155 and the other 3S4 are speech amplifier and modulator, Heising system being used. 
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Signal Generator Employs Neve Circuit 

NEXT to a good multimeter, the 
signal generator is probably 
the electronic technician's most 
useful piece of test equipment. 

In addition to its familiar function as a 
signal source for purposes of alignment, 
it may be used for signal substitution 
and in conjunction with other instru- 
ments for many types of measurements. 

A well designed signal generator is an 
investment for the professional service 
technician, but is a costly item to the 
experimenter or beginner who has but 
occasional use for the instrument. He 
would often prefer to build his own if a 
reasonably efficient unit could be turned 
out. Unfortunately, to be at all usable, 
the signal generator must be a highly 
stable, precision device. The complex de- 
sign factors make it difficult to get 
these desirable characteristics in a 
home -built model. 

TRANSITRON SIMPLICITY 
It is possible, however, for even the 

careful beginner to construct an efficient 
signal generator of the utmost sim- 
plicity. It is only necessary to make use 
of an oscillator circuit which has been 
repeatedly neglected by the practical 

Rear view of the transifron signal generator 

man since its inception. That oscillator 
is the Transitron. 

The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 
Operation depends upon the fact that 
any slight change in screen voltage is 
transmitted in like polarity to the sup- 
pressor grid. An increase in suppressor 
voltage reduces the screen current and 
vice versa. Thus a negative resistance 
effect is observed at terminals x -y. A 
resonant impedance -such as an L -C 
tank circuit -connected between x -y will 
cause the circuit to oscillate at the nat- 
ural resonant frequency of L and C. 
The article, "Transitron Oscillators,' in 
the April, 1945, issue of RADIO -CRAFT, 
gives an excellent account of the theory 
and operation of this circuit. 

The advantages of the Transitron 
are: 

1- Extreme simplicity. 
2- Unusual stability easily obtained. 
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3-Good wave 
form the rule rath- 
er than the excep- 
tion. 

4- Two -terminal 
coil usable (i.e. no 
critical coil tap- 
ping). 

THE TRANSIGENERATOR Photo A -The Transigenerator as 

By ROBERT E. ALTOMARE 

The above advantages have been com- 
bined in the instrument whose circuit is 
shown in Fig. 2. Two tubes (plus recti- 
fier) are employed -the r.f. and the a.f. 
oscillators. For modulated r.f. output, 
the a.f. oscillator grid -modulates the 
r.f. circuit which then also functions as 
a mixer. Circuit voltages and electrode 
currents are given in Fig. 2. Pictorial 
views are shown in the photos. 

THE R.F. OSCILLATOR 
The r.f. unit employs the type 6SK7 

remote cut -off pentode. The tuned circuit 
is placed in the suppressor rather than 
the screen circuit to permit grounding 
of the tuning capacitor rotor (it could 
have been placed in the plate or cathode 
circuit with no change in operation). 
Note that this stage operates with a 
plate potential of only 9 volts, while the 
screen potential is +50 volts to ground. 
Considerable deviation is allowable, but 
it is suggested that the constructor use 
the voltages shown. The r.f. output at- 
tenuator consists simply of a variable 
suppressor -bias resistance R1 in the 
cathode circuit. The 400 -ohm fixed cath- 
ode resistor sets the operating point and 
precludes waveform distortion. 

The tuning capacitor C is of the dual - 
gang variety; the capacity of each sec- 
tion ranges from 30- 350µµf. Switch S1 
chooses tuning inductance Ll, L2 or L2 
plus L3 and hence selects the frequency 
range. The ranges are approximately: 

seen from the front. 

Band A -160 to 660 kc; Band B-550 
to 2000 kc; Band C -2 to 8 mc. Addi- 
tional ranges may be added. 

To obtain the ranges given, a one mil- 
lihenry r.f. choke is used for Ll. L2 and 
L3 are wound on the same % -inch coil 
form to save space. L2 has an induct- 
ance of 2501 and consists of 17 turns of 

No 30 enamel wire. 
Winding length is 
3/16 inches. Induc- 
tance L3 is 120 µh 
and it is wound 
with 120 turns of 
No. 30 enamel 
wire. The winding 
length is 1 5/16 

inches. A permeability -tuned manu- 
factured coil could be substituted for 
L2 -L3 and then adjusted to give the 
range desired. It was considered more 
expedient to wind coil L2 -L3, this being 
a simple matter. 

The 8 -mc upper frequency limit was 
considered adequate for most purposes; 
and the second harmonics of band C 
have been used to extend the range to 
16 mc. Use of the third and higher har- 
monics is not feasible because of the 
Transigenerator's relative purity of 
wave form. 

The r.f. output is taken directly from 
the suppressor grid through the 25 -1,4 
isolating capacitor. This capacitor not 
only blocks d.c. but also prevents de- 

(Continued on page 715) 

Fig. I -Basic circuit. 
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Fig. 2- Schematic of the Transigenerator. Sing!c coils are used in r.f. and a.f. circuits. 
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430 MG WITH A 6F4 
Coaxial -Cavity Transmitter for the Ultra -Highs 

MICROWAVES demand designs 
which are not practical at 
lower frequencies. For ex- 
ample, above 400 mc, the 

coaxial oscillator with its relatively 
large conducting surface is one of the 
most practical circuits. Tubes used at 
these frequencies also show novel de- 
sign. These tubes are generally tri- 
odes. At the very high frequencies, one 
type of construction uses two leads 
to both the control grid and the anode. 
The RCA 6F4 acorn is such a 
tube. Some advantages of these uncon- 
ventional designs are: 

The coaxial oscillator eliminates un- 
desirable radiation from the coil or open 
lines. Such radiation results (unless the 
complete circuit is shielded) in lower 
Q, less power output and greater in- 
stability. Unfortunately, some coaxial 
circuits are difficult to construct and the 
frequency cannot be changed as readily 

as in other types. 
The double lead 

tubes reduce in- 
ternal lead induc- 
tance and element 
capacitance. As a 
result it is possi- 
ble to obtain more 
external induc- 
tance in the tank 
coil or the lines. 
Amateurs who 
have experiment- 
ed with ordinary 
(high C) tubes 
know that in 
some cases there 

is almost no inductance outside the tube 
which can be used to couple to the an- 
tenna. The actual and equivalent cir- 
cuits using a double -ended tube are 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The coaxial oscillator using a type 
RCA 6F4 described here is not difficult 
to construct and gives more output than 
the transceiver described in the May 

,SHORT CIRCUIT\ 

ACTUAL CIRCUIT 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

Fig. I - Actual and 
equivalent circuits of 
6F4 double -lead tube. 

issue. The 6F4 is designed to oscillate 
as high as 1200 mc with 150 volts on 
the plate. The principle of the oscillator 
is easy to understand. There are two 
hollow cylinders, one of small diameter 
and the other large. The first slides 
within the second to vary the effective 
line length and therefore the fre- 
quency. One end of the oscillator is 
shorted. The open ends of the two 
cylinders connect to the tube elements. 

Not only is direct radiation (from the 
coaxial) eliminat- 
ed, but the rela- 
tively large sur- 
face area greatly 
reduces circuit re- 
sistance. For fur- 
ther reduction, the 
metal parts of this 
oscillator were sil- 
ver- plated. Anoth- 
er important fea- 
ture is that r.f. 
travels only along 
the inner surface 
of the larger cylin- 
der, leaving the 
outside at ground 
potential when 
suitably by- passed. 
No r.f. choke is re- 
quired in the plate 
circuit. 

By I. QUEEN, W2OUX 

fit entirely within the outer cylinder. 
The circuit components are mounted on 
the socket as shown. The grid condenser 
and grid resistor are side by side. One 
end of each is soldered directly to the 
grid terminal. The other end of the 
resistor connects to a filament terminal, 
while the other end of the condenser is 
held by a screw which passes through 
the socket. The second set of grid and 
plate leads are connected together 
through a 50 µµf condenser with about 

THE COAXIAL UNIT 
The essential 

parts of the oscilla - 
tor are (see photo) : -- -- 
1 -Tube and socket Complete transmitter. 

2- Circular piece of polystyrene 
3 -Brass ring 
4 -Inner cylinder 
5 -Outer cylinder 
6 -Metal short- circuit between cylinders 

1 -The 6F4 tube is shown in its 
socket in Photo B. The 7 -pin socket is 
a type XLA (National Co.) made of 
low -loss R -39 and is small enough to 

Photo A- Exploded view of resonant cavity. Numbered parts are referred fo in the text. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 

Speaker is a.f. oscillator coil and monitor. 

1 -inch leads. This, together with inter- 
nal leads, resonates at the frequencies 
used, and is equivalent to the other 
set of lines (Fig. 1). The cathode is 
connected to one filament terminal. The 

' two filament leads are made of about 7 
inches of Amphenol twin -lead 300 -ohm 
cable. This is a half -wave length section 
and therefore removes the necessity for 
r.f. chokes which are more difficult to 
handle. This section must be terminated 
with a by -pass condenser. 

2 -This is made of quarter -inch poly- 
styrene approximately 1 13/16 -inch in 
diameter. The socket is mounted on it 
with machine screws. The poly must be 
tapped for these screws. In tapping, ex- 
ercise caution as the particles accumu- 
late and harden due to the generated 
heat. If the tap is forced, it may break. 
It is better to work a little at a time 
and clean the tap before proceeding 
further. A half -inch hole is drilled 
through the center of the polystyrene 
disc. 

3 -This ring is 1% -inch in diameter 
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Photo B (above) and the accompanying photograph show construction 
details of the coaxial cavity oscillator section and 6F4 mounting. 

and 5/16 -inch high. Screws hold it in 
position around 2, the latter being 
tapped. The function of this piece is to 
slide within the outer cylinder and 
form the terminal for connection to the 
plate. Parts 3, 4 and 5 are made of 
silverplated 1/16 -inch brass. 

4-This is the inner cylinder. It is 
334 inches long and has a diameter of 
1 inch. One of the ends (left -hand end 
in the photo) fits into the hole through 
the polystyrene. A hole is drilled 
through this cylinder just below where 
it fits into the polystyrene. Through 
this hole is passed a piece of No. 18 
wire, the ends of which are bent to 
form small loops. Two of the screws 
which hold the socket to the polystyrene 
also pass through these loops and are 

TO ANT. 6F4 
FC 

II 

5 

1."='-=11 

Bi- 
OOR TONE MODULATOR PLATE)' 

v.002 

Fig. 2- Oscillator schematic. The B -plus lead 
connects to the plate of the tone oscillator. 

tightened in place by nuts. Parts 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 are thus held together as one 
unit, and make a sliding assembly. It 
was mentioned in 1 that one end of 
the grid condenser is held by a screw 
through the socket. Since this 

254 
300nTWIN 
LEAD 8 IN 

LONG 

contacts the No. 18 wire, it also makes 
contact with the inner cylinder. The 
wire should be soldered to the cylinder 
where it enters on both sides. 

5-This is the outer cylinder, which 
also shields the entire unit. It is 31 
inches long and has an outer diameter 
of 2 inches. This part, like the two 
others, is made of 1/16 -inch brass and 
silver -plated. Two slots (as shown on 
the photo) are filed at one end. These 
are guides for the two screws which 
extend from *the brass ring 3. These 
screws (which pass through the poly) 
can be tightened down 6 F4 against the outer cylin- 

3 a der after tie correct 
position of the sliding 2 

assembly has been de- 
termined. 

6-This is the short - 
circuiting part, made 
of brass 178 -inch in diameter and 
5/16 -inch thick. A 1/2 -inch hole is 
drilled through its center to accommo- 
date the inner cylinder. To provide a 
good electrical connection the hole 
should be drilled carefully, and through 
the exact center. The large contact sur- 
face, silver -plated, reduces resistance 
to a minimum. This part is attached to 
the outer cylinder by screws which pass 
into tapped holes. One of these screws 
is long enough to pass completely 
through and exert pressure on the inner 
cylinder. Thus, when the proper position 

the 11t1or i> fru;n'l, it r. .np he tight- 

Fig. 3. 

Bottom view, showing filament -line shorting condenser behind switch on left end -piece. 

ened into place and a good connection 
assured. Schematic is shown in Fig. 2. 

FREQUENCY, COUPLING, ANTENNA 
With the dimensions given above, the 

oscillator will operate from about 400 
me to over 600 mc. This covers not only 
the present and prospective amateur 
bands (420 -450) but the Citizens' Band 
which will probably open in the near 
future (460 -470 mc). 

Most important constants for the 
6F4 tube are: 
Filament power 6 3 volts, 225 ma 
Plate voltage 150 max. volts 
Plate current 20 max. ma 
Grid current 8 max. ma 
Plate dissipation 2 max. watts 
Grid voltage 50 max. volts 

Its socket connections are shown in 
Fig. 3. It is intended for frequencies as 
high as 1200 mc in 
suitable circuits, 
and has a closely 
spaced electrode 
structure. At mod- 
erate frequencies it 
is capable of 1.8 
watts output, with 
.2 watts of driving 
power. 

Frequency oscil- 
lation may be 
checked by Lecher 
wires as explained 
in previous issues 
of RADIO- CRAFT. 
The no -load plate 
current may vary 
somewhat, depend- 
ing upon the indi- 
vidual construction Fig. 4 -Two methods 
and component val- of antenna coupling. 
ues, but should 
be 8 ma or less. With a load it should 
rise to about 16 ma or more. The plate 
will get red -hot if the maximum of 20 
ma is greatly exceeded. With this set- 
up no appreciable drop in efficiency 
could be detected over the entire range 
of frequencies covered. 

There are two possible means for 
coupling to an antenna with this oscil- 
lator. These are illustrated in Fig. 4. 
One uses a U- shaped piece of copper 
which can be rotated over a limited 
angle with the small knob and poly- 
styrene rod at the top of the oscillator. 
When its sides are closest to the two 
cylinders, the coupling is maximum. 
Twin -lead or coaxial cable may be 

(Continued on page 706) 
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By ARTHUR HOWARD & MORRIS EDDY 

MATHEMATICS -RADIO TOOL 
Part II- Shunts and Multipliers; Matching Loudspeakers 

KNOWLEDGE of mathematics is 
useful in servicing electronic ap- 
paratus as well as in designing it. 
For example, a technician, servic- 

ing a television receiver using a 12 -inch 
cathode -ray tube, finds the intensity of 
the image too low. He suspects a short 
circuit in the high -voltage supply. If 
the tube used is a 12AP4 at 7,000 volts 
on the second anode, with a bleeder net- 
work current of 2 ma, what resistance 
value across the bleeder network should 
he expect to find? (Fig. 1). 

1000 V. ON ANODE NO.2 
+ 

N.V. -7000 V. 1 
BLEEDER NETWORK --R =? 

Fig. I -A safe way to check high voltages. 

The problem is readily solved with 
mathematics and Ohm's law. 

R = E/I where R - resistance in 
ohms, E = the voltage in volts and I = 
current in amperes. 

Substituting - 
E 7,000 

R _ = = 3,500,000 ohms 
I .002 

= 3.5 megohms 
Hence, the value of the bleeder net- 

work resistance should be 3.5 megohms. 
Any large deviation from this figure 
probably denotes a short- circuit in the 
bleeder network. 

Armed with the versatile 0 -1 milliam- 
meter, the radio worker can extend its 
range by using suitable shunts and re- 
sistors. To solve for their values, only 
paper, pencil and easy mathematics are 
needed. 

A technician desires to increase the 
current and voltage ranges of his 0 -1 
milliammeter to 50 ma and 150 volts, 
respectively. The internal resistance of 
the meter is 27 ohms. What will the re- 
sistance values of the shunt and multi- 
plier resistors be? 

Firstly, we solve for the shunt resis- 
tor. (Fig. 2, left): 

Rm 
R = - 

n-1 
where R. = the resistance of the shunt, 
R.. = the internal resistance of meter 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 

I=2MA 

and n = scale multiplication factor. 
Substituting - 

Rm 27 R.- --= 0.552ohm 
n -1 50-1 

Now, to solve for the series multiplier 
resistor (Fig. 2, right), we use the fol- 
lowing formula- 

R = 
1,000 $ E 

I 
where R = value of the multiplier re- 
sistance, E = the desired full -scale 
voltage and I = the normal current ca- 
pacity of meter in milliamperes. 

(Note: For practical purposes the in- 
ternal resistance of an 0 -1 milliammeter 
may be disregarded when calculating 
the multiplier resistor, unless the scale 
be exceptionally low or the meter re- 
sistance large.) 

Substituting - 
1,000 X E 1,000 X 150 

R= 
I 1 = 150,000 ohms 

Thus, if we insert a shunt resistor of 
0.552 ohms, the new full -scale current 
range will be 50 ma. Li%ewise, with the 
introduction of a 150,000 ohms series 
multiplier, the full -scale voltage be- 
comes 150. With a suitable choice of 

R=7 

RX =7 

N =SO E.150V 

Fig. 2 -Meter shunt left; multiplier, right. 

shunts and multipliers, we can build a 
multi -range volt -milliammeter with any 
desired number of ranges. 

SPEAKER COMBINATIONS 
At times, it is desirable to operate 

two or more loudspeakers from the 
same output transformer. The question 
arises: For proper matching, (imped- 
ance of output transformers equal to 
combined impedance of speakers), what 
should the impedance of each loudspeak- 
er be? 

Assume that the radio worker knows 
that the output transformer secondary 
impedance is 8 ohms, and delivers 20 
watts of power (maximum). He wishes 
to connect two speakers in parallel. 
(Fig. 3). The following expression 
solves our problem: 

R. = nR.. 
Where R. = impedance of each speaker 
to be connected, n = number of speak- 

I 946 

ers to be connected, R. = impedance of 
output transformer secondary. 

Substituting - 
R. =nR, =2 X 8= 16 ohms 

Therefore, to secure proper matching, 
each speaker is to have an impedance 
of 16 ohms. Since the output power of 
the transformer is 20 watts, the speak- 
ers should be rated at 10 watts apiece. 

Where the speakers are of different 
impedances, the problem is more diffi- 
cult, but equally solvable with the prop- 
er mathematics. RADIO-CRAFT covered 
the subject in an article "Matching 
Loudspeakers" December, 1944. 

Mathematics can be considered as a 
tool or instrument in radio work, com- 
parable to the ohmmeter and tube - 
tester in usefulness. It has two advan- 
tages over the serviceman's other. instru- 
ments; it is less costly and not as bulky. 

It should be noted that arithmetic 
was the only mathematics required for 
these problems. With algebra, trigo- 
nometry, and calculus at our command, 
our problem- solving abilities are in- 
creased many times. With this in mind, 
the following bibliography is given. 
Cook, Nelson M., Mathematics for 

Electricians and Radiomen. New 
York: McGraw -Hill, 1942. 
The book covers arithmetic, algebra, 

slide -rule, trigonometry, logarithms, 
a.c. circuits, vectors, etc. The exposi- 
tion is very clear and the book has an- 
swers to problems. Highly recommended 
for beginners. 
Hogben, Lancelot, Mathematics for 

the Million. New York: W. W. Norton 
& Co., 1937. 
Mr. Hogben takes you through from 

mathematics of prehistory to calculus 

Ii 
R1=Bn 

OUTPUT TRANS.20W. RS=? RS.? 

Fig. 3- Simple loudspeaker matching problem. 

and statistics, against their social and 
cultural backgrounds. A "must" for the 
reader. 
Jordan, Edward C. et al, Fundamentals 

of Radio. New York: Prentice Hall, 
1942. 
Chapter I contains a concise review of 

math, including logs and slide -rule. 
Stranger, Ralph, Mathematics of Wire- 

less. New York: Chemical Publishing 
Co., 1940. 
The author gives the reader a "nib- 

ble" of algebra, trig, calculus, etc. Ex- 
planations are very lucid and concise. 
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NOMOGRAPH CONSTRUCTION 

By FRED SHUNAMAN 

Part II-Charts with Complicating Factors or Con Cants 
THE difference between nomograph - 

ic charts and ordinary graphs is 
that instead of having a fixed curve 
on paper cross -ruled in the quan- 

tities which enter a problem, any such 
curve can be selected by g)mply laying 
a ruler across the two lines which repre- 
sent these quantities. This is why a 
nomogram, is "equal to an infinite num- 
ber of charts." Obviously it is more use- 
ful than a fixed -curve graph in any 
problem in which it can be employed. 

The simpler types of nomograms have 
already been dealt with, and the reader 
told how he can construct his own charts 
to cover any such problems. Somewhat 
more difficult constructions are often 
necessary, or may be found to give a 
better construction than the simple 
methods given in Part L 

In many nomograms, the figures 
which appear in the finished job are not 
the actual quantities being measured. 
This is to some extent true even in the 
multiplication chart, the simplest of 
nomograms. The two outside scales are 
evenly divided in logarithmic lengths, 
but we ignore them, and merely put 
dowq the numbers for which they stand. 

We may wish, for example, to con- 
struct a nomogram showing the resist- 
ance of various kinds and sizes of wire. 
The formula is 

R = kl /C.M. 

k being the specific resistivity of the 
wire (varying for different metals), 1 

the length in feet, and C.M. the area in 
circular mils. In this case, we calculate 
in circular mils but put down wire sizes 
in our finished chart. The specific re- 
sistivity and C.M. of all common metals 
and wire sizes are obtainable from tables 
available in many handbooks. It is neces- 
sary to construct a chart which will 
show the resistance for various areas, 
lengths and metals. 

Our equation can be simplified by let- 
ting 1 (length) = 1. The chart will 
then read resistance per foot, and the 
equation will be 

R = k /C.M. 

This can be expressed in the form C.M. 
x R = k. C.M. and R. can then be the 
outside scales of a nomogram and k the 
center one. Laying out one of the out- 
side lines with the C.M. areas of wire 
from size 30 to 40 (a 10 to 1 ratio) and 
the other in resistance values from 0.1 
to 1.0 ohms per foot, the center line is 
calibrated with the help of a table of 
specific resistivity. Beginning with the 
lowest, silver (9.56) and copper (10.35) 
we go on to steel, approximately 100 

690 

(varying with the type of steel). The 
result appears in Fig. 5. 

This chart is hardly satisfactory. 
Only half the middle scale is used. The 
range of wire sizes is very small. We 
cannot measure anything larger than 
No. 30. Important metals with high spe- 
cific resistivity, such as nichrome and 
constantin, do not appear. Obviously it 
would be better to put the k scale out- 
side, where it would cover twice its 
present length, an& use the center scale 
for resistance in ohms. This can be done 
by changing our equation to R = k x 
1 /C.M. (A reciprocal scale like 1 /C.M. 
can be made on a nomogram by simply 
turning the scale upside down) Now k 
and 1 /C.M. can be the outside scales 
and R the middle one. 

Since the resistivity of silver is 
slightly less than 10 and that of con- 
stantin near 300, our outside scales 
should have two cycles. This makes it 
possible for the C.M. scale to cover all 
wire sizes from 20 to 40 (most of the 
sizes commonly used in radio). The cen- 

sax CAL METAL IraftIO1M9 
30-1003 -STEEL L- 

31-1t1e I 

II-1121 

33 50.I3 

3s-3s15 

3S-3LY 

36-2590 

31-q93 

a -19.12 

39 ,2.41 

A0-9.99 

NKREI 
PLATINUM r- 

9- 
..MON tANNEALEDI !- 

s2MC 

TAÚÑGSiÉNUM 

- ALUMINUM 

- GOLD 

_COPPER - SILVER 

PES/STANCE 
OF wIRE 

9- 

.2- 

- .1- 

Fig 5 -Crude chart showing wire resistance. 

ter scale will again have a range of four 
cycles. 

It is convenient to run down a column 
of wire sizes, so the C.M. scale is left 
as it is and the other two reversed. 

Resistivity of silver is very slightly 
less than 10. Therefore the k scale can 
run from 10 to 1,000. Top of the center 
scale (Nomogram C) marks the re- 
sistance of a wire 1,000 C.M. in diameter 
and having a specific resistivity of 10. 

This resistance is .01 ohm. The base 
shows the resistance of a hypothetical 
wire with a resistivity of 1,000 and area 
of 10 circular mils. This is 100 ohms. 
Graduating this center scale in four 
cycles, from .01 to 100 ohms, the C.M. 
scale from 10 to 1,000, and spotting the 
k scale with the resistivity of the vari- 
ous metals in which we are interested, 
from silver at 9.56 (it is necessary to 
extend the scale slightly for this) to con- 
stantin at 296, we have a chart which 
will cover most of the sizes and ma- 
terials used in radio work. 

Numbers representing the wire sizes 
are now inserted on the C.M. scale and 
the circular mil figures (which are of 
no interest) are erased. Thus our nomo- 
gram, which started out with three sets 
of figures, ends up with only one, the 
other two scales being calibrated in 
wire sizes and names of metals. 

If it is desired to extend the range 
to cover larger sizes of wire, the C.M. 
scale may be made into a double one. 
Readings may then be made from Nos. 
1 to 40 (A.W.G. or B & S gage). If the 
figures on the R scale are read in ohms 
per hundred feet instead of ohms per 
foot, no change need be made in it. The 
completed graph is Nomogram C shown 
on page 700. 

Still another type of nomogram is 
one in which one or more of the factors 
is multiplied by a constant, such as 
A x 4B = C. Since multiplication on a 
logarithmic scale is simple addition, we 
just start the B scale at 4. If the prob- 
lem were A x B = 4C, the center scale 
would start at 4. 

One of the best examples of this type 
of nomogram shows the inductance and 
capacitance required to tune to a given 
frequency. The formula is the well - 
known 

1 

f= 
6.28 V LC 

The units are farads, henrys and cycles. 
To get the problem into microhenrys 
and microfarads -the practical units of 
radio -we can multiply numerator and 
denominator by 1,000,000, giving 

1,000,000 
f 

6.28 V Lih Cif 
and by dividing the 6.28 into 1,000,000 
we can further simplify it to 

159,000 
1= 

V Lull Cif 
(Continued on page 701) 
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RADIO DATA SHEET 33 
EMERSON RADIO 
Models 501, 502, 504 

DESCRIPTION 
TYPE: Single -band sJperheterodyne 
FREQUENCY RANGE: 540 -1620 kc. 

NUMBER OF TUBES: Five 

TYPE OF TUBES: 

1- 12SA7, pentag -id osc.- modulator 
1-12SK7, first i.f. amplifier I- 12SQ7, diode detector, a.f. amp., 

a.v.c. 

I-50L6GT, beam power output I- 35Z561, half -wave rectifier 

POWER SUPPLY: a.c. or d.c. 
VOLTAGE RATING: 105 -125 volts 
POWER CONSUMPTION: 30 watts 

ADJUSTMENTS 

An oscillator with frequencies of 455, 
600 and 1425 kc is required. 

An output meter should be connected 
across the primary or secondary of the 
output transformer for observing maxi- 
mum response. 

Always use as weak a test signal as 
possible when aligning the receiver. 

Plug the receiver into the power supply 
outlet in such a way that the ground side 
of the power line s connected to the 
receiver B -. 

Coil and Trimmer Locations 
The first i.f. transformer (TI) is 

mounted on top of the chassis deck to the 
right of the variable condenser. The trim- 
mers (C5, C6) are accessible through 
holes in the top of the can. 

The second i.f. ' ransformer (T2) is 
mounted on top of the chassis between 
the variable condenser and the speaker. 
The trimmers (C7, C8) are accessible 
through holes in the top of the can. 

The trimmer for the antenna (C3) and 

the trimmer for the oscillator coil ¡C4) 
are located on the variable condenser. 
The trimmer on the front section is for 
the oscillator coil. 

The oscillator coil (T4) is located un- 
derneath the chassis. The loop antenna 
acts as the antenna coil. 

I.F. ALIGNMENT 
I. Rotate the variable condenser to the 

minimum capacity position. 
2. Feed 455 kc fo the converter grid 

(stator of the r.f. section of the vari- 
able condenser) and adjust the four i.f. 
trimmers (C5, CO, C7, C8) for maxi- 
mum response. 

R.F. ALIGNMENT 
I. Connect the oscillator to a coil com- 

posed of three to four turns of wire 
wcund in a circle approximately 12 
inches in diameter. This coil should be 
held parallel to and in line with the 
loop antenna of the receiver at a dis- 
tance of 15 to 20 inches. 

2. Radiate a signal at 1425 kc, set the 
dial indicator to 1425 kc, and adjust 

the trimmers on the variable condenser 
(C3, C4) for maximum response. 

3. Radiate a 600 kc signal and tune in 

the signal on the receiver. Ad¡ust the 
loose outside turn of the loop antenna 
for maximum response. This loose turn 
may he moved to either side of the 
center. Fasten it in the position which 
gives maximum response. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no further 
improvement is evident. 

VOLTAGES AT TUBE SOCKET PINS 

The following voltage readings are d.c. 
measurements taken from B - (line 
switch) in the indicated tube -socket pin. 
A 1000 ohms -per -volt meter should be 
used for all readings except those indi- 
cated by an asterisk (*), which should 
be taken with a d.c. vacuum -tube volt- 

meter. Line voltage for these readings 
was I17 volts, 60 cycles, a.c. Measure- 
ments made with 117 volts d.c. will be 
lower than those given below. Take read- 
ings with the volume control set at mini- 
mum and the variable condenser closed 
(plates fully meshed). 

PIN NUMBER 
TUBE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

12SA7 89 89 * -10 * -1.6 
12SK7 4-1.6 89 . 89 

12S07 * -0.7 * -1.6 -0.5 37.5 

50L6GT IIO 89 6.2 

35Z5GT 116 116 117 

I2SQ7 

9 - 
002 
600V 

EXT. ANT. CONNECTION 

CAPACITY COUPLING 
WOUND IN COIL 

R2 5 MEG 

3.3MEG R3 KC.C15 
.00022Ci3 

MICA = .002 
600V 

CI, C2, GANGED 

15 MEG 

.02 400V 

470K 
R5 

50L6 T3 

°0021( 

2 0 

°° 
Cí1001 

600V 
B 

R67150 

4 0 

CIB+"0 
T150V 

35Z5 501_6 12SK7 12SA7 12507 

R7 
IK/IW 

SPI 
PM 

220K RESISTORS I /4W. 
UNLESS NOTED 

C19T 200V 
R12 1 

2 3 7 2 7. 2 7 2 7 8 7 

T =TRIMMERS, PART OF I.F. ASSEMBLY, OR PART OF TUNING GANG 

I.F. PEAKED AT 

455 KC 
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Find Many Applications in the Most Modern 1 pparalas 
IMPEDANCE matching is of great 

importance in radar, television, and 
most industrial electronic circuits - 
primarily to prevent unnecessary 

distortion of complex wave forms. High - 
impedance outputs of video amplifiers 
must feed transmission lines or other 
low- impedance devices without phase 
shift, polarity change, or distortion of 
the video signal. Ordinary transform- 
ers are useless for this purpose, be- 
cause of the wide range of frequencies 
involved -from 30 cycles up to 4 or 5 
megacycles. One of the most satisfac- 
tory impedance matching devices is the 
cathode follower. 

Sometimes known as a cathode -load- 
ed amplifier, it is not an amplifying 
stage since it provides less than unity 
voltage gain. 

A cathode follower is a degenerative 
vacuum -tube circuit in which inverse 
feedback is obtained via an unbypassed 
cathode resistor. The load of the tube 
is adjacent to the cathode instead of to 
the plate. Input signals can be applied 
between ground and the control grid of 
a triode or pentode. Output is taken 
from across the cathode resistance or 
from across a cathode and a plate re- 
sistance (inverters). 

Being degenerative, the circuit has a 
lower input capacitance, is much freer 
from amplitude and phase distortion, 
and is less affected in its operation by 
variations in supply voltage and tube 
aging than a conventional amplifier 
stage. 

A cathode follower is inherently a 
distortionless impedance- matching or 

CG 
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C(C-.r 

OUTPUT 

+0 
ice 

Fig. I -The basic cathode follower circuit. 

impedance -changing device, providing a 
low- capacity high- impedance input with 
a well -regulated low- impedance output 
in phase with the input signal. 
THE BASIC CIRCUIT 

Basic type of cathode follower is 
shown in Fig. 1. The stage employs a 
triode, and is frequently encountered in 
radar and certain other electronic ap- 
plications. 

Input circuit elements consist of a 
grid coupling condenser Co and a grid 
resistor Rc. Plate condenser Cr by- 
passes any apparent or reflected resist- 

ance. Voltage to the plate of the triode 
is maintained constant. Normally there 
is no load resistor at the plate in a 
cathode follower. 

Resistor RK is the all- important cath- 
ode load resistor. It is not by- passed by 
a condenser. All of the output voltage 
of the stage (Fig. 1) is developed across 
the cathode resistor RK. 

However, all of the output voltage 
also appears in the grid -to- cathode cir- 
cuit. This results in a 100 -percent volt- 
age feedback opposing the input 
signal voltage. Thus, the net voltage 

CG 

INPUT 

RG 

t+B 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 2- Modification for large minus voltages. 

gain of the stage is less than unity. And 
there is a reduction in the effective a.c. 
plate resistance of the triode. 

'During positive portions of the input 
signal, any rise in plate current through 
the cathode resistor RK produces a 
greater IR drop, which makes the cath- 
ode of the triode more positive. During 
negative portions of the input signal 
there is a reverse result: a decrease in 
plate current causes the cathode to be- 
come less positive. 

Thus the voltage across the cathode 
resistor (Fig. 1) follows all fluctuations 
of the grid, which in effect tends to re- 
duce the voltage difference between 
grid and cathode. 

When no signal is applied to the grid 
of the triode (Fig. 1) the normal small 
amount of no- signal plate current flows 
through the cathode resistor. The re- 
sulting IR drop establishes the amount 
of no- signal bias developed across re- 
sistor RK. 

Changes in the input voltage must 
appear in part as changes in grid bias. 
This changed grid bias is available as 
the output voltage of the cathode fol- 
lower. 

Since changes in plate current result- 
ing from an input signal on the grid 
causes a voltage change across RK in 
the same direction as the applied signal, 
no polarity inversion results. A posi- 
tive -going input wave produces a posi- 
tive -going output wave, and a negative 
input produces a negàtive output. 

Degeneration reduces the effective in- 
put voltage below the applied value, 
causing less current to flow through the 

capacities within the triode. Because of 
the high and constant input impedance, 
the cathode follower has a negligible 
loading effect on the circuit employed 
to drive it (if no grid current is per- 
mitted). 

Output impedance of the circuit (Fig. 
1) is the parallel combination of the 
cathode resistor Rs and the effective 
a.c. plate resistance of the tube. Since 
both of these can be made relatively low 
in value, the output impedance of a 
cathode follower can be made extremely 
low -often as small as 30 or 40 ohms, 
when required. Value of the output im- 
pedance can, of course, be chosen to 
match the input impedance of the fol- 
lowing stage, device, or transmission 
line. 

LIMITING EFFECTS 

Output voltage of the basic circuit 
(Fig. 1) is a direct function of the in- 
put signal over its normal range of 
operation -determined by the nature of 
the tube's characteristic curve. 

Within this normal range of opera- 
tion, the output voltage is a duplicate 
of the input voltage and is essentially 
without distortion. When positive por- 
tions of the input exceed the normal 
range, the cathode follower continues 
to operate in the same manner (up to 
the point of grid current). Because of 
degeneration the grid current point is 
not reached as soon as in a conventional 
amplifier. 

However, when negative portions of 
the input exceed the normal range of 
operation, the region of plate- current 
cut -off is soon reached. Any further grid 
voltage increase in a negative direction 
does not appear in the output wave 
form. This is a form of limiting or 
clipping. 

Thus the circuit of Fig. 1 provides a 
distortionless output only for input 
voltages within the normal range of 
operation and for large positive input 
voltages (up to grid current point). 
For larger negative input signals, the 
cathode follower (Fig. 1) introduces 
serious distortion. 

In many applications of a cathode fol- 
lower where negative input voltages are 
never large, this disadvantage is not 
important, and the circuit shown in 
Fig. 1 will be adequate. 

TRIODE VARIATIONS 
In those instances where a cathode 

follower must reproduce large negative 
input voltages and some distortion of 
positive input voltages can be tolerated, 
the circuit shown in Fig. 2 is employed. 

(Continued on page 725) 
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THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS 
BOOK FOR RADIO- ELECTRONIC 

BEGINNERS\ 
training necessary / 

A. A. CHIRARD°I 
Let lelY Radi 

°technieal author help Wyy start training 
ingO profitable 

future! 

_..:f.,... 
p 

Rp 
10 

t. 

5 i 

4 
HERE'S HOW TO REPAIR RADIOS 

THE EASY WAY! 
A Definite Guide for Diagnosing, Locating 

and Repairing Radio Receiver Troubles 
Radio servicemen everywhere s: that this big Ord dltbm of A. Ghirardi's RADIO TROtmLEsHOOT- 

ER'S HANDBOOK helps them turn out twite as h work given time! 
Radio "tinkerers" and beginners who 
like to fix their Mote ell and 
those of friends own 

this big bx.k 
a quick, easy way of locating ard repairing 

e i.exnv 

receiver 
component! 

without 
times out of tells exactly flu 
to make the necessary r prs -with- 
011tttany elaborate testing whatever, 

NOT A ''STUDY" BOOK 
Actually, this 'big. 744 -page 

ual-aise RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S 
HANDBOOK is a complete guide in 
the trouble diagnosing. locatinK na 

repairing pairing of PRACTICALLY 
EVERYTYPE OF RADIO RECEIVER 

NOW 
You vsimpl 

It 
to it whenever 

of you 
t'Ir, 

to 
particular make of radio. 

Its 404 -page Can History Sectiti 

gives full on trouble 
for OVER 4.000 DIFFERENT RADIO 
RECEIVER MODELS. It describes the 
trouble exactly-telle how to ctlextensive 

testing ' t eliminates ° help you two Jobs to 

te time normally required for 
Hair cheap eta at profit- substi- 

tute tubes and parta profitably -train 
new helpers. ddietc.. hundreds of other 
pages 

tube evot 
devoted to the most mod - 

tube and parts fstitutlon data: 
I -F alignment peaks for over 20.000 
forme e troubles ;a-a nd°ttdrnsiHOif 
co graphs. helpful hints el arefullyIndexd for 
quirk easy reference. 

This big beautifully bound HAND- 
BOOK is ly $5 135.50 fnre,gn) -on 

ou 5- DAYaMONEY 
-RACK CU'Alt- 

HERE'S HOW TO LEARN 
MODERN RADIO 
SERVICE WORK 

. - without an instructor! 
A. A. Ghirardi's MODERN RADIO SERVICING 

Is tho only single. inexpensive boot that gives a 
remplete, easily understandable course in modern 
radio repair work in all of Its branches- 
SO simply you can understand It Without all ioatrue- 
tori stead from the beginning It takes you step by 
step through ll phases of the work -or, used as 
reference book by busy servicemen, It serves as 
beautifully eras -Indexed work for "brushing up" 
DD any type of job that may bugle you. 

Included le a thorough explanation of all Teet 
Instruments, telling exactly how they should be 
used and why lit even gives all peceeeary data for 
the construction of test equipment for those who 
prefer to make their own!): Receiver Troubleshoot- 
ing Procedure and Cirnat Analysis: Testing and 
Repair of Components; Installations; Adjustments; 
etc., etc. -also now to Start a Successful Servire 
Business. 1300 pages; 720 Self Testing Review 

OOnlyti $5 complete 
helpful 

l 45.50 foreign) and ouraSDay 
Money -Back Guarantee. 

SAVE 
MONEY! 

See coupon for Mascot combmation offer 
MODERN RADIO SERVICING and 
TROULESHOOTER'S 
HANDBOOK -over 
2040 

ges of hepful r data! 

YOUR MONEY BACK 
in 5 Days if Ghirardi's 972 -page RADIO PHYSICS 
COURSE Book doesn't teach you Radio - Electronic 

fundamentals EASIER, FASTER and at LESS COST 
than any other book! That's how sure we are 

that Ghirardi's RADIO PHYSICS COURSE is 

the very best in the field! 

COMPLETE, EASY-TO-UNDERSTAND BASIC TRAINING 
Ask the men who KNOW what's good in Radio Training -the men who had to learn Radio quickly and from scratch, in the Armed Forces; the men who already have obtained good -paying Radio- Electronic jobs in industry! Nine out of ten of them (as proved by survey) will tell you that Ghirardi's famous RADIO PHYSICS COURSE is their first choice as the easiest -to- study, most thorough and inexpensive Radio book on the market. 

MOST POPULAR FOR ARMY -NAVY many ÿrncryessñfromn 
service uiari rtogav 

aviation. 
AND CIVILIAN RADIO TRAINING adddress and many others.°1a° 
This a inexpensive honk has give'' SCOPE OF 36 COURSES IN ONE people their basic Radio- Electronic training than any other ever published. It 1 more widely Actually, RADIO PHYSICS COURSE. gives yew endorsed by tie who know. Because of Its the mope of 30 different in 

hsheer 
merit, It is more universally Used for ...silent. inexpensive big boot. Nothing eft ome Ludy. a re widely employed in omitted. Nothing is condensed. Nothing is left U. S. Army Signal Corps, Navy civilian to chance. You learn all you need to know. You Ghouls and colleges than any 

nther book on don't need tt, wait for monthly lessons. You the subject. Would you want any better proof progress a rapidly wish In your span than this? time and in the comfort Of your Own home. 
EVEN IF YOU DON'T KNOW ANY- A $60 VALUE FOR SS COMPLETE 

ABOUT RADIO! hRADIO PHYSICS COURSE ticlacclaimleddevery- 
Even if you've had no movie. Radio r Radio-Electronic training. Its it we broken Electrical training or ience. it's sy to Into sections and IA ur 

were 
regard learn from Ghirardi's RADIO PHYSICS COURSE? it a bargain 

sold 
$SÓ or° rebut 'you ao Everything that can he done to make learning tually buy it all here complete 

e for my i 
easy has been done for you. It painstakingly 972-page erythine In detail so ° cannot fall 135.50 foreiggn) and 

handsomely 
with o absolute to understand. Over 500 specially prepared MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. Get the book d illustrations help you to visualise every action. for yourself. Compare It with any other You don't have to know a single thin about 

see 
or course on them market-at y Pelee. Radio in advance. All u need is a little spare how much more u complete it is. how much reading time and a desire t get coed RIGHT better Illustrated. how much easier to under or a profitable future in any of Radioo -Electronics' Mandl You he the Judge! You cannot loae! 

WARNING! Paper shortages may snake it impossible for ue to continue meets 
fag the tremendous demand for dl Ghirardi Radio Rooks. Don't take charters! Order yours today while thry'ro still available. Use this Order Form. 

HEM 

MURRAY HILL BOOKS, INC. 
Dept. RC -76, 232 Madison Ave., New York 
Erelosed find 3 for books Necked; or If I am not fully satisfied, I may return the back. 

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE 
SS.00 ($5.50 foreian) 

...,....MONEY-SAVING" Combination, MODERN RADIO 
SERVICING with the HANDBOOK 
Both books only $9.30 (310.50 foreign) 

Imo' 
16. N. Y. ; 
n d C.O.D. for this amount plus postage within 5 days and receive my mo 

I 
I 
I 

O3M. Edit. RADIO TROUBLE. 
SHOOTER'S HANDBOOK 
$5.00 155.50 foresee) 

MODERN RADIO SERVICING 
$5.00 135.50 foreign) 

Name 

Address 

City City Dist. No Mate 

REPAIR ANY KIND OF RADIO EQUIPMENT 
PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A BETTER JOB AT HIGHER PAY IN THE RADIO- ELECTRONIC FIELD 
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WORLD -WIDE STATION LIST 
WITH the coming of the sum- 

mer season, we can look for- 
ward to the dx to be found 
on the higher frequencies. 

The nineteen meter band is very active 
at this time of the year, and some fine 
business results should be forthcoming. 
Also, note should be made of 16 meter 
broadcast band for day and night dx, 
which is generally wide open at this 
time of year. 

HCJB at Quito, Ecuador, is a very 
good bet on 15.110 megacycles during 
the early summer evenings. Reports on 
this and the other frequencies used by 
HCJB may be sent to them at Quito, 
Ecuador; and a very good verification 
will be sent to the reporter. VUD3 in 
Delhi, India, should be a good catch 
during July and August. The frequency 
used is 15.290 megacycles and is heard 
best around 6 to 7 am. 

The Australians are good on the high 
frequencies now, and are usually heard 
best on 15.315 megacycles. Their trans- 
missions are beamed to North America 
at 9:15 to 9:45 pm; but they are often 
heard at other times when beamed to 
other localities. Reports may be sent to 
the Australian News Agency, 630 Fifth 
Avenue, New York City. 

Brazzaville is heard on 17.527 mega- 
cycles in the early morning shortly aft- 
er midnight. Reception is very good in 
summer on this frequency; as are the 

other Brazzaville transmissions. Sev- 
eral BBC transmissions may be heard 
on the 19 and 16 meter bands. Also the 
BBC may be heard on their 11 meter 
transmission on 26.100 megacycles. 

RADIO TERM ILLUSTRATED 

50.1 

Suggested by: James Tannehill, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 

Dynamic Speaker. 

VUDIO from Delhi, India, is being 
heard on 17.830 megacycles from 10:15 
pm to 2:30 am; and 4 to 7 am. Other 

Edited by ELMER R. FULLER 

Delhi transmitters are on 17.760 me 
from midnight to 5 am; and 15.290 me 
from 10:45 pm to 12:30 am; 1 to 5 
am; and 6 to 7 am. A Moscow station is 
heard to North America at 7:15 to 8:15 
am on 17.810. This is a new transmis- 
sion on this frequency. 

ZAA in Tirana, Albania, is being 
heard on 7.295 megacycles at 1:30 pm. 
Reception reports so far are fair, and 
a good signal now and then. They aro 
worth trying for though. A new station 
on Borneo is at Balikpapan and is heard 
with strong signals on 9.125 megacycles 
from 7 to 9:30 am. English announce- 
ments are made at 8 am. 

Our chart this month gives the com- 
plete shortwave schedule of the British 
Broadcasting Co., the biggest English - 
speaking broadcast organization out- 
side the United States. The schedules 
are divided into North American broad- 
casts and others; but many North Amer- 
ican listeners will note little difference 
between certain beams intended for them 
and some beamed to other countries. ' 

This is all till next month, when we 
will be back with more news for you. So 
get your reports in. Remember all times 
given above are E.S.T. Reports may 
be sent to Elmer R. Fuller, Shortwave 
Editor, c/o RADIO- CRAFT, 25 West 
Broadway, New York City. Reports 
from overseas will be greatly appre- 
ciated. 

Freq. 
6,070 

M 1 a.m. 2 3 4 5 _ 6 7 8 10 11 N 1 p.m. 2 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 Mid. Gan 
G R R 

6.110 at 1[m[ 0000000n001taaGSL 
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7.120 X XXX, 1atatatxsas GR At 
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7.260 00o0u0o0'000000000000 GsU 
7.320 ii y i a t i XIIXXXXX x xxxxGRJ 
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9.580 . 

x taiaiit t GSC 
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9.635 saaata mi(:WO 
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9.660 sazi," GWP 
9.825 asassax sasasiiaaaxxxas ss[iGRH 
9.915 amataaixaxtsamt GRU 
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11,6807 xxxxxxxxxx 000000000000000 GRG 
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11.810 XXXXXXXXXXILXXXXX GSN 
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15.300 [ mitaatx[nx GWR 
15.310 saananaaiitataai asamtnastiaiannaxamss G S P 

15.450 a 

t 
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17.715 XXXXXX.XX% GR A 
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s ' 

ai GSG 
17.810 a[[maaixnmintmiia[naat[iiniziiimi GSV 
17.870 a[ta[aana[antita atxxxasa [ sitat GRP 
18.025 [[[ [m isitanaz[asszsattataxzx[ GRO 
18.080 0000000000000000000 niiataatasa[at:nt GVU 
21.470 ISKII,X2IXIXXIIXXXXXX% . ' GSH 
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11.640 massimi GRZ 
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4:qhat RADIO and ELECTRONIC 
9uL1 t ( Testing Equipment 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK GUARANTEED! 
- The New Model 680 

5000 OHMS per VOLT 
VOLT -OHM 

MILLIAMMETER 
j' 

-1 
ps 

Net Prise $21.65 

A single scale is used for all voltage (both A.C. and D.C.) and cur. 
rent ranges. Thus all readings are plain and obvious. Radio service- 
men will be delighted with this time- saving innovation. Measures: 
D.C. VOLTAGES to 1500 volts ; A.C. VOLTAGES to 1500 volts; RE- 
SISTANCE to 2 megohms; OUTPUT VOLTS to 1500 volts ; D.C. 
CURRENT to 150 MA DECIBELS to +58 D.C. Housed in hand- 
rubbed oak, portable cabinet. Complete with self- contained battery, 
t.t bads and instructions. 

The New REINER Model 333 
MASTER TESTER 

Net Price $27.50 
Lifetime guaranteed meter is at the optimum 
angle for easy rending and visual accuracy. 
Meter is hermetically sealed -positively dust- 
proof 6rí 

D.C. stVOL I TAGE MULTIPLIERS 
1% ACCURACY: 0- 5- 10 -25- 100-250 -300 volts. 6 D.C. CURRENT 
SHUNTS: O-5- 10 -25- 100 -250 -500 milliamps. Basic ranges of 0 -120 millivolts and 0 -1 milliampere. 

The New REINER Model 334 MASTER TESTER 
Identical to 333 but has in addition SIX AC Voltage ranch,. 
Each AC and DC range is at a eatsitivity of 1000 d pi uns r Net Price volt. AC measurements free from temperature and frequency 
errors throughout a range of 25 cycles to 1 megaryrle. New $32.50 Germanium rectifier used. 1:. - n..,., r u. i. i m, ro 
amperes full scale. 

NEW McMURDO 
.,, _- McMurdo Silver 

Model 905 
^. 

. 

"SPARX" 
\ - rDynamic 

Signal Tracer 
Net Price $39.90 

Frequency range from 20 cycles to over 200 mega- 
roles. Contains isolating capacitor. resistor and one 

of the new radar u.D.f. crystal diodes. Loads a ch.- 
cult being tested with mil 3 mmfd. and higher than 
.5 meson. . 

SILVER 
McMurdo Silver 

Mode[ 904 

Capacitance 
citante 

Bridge 
Net Price $49.90 

54 mmfd /olim that 1,00 
power factor; O-300 volt adjustable 
voltage; 0 -10 ami 0 -100 
current meter: measures resistance, 
actual operating voltages l 

TESTING EQUIPMENT 
McMurdo Silver 

m 

Vacuum rr y- 
Tube 

Voltmeter 
Net Prise 159.85 
D.C. Volts at Si and 126 megohms. A.C. and r f 
volts at 6.8 mega. Resistance .2 ohms to 2,000 mecs 
D.C. current 1.2 ma. through 12 amperes. D.B. -1 
through +10 Phu visual dynastic signal tracing - 

ó.' 
i_ 

mfd.!megohms; 0 -50% 
Internal polarising 

ma. electron -ray leakage 
capacitance under 

The New Superior 
ELECTRONIC MULTI 

+ ' 
e 

.1 

d 

3/15/30/75/150/ 

per 

volt) 
volts. 

/100,000 

100 

Model 400 
-METER 

EE "ss 

°t Price 

W 
50 5 L _ 

volt) 0 to 3/ 
volts. 

o to 3/15/ 

/750 Ma. 

ohms. 

mfd. 
-5051 oNne. 

35- 14,000 hem 

to +38: +ao 

a 

The New SUPERIOR Model CA -11 

SIGNAL TRACER 
NET PRICE $18.75 

Ka-ry ..- Signal Intensity readings indicated directly 
- - on meter. 

0. ;. Only one connecting cable --No 
Improved 

ron- 
v al trots. 

K 
tube 

sensltivirc uses an Improved vacuum 
+.. - tube voltmeter circuit. 

Tube and resistor - capacity network are 
built into the Detector Probe. 
Welyhs 5 lbs. Measures 5 "x6 "x7 ". 
Provision Is made for insertion of phones. 

The New 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
Net 
Price 

RANGES: 
From 95 ke to 100 
m c. continuously 

vara blearate 
Calibra- variable. Ca11Dra- 

tion see 
thrntgh broadcast 
bands. within 370 
for blab frequency 
bands. Planetary 
dAve condenser, dl- 
rent sealing rail- 
mo ulat outplu- 
modulated or t- 
rnnt:lin d. iron 
runt aìued elertron- 
le modulation 400e 
strand arc. eta 

Inc too d% 
praetor. 3o'ó and 

Model 705 

$49eo 

t, c. 

. . 
{11 * g 

. t '4- s e s 
DC V.T.V.M. Volts: 0 lu 

300R5o/1500/5680 volts. 
olt DC Vs: tat 1000 ohms 

AC olts: tat 1600 ohms 
30/75/150/300/750 /1500X90 
DC Currant: 0 to 3/15/30/75/150/300 
0 3/15 amps. 
Resistance: 0 to 1,000 /10,000 
o to 1 /10.4.000 mage. 

Y: Capacit .0005 -2. .05 -20. 5.200 
Reaetasieg 10 to 55[ ohms. 
ul -. mena, 
Intluetanee. .035.19, .95- 140, 
Ice. 

Decibels: -10 to +18: +10 
tu +SN. 

N ` ii 

pw pw 
e>t ',- 

- 

sine 
feature 

po idellain 
t.f provided ha. 
,d modulation at Dotlt tip 
8070. 

The, New Model 802N Combination 
TUBE & TESTER 

N ET PRICE $.át 
s D.C. 0/10/50/500/ 

per 
. 

lour at 1000 ohm per Voltmeter: sour .c. o/ 
10/ 
meter: 

ill000.0 C. mmete 
/Me er: Ammeter ver 

w10. pa -8/15/15 rte 
2w /29/ 49 /32 to er-sa 
Four Ran Output slater -lame 
as AC voleta. 

e(1 

R.C.P. Model 448 Pocket Msltitester 6 24.01 
R.C.P. Model 424A VoltOhmMllliammeter 28.91 
R.C.P. Model 46IÁ Sensitive Multltester 38.71 
R.C.P. Model 684 .Eleetronie Voltmeter 4500 
R.C.P. Model 488A UltraSensltive Multitester 70.71 
R.C.P. Model 668 Vacuum Tube -Volt Ohm Capacity Meter .... 73.01 
R.C.P. Model 805 Tube and Set Tester 87.71 
R.C.P. Model 665A V.T. Volt Ohmegger Insulatloe Testers 92.61 
Reiner Model 530 Squares/age Generator 95.00 
Reiner Model 450 Vacuum Tube Volt- OhmMllliammeter 135.00 
Superior Model 1559 Volt Ohm Mllliammeter 24.75 
Superior Model PS -100 Volt Ohm Milliammeter 28.40 
Superior Model 450 Tube Tester 39.50 

Superior Model 650 Signal Generator 48.75 
Superior Model 720 Multi -Range AC Ammeter 49.50 
Superior Model 600 Combination Tube & Set Tester 62.50 
SHALLCROSS Decade Resistance Boxes 13.50 
SHALLCROSS Portable Galvanometers 27.50 
SHALLCROSS Model 630 Wheatstone Bridge 75.00 
SHALLCROSS Model 637 Kelvin- Wheatstone Bridge 100.00 
SHALLCROSS Model 638 -2 Kelvin Wheatstone Bridge 120.00 
VM -Model 200 -B Record Changer. List Price 537.50 Net 22.50 
Maguire ARC -I Record Changer. List Price $47.41 Net 24.50 
Lots of 6 or more. Each 22.90 
Monitor Crystalline Signal Generator.... 57.50 
Supreme Oscilloscope Model 546 ..... 87.95 

WRITE FOR OUR FREE NEW POST -WAR CATALOGUE! 

n8'avzo ELECTRONIC & INSTRUMENT CO. 

Dept. C, 6 MURRAY STREET Cable Address: METRONICS 
NEA ,.7 _ -.... ._ 7- 
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AC -DC 5 -TUBE SUPERHET. 
12SA7, 12SK7, I2SQ7, 12A6, 3525. 

Complete with tubes $16.90 

AC -DC 4 -TUBE T.R.F. 
12SK7, 12SQ7, 12A6, 35Z5. Plays on 

Loop. Complete with tubes $13.95 

AC -DC 5 -TUBE, 2 -BAND SUPERHET. 
12SA7, 12SK7, 12SQ7, 12A6, 35Z5. B.C. 

Band and 2000 Kc to 10 Mc. Short 
Wave. Complete with tubes 918.90 

3 -TUBE AC -DC AMPLIFIER 
Designed for use with Record Player. 

Complete with tubes less speaker $5.95 

2 -TUBE PHONO OSCILLATOR 
New Eagle Design. 

Complete with tubes 31.19 

Approved SIGNAL GENERATOR 
6 RF BANDS 

100 to 310 Kr 
320 to 1000 Kr 

1000 to 3200 Kc 
to 10.5 Me 

10.5 to 21 51e 

21 to 
52 Me $4700 

Net . 

rOt RADIO-ELICTRODIC DEVICES 

COMPARISON BRIDGE 
Freed Transformer Co. 

New York, N. Y. 

The Model 1010 Comparison and 
Limit Bridge is used in laboratory and 
production testing of resistors, induc- 
tors and condensers. Two ranges are 
provided for balancing accuracy of 10 
percent and 20 percent. 

The circuit uses an oscillator, bridge 
and high -gain amplifier. Null indica- 
tions are amplified and read on á 500 - 
microampere meter. Condensers from 
600 µµf to 10 if are measured at 1000 
cycles; larger ones at 60 cycles. Con- 
densers smaller than 500 µ11f are meas- 
ured by the limit bridge method. Re- 
sistors from 10 ohms to 1 megohm are 
measured by the comparison method; 
higher values by using the instrument 
as a limit bridge. Inductances from 0.1 
millihenry to 100 henries are measured 
at frequencies determined by their 
characteristics. 

All measurements are made with 
.5 percent accuracy when using the 10 

ELECTRONIC DESIGNS 
V.T. V.M. VOLTMETER- 

OHMMETER lp 
P. : QL 

M ndel 100 

DC Ranges: 0 to 3 -to 
and 1.1x10 volts. All tauen. ha, 

constant( Input resistance of 
11.000.000 ohms. Accuracy 3'0 
AC Rotgas: 0 to in 30 -1119 -300 
and 1.000 volts. Sensitivity: 
1,000 oleos per volt. Accuracy 

Electronic Ohmmeter Ranges: 0- 
oho,. 0- 11.11110 owns. 0- 

,t li1/1 o -t 

Pocket Size VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER 
An Approved Electronic Instrument 

RANGES: 
DC Volts: 15-150-300 1 500. 
Al' Volts: 15450 -1500 
M llllantperee: 1.5 -15 -150. 
DC Resistance: 3000 -300,000 ohms. 

Net. 

S1875 

ARMY SURPLUS KEYS 
J38 Slightly used 49c 
Brand New and Bond.- Boe 

Write for FREE literature on complete line of 
kits For all electronic reel purent . . . try 
EAGLE first: 

Buy with Safety 

EAGLE RADIO 
84 CORTLANDT ST. 

Dept. C New York 7. N. Y. 

696 

percent range. Maximum voltage across 
the UNKNOWN terminals is 15. 

The instrument uses five tubes and 
is rated at 40 watts, 105 to 125 volts, 
60 cycles a.c.- RADIO -CRAFT 

AUDIO FREQUENCY METER 
Communication Measurements Laboratory 

New York, N. Y. 

The Model 1800 frequency meter is 
designed for measuring the frequency 
of a.c. voltages over the entire audio 
frequency spectrum. When used with 
special attachments, it may be used as 
a tachometer. It is capable of measur- 
ing frequencies from 60 to one million 

RPM or CPM with equal ease and ac- 
curacy. 

Operation of the device is independent 
of input waveform and may be used to 
measure pulse voltages having a dura- 
tion of 50 to 100,000 microseconds. It 
may be used in applications where a 
highly accurate audio frequency meter 
is desirable. 

Vibration rates s -may be measured by 
the application of a suitable pickup to 
any stationary object subject to vibra- 
tion.- RADIO -CRAFT 

DIAMOND PHONO NEEDLE 
The Duotone Co., Inc. 

New York, N. Y. 

The world's most expensive phono- 
graph seedles for home use are now on 
the market. They are diamond -point 
needles costing fifty dollars each. 

By using professional diamond pol- 

ishers, the needle tip radius has been 
held to a tolerance of one ten- thous- 
andth of an inch. This needle has been 
under test for five years and during this 
time there has been no indication of 
wear on the tip. -RADto -CRAFT 

ELECTRONIC TIMER 
Photovolt Corp. 
New York, N. Y. 

This electronic timer is designed to 
open or close electrical circuits for an 
adjustable time interval. It is particu- 
larly applicable for timing short inter- 

vals from .05 second to 50 seconds, in 
five models, each with a 10 -1 time ra- 
tio. A load outlet receptacle is provided 
for coupling the timer to the controlled 
circuit. 

Two or more timers may be con- 
nected for operation in sequence or for 
re- cycling action. 

The timer is operated from 100 to 130 
volts a.c. or d.c. lines.- RADtoCRAFT 
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td-to-yet RADIO VALU 
V. M. úiri e RECORD CHANGER 

This Record Changer is a well -made mecha- 
nism, will play either 10 -in. or 12 -in. records. 
The pickup uses a crystal cartridge. Size 14 in. 
x 14 in. Packed 2 to a factory- sealed carton, 
factory guaranteed. 
CARTON 

OF 
$35.00 Special $18.95 ea. 

Signal Corps TELEGRAPH KEYS 

Genuine U.S. Signal Corps telegraph keys 
brought to you at Prices below manufacturing 
costs 1 Made with switch to close contacts, 
polished durable enameled metal hase mounted 
on a bakelite base; hey lever is nickel -plated; 
contacts are brass -silver. Packed in new orig- 
inal boxes. 
LOTS OF 75c ea CARTON 

OF 0 60c ea 

Fully Shielded Power Transformers 
50 MII- ---6.3 Vo. (a_ 2 amp. C.T. -5 Vo. p 2 amo. 
C.T. -650 Vo. C.T. $2.45 ea Lots of 10 -$2.25 ea. 

Push Pull 6L6 Shielded Output Transformer 
30 Watt Peak, to 2- 4.6.8. 16250 and 500 ohm line. 
$3.45 ea. Lots of 12. 53.25 ea 
Push Pull Input Transformer, IO.OnO ohm plate to 
push pull 616 -51.10 ea. Lots of 12 -51.00 ea 

Midget Universal Output Transformer -push pull 
plate to 2.4- 6- 8.10 -i0 ohm voice coil -95e ea. 
Lots of 10 -85c ca 

10 Watt Large Universal Output -51.35 ea 
Lots of 10 -51.20 ea. 

Single Pentode Midget Output -for 50L6, 6V6, 6F6, 
etc. -55c ea. 

50 Mill Filter Choke 300 ohm -65c ea. Lots of 10 
-60c ea. 

75 Mill Filter Choke 250 ohm -95c ea. Lots of 10 
-85e ca. 

DYNAMIC AND P.M. SPEAKERS 
4 -In. 450.0hm Dynamic -Packed 30 to Carton - 

51.75 ea. 
4 -in. 2500 -Ohm Dynamie- Packed 30 to Carton 

$1.75 ea. 
4 -in. P.M. Heavy Slug- Packed 30 to Carton - 

51.70 ea. 
5 -in. P.M. Heavy Slug- Packed 30 to Carton - 

$1.75 ea. 
6 in. P.M. Heavy Slug- Packed 30 to Carton - 

$2.25 ea 

TUBULAR ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 
10 Mid. 50 Volt -Lots of 25-2ík ea. 
25 Mfd. 50 Volt -Lots of 25-24e ea. 

511 Mfd. 50 Volt -Lots of 25-28e ea. 
16 Mfd. ISO Volt -Lots of 25-25e ea 
20 Mfd. 150 'Volt -Lots of 25-29c ea. 
30 Mfd. 150 Volt -Lots of 25-32e ea. 
50 Mfd. 150 Volt -Lots of 25-35c ea. 
20 a 20 Mfd. 150 Volt -Lots of 25 --43e ea 

5 Tube Super AC -DC PARTS KIT a Approved SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Kits Include: Stamped Chassis -Dynamic Speakers - 
Output Transformer -- Volume Control and Switch- 
2 Shielded I.F. Coils -Antenna and Oac. Lolls -7\.o- 
gang Super Variable -50 Octal Sockets -20 x 20 Mfd. 
150 Volt Filter -5 Tubular Condensers 3 Mica eon - 

lenaers -6 Resistors --6 ft. AC Cord and Plug- Circuit 
OiJg ram. 
While They $8.95 ea. Last 

Lats of $50.00 
6 

AUTO ANTENNAS 
3 Section 
66" Long 
Brass Tubing 
Triple Chromium Plated 
2 Insulator Type ('owl 
Mounting with Lead Individually 
Boxed 

24 TO MASTER CARTON 
$30.00 

LOTS OF 48 

$55 
Immediate Delivery But 

Quantity Is Limited 

30 it 20 Mfd. 150 Volt -Lots of 25-47e ea. 
40 0 20 Mfd. 150 Volt -Lots of 25-55e ea. 
50 it 30 Mfd. 150 Volt -Lots of 25-65e ea 
20 Mfd. -350 Volt -Lots of 25-39e ea 
10 Mfd. -300 Volt -Lots of 25 -39e ea 
20 Mfd. -25 Volt -Lots of 25 -39e ea. 

Standard Brands, Tubular By -Pass Condensers 
.005- .002. .003- .005 -.0(16.600 Volt 56.75 per 100 
.025- .01 -.02 -600 Volt 57.75 per 100 
.05 -600 Volt $9.75 per 100 
.I 6110 Volt 512.00 per 100 
.25 -600 Volt 518.00 per 100 
.5 -600 Volt 522.00 per 100 
4 Mfd. 600 Vo. T.L.A. Oil Condenser. screw base. 
Upright aluminum can. PS in. x 3'S in ...$4.50 
list, replaces 8 mid. 600 Vo. electrolytic. 
Carton of 40 $38.50 

FINEST QUALITY MIDGET MICAS: 
.001 -.0001 .005 -.00005 } $5.00 per 100 .n02- .00025 .006 -.0005 
Asiatic Low Pressure. curved arm, crystal pickup 
with Sapphire Stylus Permanent Needle. has cart- 
ridge which replaces LP6- LP2I LP23. 
53.75 ea: Lots of I0- 533.50 
Standard Low Pressure Crystal Pickup. 
$2.50 ea: Lots of 10- 522.50 
Signal Corps Dual Headsets -- -8010 ohms high Im 
pedante. with 2 rubber ear cushions. cord and phone 
plug. individually boxed, $12.50 list, net 52.25 ea.. 
lots of 12. $25. 
456 K.C. Antenna. Oscillator and R.F. Coils. 25e ea 
456 K.C. I.F. Coils Input & Output. medium sire 
can 545.00 per 100 asst. 
Weston Volt ohm meter Model 663 -549.50 with 
carrying case & leads. 
Universal 4 -Prong Electronic Vibrator....51.75 ea 
6 -Prong Synchronous Mallory Vibrator.... 51.75 ea. 

Kit of 50 assorted Bakelite Knobs for r5 -in. shaft. 
with set screws $2.50 per kit 
Midget Ceramic Trimmers-3-30 moot., $6.00 per 100 

Western Electric--0-200 Microammeter -3 in bake - 

lite case. $4.25 ea. 

Medel A -100 

Complete 

s47oo 

A -100 to 310 Kilocycles 
B -320 to 1000 Kilocycles 
C -1000 to 3200 Kilocycles 
D -3.2 to 10.5 Megacycles 
E -10.5 to 26 Megacycles 
E2 -21 to 52 Megacycles 
440 Standard Audio Frequency (same as WWV) In- 
ternal modulation at 440 cycles ¡same as WWV). 
t:stcrnal modulation possible from 40 to 30.000 cycles. 

WEBSTER RECORD CHANGER 

Model 56 

Complete 

5264 

each 
Built to last. Fast change cycle. Simple, fool- 
proof operation. Automatic shut-off. Feather 
light needle pressure. Longer life for records. 
Quiet running Webster 4 Pole motor- cushion 
mounted. 

Webster Model 50.. ea. $20.95 

Tinned Copper Shielding -'é in.. 'a In., % in. 
$1.50 per 100 ft. 

Rubhrr Sheathed "Mike" Cable. shielded. single 
Conductor Inn ft. for 5 5.95 

500 ft. for $25.00 
Moulded Loctal Sockets 1'5 -In. mtg. ith metal ring 

57.00 per 100 
6 ft. A.C. Cords with plug $20.00 per 100 

Volume Controls, less Switch- W,in. shaft 
250.000 ohm. 

1 Meg Lots of 100 
2 Meg $30.00 

250 ft. Coil Underwriter Approved Zip Cord -$4.75 
per coil. 

Turner Juke Box Type Crystal Microphone with 100 
ft. shielded mike cable -59.95 ea. 
Transmitting type variable Condensers. Dual Double 
Soared IIO Mt,. per sector 51.00 ea 
Dual Double Spaced 170 Mfd. per section 51.00 ea. 
Single Gang Dual Spaced 440 Mfd.-51.00 ea. 
Single Bearing Midget Condenser 14 plate -100 Mfd. 

50c ea. 

Midget Open Circuit Jack -Lets of 10 -51.50 
Midget Closed Circuit Jack -Lots of 10 -52.00 
Midget Double Circuit Jack -Lots of 10 -$2.00 

SIGNAL CORPS JACKS 
Signal Corps Jacks. fits all standard plugs. 
Olsen circuit. Mallory type SC -I equivalent of 
Signal Corps Jack c1K 34A 512.00 per 100 

$100.00 per 1000 

Insulated Banana Tip Jacks. red or black 
58.50 per 100 

Insulated Banana Plugs. solderless. side screw con- 
nection. red or black $10.00 per 100 
Standard Barrel Type Phone Plug. 520.00 per 100 

Sterling fr 44 Pocket Volt -Amp meter with carrying 
case -51.00 ea 

Patch Cord 4 ft. with 2 P.L 55 Plugs-49c ea. 

MAIL ORDERS FILLED: 25% deposit with order, balance C. O. D. Reference, -Bank of America, 
Santa Monica Ik Vermont Avenues l.oa Angels,, California 

CALIFORNIA RADIO & ELECTRONICS CO. 
Dept. No. R, 711 No. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 27, California 
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The Victrola', made exclusively by RCA Victor, gives higher fidelity and longer record life through its jewel -point pickup. 

Your Victrola's jewel-point pickup 

floats like a feather on water- 
Instead of an ordinary, rigidly mounted 
needle, your Victrola radio- phono- 
graph has a moving sapphire playing 
tip that fairly floats over the record. 

It follows the groove with effortless 
ease, achieves new clarity of tone, adds 
longer life to records, and acts as a 
filter against surface noise. 

Such a feather touch reduces "needle 
chatter," gives you all the rich warm 
flow of the pure music ... the highest 
tones, the lowest tones, the overtones. 
Truly, your Victrola's jewel -point pick- 
up brings you the ultimate in recorded 
music pleasure. 

OVicrrolc T. M. Rg. U. S. Pat. Off. 

698 

This pickup was perfected at RCA 
Laboratories -a world center of radio 
and electronic research -where RCA 
products are kept at the top of the field. 

And when you buy an RCA Victor 
radio, television receiver, Victrola, or 
even an RCA radio tube replacement, 
RCA Laboratories is your assurance 
that you are getting one of the finest 
products of its kind that science has 
yet achieved. 

Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, 
Radio City, New York 20 ... Listen to The 
RCA Victor Show, Sundays, 4 :30 P. M., East- 
ern Daylight Time, over the NBC Network. 

New Victrola radio -phonograph, with 
Chippendale -style cabinet, priced at 
approximately $275. "Rollout" record 
changer handling twelve 10 -inch, or 
ten 12 -inch records. Permanent jewel - 
point pickup -no needles. American 
and foreign radio reception. An out- 
standing radio-phonograph combina- 
tion- thanks to research at RCA 
Laboratories. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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EASILY INSTALLED- HIGHLY EFFECTIVE 

The most serious radio interference from fluo- 
rescent lamps is that which is conducted down 
the power line to receivers at remote points. 
Such interference cannot be avoided merely by 
placing the lamp at a safe distance from the radio 
antenna circuit. Nor can it be avoided by using 
shielded lead -in wire, as in cases where inter- 
ference is caused, either by direct radiation from 
the lamp bulb itself or by radiation to the radio 
antenna circuit from the electric supply lines. 

Yet interference conducted down the power line 
to remote receivers should, and CAN, be reduced. 

The really effective method is to connect 
Sprague IF -37 Filters directly to each fixture as 
indicated in the above diagram. These filters are 

WRITE 
for your copy of the new Sprague 
Catalog No. C -306. It's the first 
Sprague Catalog in five years de- 
voted to civilian radio service. In 
it you'll find new capacitor types 
and outstanding resistor improve- 
ments. Write for your new catalog 
today; 

specifically designed for fluorescent lamp inter- 
ference suppression. They are recommended for 
single lamp fixtures, connected as shown in figure 
"A". One filter is required for each auxiliary. 

Type IF -37 Filters are EASY to install. Inex- 
pensive, too -only $1.11 each, net. 

RADIO DEALERS! REMOVE 
INTERFERENCE 

IN YOUR 

The use of Type IF -37 Filters in your own store will help you sell more radios through better demonstration. 
Your perfect, but if sets may be 

interfere your own fluorescent 
lamps 

may assume 
with 

reception your customers the radio is at fault. Don't /et noise spoil 
your sales! 

RADIO -CRAFT for 

Jobbin 
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NOMOGRAPH 
CONSTRUCTION 

(Continued fro n page 690) 

The frequency in cycles is then equal to 
159,000 times 

1 

Vu: 
in microhenrys and in icrofarads. 

On the nomogram, inductance and 
capacitance run in opposite direction 
to the frequency scale, since the greater 
the product of the two, the smaller is 
the number of cycles per second. The 
"product" scale will differ from those 
previously drawn. Though it is in the 
center, it will have the same number of 
cycles as the "factor" scales. This is 
because we are using the square roots 
of the factors. (If Fig. 2, in the June 
issue, were to represent the product of 
the square roots of numbers from 1 to 
10 it would be necessary only to num- 
ber the three scales identically.) Then a 
line drawn through any two numbers 
on the outside scales would show on the 
center one the product of their square 
roots. (A line through 9 and 4 would 
cut the center line at 6, the product of 
their square roots, 3 and 2.) 

For most work where lumped con- 
stants are used, it is seldom necessary 
to calculate circuits with inductances of 
less than 10 microhenrys or capacities 
less than 10 µµf. Using two -cycle paper 
with these quantities for a base for 
the two outside scales, we have a top 
of 1,000 microhenrys or micromicro- 
farads. (See Nomogram D, on opposite 
page.) 

It is a simple matter to calculate 
calibration points on the center scale by 
our equation, 

159,000 f- 
V Lµh Cµf 

10 µh and 10 µµf (.00001 uf) are the 
bases of the two outside scales. 10 µh X 
.00001 µf = .0001. The square root of 
this is .01, which divided into 159,000 
gives us 15,900,000 cycles, or 15,900 kc. 
Making the same calculations at the 100 
points (100 µh X .0001 (if) and at the 
top of the scale give us 1,590 kc and 
159 kc respectively. From these we can 
obtain -with the help of 2 -cycle paper- 
s complete calibration from 169 to 15,000 
kc. Thus the finished chart (Nomogram 
D) will serve for practically all i.f., 
standard broadcasting and international 
shortwave broadcasting frequencies. 

By clipping the top of our scales at 
500 kc and increasing them proportion- 
ately at the bottom, the nomogram could 
be made to cover all frequencies from 
the broadcast band to 50 megacycles. 
This is done by starting out with three - 
cycle paper, then cutting the finished 
chart down to whatever size is neces- 
sary for mounting, publication or other 
purposes. 

More complex charts may be con- 
structed. A common one has four ele- 
ments (A X B X C= D.) The straight 

(Continued on page 719) 
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PUBLIC 
ADDRESS 
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sr 

STUDIO 

meets every requirement 

for a RUGGED 

ALL - PURPOSE MICROPHONE 

Packed with power to spare - 
built to take rough handling and 
bad climate conditions - engi- 

neered for smooth response to both 
music and voice pickups, the 
Turner Model 33 is an all -around 
microphone for recording, P.A., 
call system, studio, and amateur 
work. A professional unit for pro- 

fessional results. Ask your distrib- 
utor or write. 

Free Turner Catalog 
Write for your copy 

THE TURNER COMPANY 

902 17th Street, N.E. 

Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

LOOK at these 
Performance Features 

33X Crystal 
Moisture- sealed crystal. 
90° tilting head. 
Wind and blast -proofed. 
Barometric compensator. 
Chrome finished case. 
Level -52DB. 
Range 30- 10.000 cycles. 
Removable cable set. 

33D Dynamic 
Heavy duty dynamic 

cartridge. 
90° tilting head. 
Wind and blast -proofed. 
Chrome finished case. 

Level -54DB. 
Range 40- 10,000 cycles. 

Removable cable set. 
Choice of impedances. 

Licensed under U.S. Patenta of the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, and Western 
Electric Company. Incorporated. 

Crystals licensed under patents of the Brush Development Company 

701 
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RAOIO'ELE(TROIlI( (1P(UITSi 
BATTERY RECORD PLAYER 

I was able to convert my battery - 
powered radio into a portable record 
player with minor changes in the ex- 
isting circuit. 

No changes were made in the circuit 
except to open it at points X and Y. The 

!VALUE OF 
DEPENDS UPON 
PICKUP USED) 

OUTPUT LF. 

--ll 
A001 
50K VOL, CONI x ---MMN a- 

250K C) `. 

:;' _f . 

.001-5-- 

1 TOA.Vr¡ 

rRECORD 
PLAYER, 

PLUG d 

10 
JACK HERE 

MEG 
IF DESIRED 

1.5V 
R T0- INT 1N5 INS 104 106 

DP. S.T. SW. 

ON VOL .CONI 

r 

L ° J 

arms of a d.p.s.t. switch are inserted 
at these points. This switch is a Mal- 
lory No. 7, or equivalent, attachable to 
the volume control. By turning the vol- 
ume control to the extreme left position 
the filament voltage of the r.f. section 
of the receiver is removed, and the set 
functions as an audio amplifier, saving 
battery power. 

Normal radio action is restored by 
turning the volume control to the right, 
permitting the filament voltage to reach 
the r.f. stages and grounding one end 
of the volume control. The delay due to 
r.f. tube filament heating is negligible. 

J. W. TWILLEY 
Manitoba, Canada 

(Presumably Mr. Twilley inserted the 
phono pickup at the ground end of the 
250,000 ohm volume control to prevent 
capacitive effects when the radio is be- 
ing used. If the record player is not 
equipped with its own volume control, 
the phono input may be made to the 
other end of the receiver volume con- 
trol and switch X omitted. The receiv- 
er volume control is then operative on 
radio or phonograph. Editor) 

57 56 

A NEAT PHONO AMPLIFIER 
Here is the circuit of a neat phono 

amplifier that can be constructed easily 
with parts salvaged from an old broad- 
cast receiver using 2.5 -volt tubes. (Low- 
er left corner.) 

The input stage uses a 57 -tube resist- 
ance coupled to a 66 driver. The driver 
is transformer coupled to the push -pull 
45 output tubes. 

Self -bias for the 45's is obtained by 

RADIO -CRAFT welcomes new and orig- 
inal radio or electronic circuits. Hook- 
ups which show no advance on or 
advantages over previously published 
circuits are not interesting to us. Send 
in your latest hook -ups -RADIO -CRAFT 
will extend a one -year subscription 
for each one accepted. Pencil diagrams 
-with short descriptions of the cir- 
cuit -will be acceptable, but must be 
clearly drawn on a good -sized sheet. 

inserting a 750 -ohm wire -wound resistor 
between the center -tap of the filament 
winding and ground. The hum level is 
kept low by a grounded center- tapped 
resistor (hum -dinger) across the 56 and 
57 heaters. 

JOSEPH SWARTZ, 
Toronto, Canada 

A.C. -D.C. POWER PACK 
A diagram of a hum -free A and B 

voltage supply for portable radios is 
shown. A 117Z6 has its plates connected 

117Z6 °200r./10H A5A 

750 30 
R2 150V 

117V Ac 

A4.A4.711 7 

A- 

SK 200n/10H 

RI 3p20 B+67.5V 
T'5°v T B o 

in parallel and each of its cathodes 
works into a separate filter network. 
One cathode is used ss a source of A 

Left -A neat phono- 
graph amplifier cir- 
cuit. Below -A novel 

phase inversion rig. 

voltage and may be adjusted by vary- 
ing R2. The No 1 cathode supplies the 
high voltage, which is varied by R1. 

By supplying the correct heater volt- 
age to the tube, it is possible to use a 
50Y6, 25Z6, 25Z5 or other rectifier tube 
in the circuit with excellent results. 

LEHMAN M. HAUGER 
Fort Monroe, Va. 

(Note that the "A" supply should be 
used only with series- connected tubes 
drawing not more than 60 ma. Editor) 

NOVEL PHASE INVERTER 
This circuit has been used with very 

good results. It is an impedance- 
coupled phase inverter with inductive 
feedback and bass compensation. 

Two 6J5's are used to complete the 
inversion process. V1 is connected in a 
conventional amplifier circuit. A .05- 
coupling condenser couples the signal 
voltage to the grid of V3. The grid re- 
turns of V3 and V4 are made through 
the center- tapped secondary of an inter - 
stage transformer and a 100,000 -ohm 
resistor. The grid of V2 is returned to 
ground through the same resistor. The 
voltage applied to the grid of V2 is 
proportional to and in phase with the 
voltage on the grid of V3. Resistance - 
impedance coupling supplies the signal 
voltage to the grid of V4. This is equal 
to the voltage on the grid of V3 but 180 
degrees out of phase. 

The voltage induced in the primary 
of the transformer is applied to the 
plate of the 6R7 in a degenerative feed- 
back loop. 

RAOUL M. FRANCO 
Alexandria, Egypt 

(The presence of V2 is not quite clear, 
as voltage in the correct phase relation 
would be supplied to V4 by the end of 
the transformer secondary if the center 
tap were simply grounded. This method 
of voltage inversion is well known to 
servicemen who have used it to keep sets 
in operation where a transformer pri- 
mary is burned out and irreplaceable. 

Feedback by means of the primary 
would apparently not be affected by the 
proposed abandonment of one of the 
6J5's. Experimenters would do well to 
try both circuits and compare results. 
-Editor) 
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MORE SMASH BUYS at 
National Radio Distributors 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
NEW POST -WAR SCOOP 
5 tube AC /DC Superheterodyne 
Radio Kit featuring bullt -1n loon 
antenna, using 129AT. MKT. 
128(17, 501.0, 35Z5 tubes. All 
parts brand new and perfectly 

m.ur4ed. Absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Including cibi. 
t : :n I foil instructions fur aseombling 913.75 

In Tots of three 912.95 
Est a 3 matct.od tubes I 4.95 

llooleup wire and solder. not Included In above kit 
SPECIAL -NEW NACU IRE ARC -1 RECORD CHANGERS. pree: :o,n ngineerea, single control knob. plays 10 122' 
or 12 1t rreeor dc. stops automatically after last record 
is played. Extra lightweight ickuP arm. features spring mounting and heavy duty rugged motor. $23.95 
PAC 100 PORTABLE RECORD CHANGER CASE. dark brown leatherette v red. Will accommodate above or 
any other make changer. Mounting panel 15a.á- square. 
HET II.O6 

NEW POST-WAR PORTAIL` 
RECORD NIT 
Model RP100 Player Incln& 
Mg beautiful lligator or 
leatherette covered portable 
lco ing rase tor. ro carrying 
e1Ny b .tube am- 

plifier rt ipsar 3. using 
al ñrkUP asferl It uttransformer. onn. Will play 

records u e closed and n 
volume controls. 
Your cost. 

matched 
lees tubes 

Ni 
3 

ahea 
tubes 52.53 

Model RC300 Sane s shove with NEW Mire Record 
MO Changer a 2.toned leatherette portable carrying c 

a ta match. Will take 10 -12- or l2 -10- records with ltd 
closed. 
Your cost $44.95 les. tubes 

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLING 
Rook-up wire and solder. not Included in above kit 

EXTRA 
oof 100CTubular, ,all 0000 theKfolloim 

Iseo: .001. .002. .000. .01. .02. 03. 05 and t 
Mfd. All fresh stock: fully guaranteed. Per Kit $5.95 

Please include at least 25 °o with C.0.0. orders. 
Write for New Free Catalog Now. 

National Radio Distributors 

INSIDE THE HANDIE- TALKIE 
(Cotitiou d from page 684) 

the antenna, antenna loading coil and a 
.006 -µf fixed mica condenser, as shown 
in Fig. 1. The plate circuit of this 
stage is loaded by a permeability -tuned 
coil and is capacity -coupled to the sig- 
nal grid of the 1R5. 

Crystal control of the receiver oscil- 
lator frequency is maintained by con- 
necting a quartz crystal between the 
No. 1 grid and screen grids of the 1R5. 
Excessive oscillator voltage on the 
signal grid is reduced by a 7 -µµf 
ceramic condenser connected between 
the signal and oscillator grids. This 
condenser neutralizes a portion of the 
oscillator frequency voltage by return- 
ing it to the oscillator grid out of phase 
with the internally coupled voltage. 

The 1T4 and 1S5 are connected in 
the standard i.f. and second detector 
circuits common to most battery receiv- 
ers. Midget i.f. transformers are used 
throughout. The secondary winding of 
the input transformer is loaded with a 
1- megohm resistor to broaden the i.f. 
tuning. 

Impedance coupling is used in the 
output circuit to prevent plate current 
from flowing through the earphone. 

When the set is in operation, it is 
a receiver unless the "press -to -talk" 
button is depressed. A diagram of the 
complete set is shown in Fig. 2. All 
switches are in the "receive" position. 

THE TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT 
When the set is used as a transmitter, 

switching converts the r.f. amplifier and 
oscillator -mixer portions of the receiver 
to a master oscillator -power amplifier 
transmitting circuit. The first a.f. and 
power amplifiers of the receiver are 

' converted to microphone amplifier and 
modulator for the transmitter. 

While transmitting, the "push -to- 
talk" button must be depressed. The 
circuit of the set is then changed to 
that of the diagram in Fig. 3, and a 
crystal of a frequency 455 kc. lower 
than the receiving crystal is switched 
into the circuit. The output of the oscil- 
lator anode is capacity coupled to the 
grid of the 3S4 r.f. power amplifier. 
The r.f. tank coil is switched into 
the circuit and tuned by a .00014 -0 
variable tuning condenser. This com- 
bination of coil and condenser is called 
a "tank" circuit. The antenna loading 
coil is connected in a pi network tuned 
by the tank tuning condenser and the 
capacity existing between the antenna 
and housing. 

The dynamic microphone is trans- 
former- coupled to the grid circuit of the 
1S5. This tube functions as a speech 
amplifier and is resistance -coupled to 
the 3S4 modulator. 

The grid return of the 3S4 modula- 
tor is tapped into the grid leak circuit 
of the oscillator tube, to provide proper 
operating bias of the modulator. The 
a.f. choke in the plate lead serves as 
the coupling choke for modulation of 
the power amplifier. A portion of the 
a.f. output of the modulator is applied 
RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 

U 
oYou know where you are in the Radio Spectrum? With a Glaub 
Xtal you can be sure. Our Xtols are ground to within .03% of 

specified frequency and guaranteed, with a temperature coefficient 
of less 3 cycles per megacycle per degree centigrade. They can't 
be beat! Attractive, convenient holders to fit any set. A custom 
built Xtal to your specifications at a standard price. 

DELIVERED 48 HOURS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER 

LET US PUT YOU IN YOUR PLACE ON THE AIR( 

PIONEER ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Western Distributors of Glaub Crystals 

3700 East Olympic Boulevard Los Angeles 23, California 
to the earphone to provide a sidetone 
for monitoring transmission. 

The "push -to- talk" switch is made up 
of 14 sections, which perform the in- 
tricate switching functions which con- 
vert the receiver to a transmitter. Each 
section of the switch has been given a 
letter to simplify a study of the dia.. 
grams. In Fig. 1, all sections of the 
switch are shown in the receive po- 
sition. All of the switching functions 
are evident from the diagrams. 

Many of the resistors and condensers 
of this set are mounted in small cir- 
cular "cups" that fit around the under- 
side of the tube sockets. Terminal lugs 
are mounted on the rim of the "cups" 
so that the parts may be connected to 
the external circuits. Later models aban- 
doned the cup system and used straight 
terminal strips, as shown in the photo 
on page 684. 

The transmitter is easy to adjust. A 
crystal and plug -in coil for the desired 
frequency are plugged into the unit and 
the antenna fully extended. The "push - 
to- talk" switch is held down and the 
r.f. amplifier tank condenser adjusted 
to give minimum amplifier plate current. 
The plate current is metered by remov- 
ing a jumper located at the lower end 
of the chassis. 

The receiver is tuned by inserting 
coil and crystal combinations for the 
desired frequency. The receiver oscilla- 
tor crystal is ground to a frequency 
455 kc higher than the transmitter op- 
erating frequency. The receiver is then 
aligned by conventional methods. 

(Continued on page 723) 
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PROTRACTOR DIAL 
When in need of a precision dial, why 

not try a protractor? Its divisions are 
accurately spaced and make a neat ap- 
pearance, as may be seen in the photo. 

The metal types are usable where the 
readings are referred to a graph or 
chart for interpolation. When it is de- 
sirable to have a direct- reading dial, a 
celluloid protractor is most useful. A 

paper backing with the necessary mark- 
ings and notations is placed behind the 
transparent dial so that the calibrations 
may be seen at a glance. A knob with a 
transparent hairline pointer increases 
the accuracy of the dial readings. 

Three small screws or rivets may be 
used to fasten the dial to the panel. 

HAROLD PALLATz, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

CODED TEST PRODS 
I have found that it is possible to 

make test prods from auto inner tube 
valve stems and caps. 

The valve stem is cut off close to the 
tube and the needle removed. A nail or 
long tack is driven through the valve 
cap with a small portion of its head 
protruding. A piece of insulated wire is 
passed through the stem and wrapped 
around the head of the nail. The cap is 
then screwed on the stem. 

NAL SAALVE CAP çVALVE AND VALVE TUBE. 

WRAP BARE END OF WIRE TIGHTLY AROUND NAIL. 
DESIRED LENGTH OF WIRE. 

By selecting valve stems from red 
and black tubes, I have a pair of shock- 
proof, color -coded, solderless test prods. 

A. C. FROHNOPFEL, 
Bartlett, Texas 

FADED TUBE NUMBERS 
The tube type number is often 

printed on the side of the glass type 
tubes and through frequent handling, 
the number soon becomes unreadable. 

I overcome the handicap by dipping 
the glass portion of the tube in ammonia 
and allowing it to dry. The numbers 
then stand out clearly. Powdered 
ammonia may also be used by spreading 
it on the surface of the tube and then 
dipping into warm water and allowing 
it to dry. 

704 

JOHN B. ROLLS, 
Verdun, Quebec. 

BUZZ CURE 
After replacing a power transformer 

in a console type receiver, I noticed a 
buzzing sound that was audible above 
the signal when the volume was turned 
low. 

Wedging the coils on the transformer 
core was tried without success. I found 
that thin service cement applied to the 

RADIO -CRAFT wants original kinks from 
its readers, and will award a seven - 
month subscription for each one pub- 
lished. To be accepted, ideas must be 
new and useful. Send your pet short - 
cut,or new idea in today! 

edges of the windings and the core 
laminations produced a positive cure. 

CLAUDE M.PREW, 
New London, N. H. 

VOLUME CONTROL REPAIR 
Here is one of my favorite "kinks" 

for repairing noisy volume controls. It 
is unnecessary to remove the control 
from its circuit. 

(t-1 

VOL. 
CONT. 

THREADED SHAFT 

TWi moms 

"C WASHER 

Remove the chassis from the cabinet 
and place a small hairpin between the 
"C" washer and the threaded bushing. 
A few twists on the hairpin with a pair 
of pliers will hold the pin in place. This 
will make a tighter fit between the ro- 
tating arm and the carbon strip. 

SAUL KIRSHNER, 
Montreal, Canada 

TUBE SUBSTITUTION 
In servicing a receiver recently, I ac- 

cidentally put a 6K7 into a 6F5 socket. 
To my surprise, I found the reception 
just as good as with the original tube. 
The plate and suppressor were left 
floating with no voltage on them. Later 
I checked this idea on other sets with 
the same results. This scheme may well 
be used for emergency tube replace- 
ments. 

LAWRENCE MOSEMAN, 
Hibbing, Minn. 

(Before trying this method of tube 
substitution, it is wise to check the un- 
derside of the socket to make sure that 
the unused socket holes are not used as 
tie -points for high -voltage leads. - 
Editor) 

HANDY IRON REST 
While this kink is not an original one, 

I find it helpful. When a hot soldering 
iron is left on the work bench, appliance 
wires are constantly coming in contact 
with its hot surface and becoming 
burned. 

This inconvenience may be overcome 
by taking an old tube shield and 
screwing it just below the surface of the 
work bench. This makes a handy rest 
for the iron and it can be reached 
easily when needed. 

A. K. MEMON, 
Karachi, India 

SAFETY IRON 
To prevent charring wires and con- 

densers while soldering in close quar- 
ters, take a piece of thin asbestos cloth 
and wrap it around the lower part of 
the body and tip of the soldering iron. 
About three -quarters of an inch of the 
copper is left exposed. The asbestos is 
bound to the iron with fine wire. 

Wm. A. PLEES, 
Whitehall, Michigan 

CORDLESS IRON 
The accompanying photograph shows 

the method that I use to prevent hav- 
ing a long trailing cord on the end of 
my soldering iron. 

The handle of a heavy rubber male 
plug is fitted in the handle of the iron. 
The line wires are attached to the 
prongs of the plug. The iron may then 
be plugged into any convenient socket. 

I have mounted a heavy -duty recepta- 
cle in the top of a small metal box and 
fixed it firmly to the top of the work 
bench. The iron remains upright and 
takes up very little space on the bench. 

I find that the iron heats more rapidly 
when it is held in this position. 

JAMES L. LANTERMAN, 
Snyder, Oklahoma 
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430 MC WITH A 6F4 
(Continued from page 688) 

soldered directly to ends of the U. The 
other coupling method consists of a 
wire hairpin through two holes drilled 
in the outer cylinder (but insulated 
from it). As this hairpin is drawn out- 
ward the coupling decreases. Which- 
ever coupling is used, it should be de- 
signed so that it will not interfere with 
the sliding assembly as it is moved up 
toward the top. 

The simplest antenna is the half -wave 
dipole consisting of two portions, each 
about 61 inches long. Low- impedance 
twin lead (75 ohms) may be used to 
couple the antenna to the oscillator. For 
best efficiency, the antenna length 
should be made variable. A good method 
is to make it of aluminum or brass with 
one piece of tubing sliding within an- 
other, until the correct total length is 
found. Since the power output is not 
great enough to light a bulb noticeably, 
the condition of optimum loading is 
determined by the plate milliammeter. 
The meter reads maximum permitted 
current when the coupling and loading 
are correct. 

Fig. 5 -Tone modulator and monitor circuit. 

To carry on experiments this oscilla- 
tor was used in conjunction with an 
audio tone modulation provided by a 
76 oscillator. A PM speaker with push - 
pull transformer is the Hartley oscilla- 
tor coil and monitor in one. The second- 
ary connects to the voice coil. This gives 
a high -pitched note which can be moni- 
tored as it modulates the r.f. oscillator, 
(Fig. 5). 

POWER 

INPUT 

TRANS. 

30H 

40 MA 8 150V. 

0- 

64. 

450V. 

Fig. 6 -The power supply and filter system. 

The power supp'.y and filter system 
(Fig. 6) is conventional. The transfor- 
mer output is approximately 150 volts 
under the load of both oscillator tubes 
(approximately 25 ma) because of the 
choke input used. Since this is equal to 
the maximum plate voltage on the 
acorn 6F4 it is not necessary to reduce 
it in any way. The filter system pro- 
vides adequately pure direct current to 
both tubes. 

In modulating the r.f., it will be 
found that excessive audio input broad - 

(Continued on page 724) 
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LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE STOCKS 

Today's handiest, most complete BuyingGuide! 
Brings you latest, finest values in parts, tubes, 
kits, tools, books, test instruments, communi- 
cations receivers, Ham gear, public address 
and other equipment. Places at your finger 
tips over 10,000 items of nationally known 
guaranteed quality. Makes available to you 
the world's largest and most complete stocks 
under one roof ... ready for rush delivery. 
Enables you to get everything you need in 
radio and electronics from one dependable, 
central source. Send for this new 1946 Cata- 
log now. Save time, work and money! 

NEW RADIO SETS 
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values! 
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The Question Box is again undertaking to answer a limited 

number of questions. Queries will be answered by mail 

and those of general interest will be printed in the maga- 

zine. A fee of 50c will be charged for simple questions re- 

quiring no schematics. Write for estimate on such ques- 

tions as may require diagrams or considerable research. 

CONVERSION OF ARMY RADAR OSCILLOSCOPE 
Recently I purchased one of the 

BC -412 -A oscilloscopes. This "scope" 
was used by the Army in radar installa- 
tions. I would like a diagram showing 
the changes necessary to convert this 
"scope" so that it may be used for radio 
servicing. -(Many Readers). 
A. A diagram is shown that will en- 
able you to convert the oscilloscope for 
radio servicing. The 6L6 pulse and 
sweep generators and the 6SJ7 spread 
amplifier are discarded and an 884 gas 
triode oscillator sweep circuit is added 
to the circuit. Two controls have been 
added which permit the operator to 

SYNC.IN 
o 

6AC7VERT. AMP. 

make coarse and vernier adjustments 
on the sweep frequency. Input jacks for 
external synchronizing voltages and for 
the horizontal and vertical amplifiers 
are used for external coupling to the 
"scope ". 

The parallel vertical amplifier is con- 
verted to push -pull for better perform- 
ance. The vertical sensitivity is approx- 
imately .045 volts per inch and the hori- 
zontal amplifier has been altered to in- 
crease the gain to 0.3 volts per inch. 

All leads in the input circuits of the 
horizontal and vertical amplifiers should 
be well shielded. The long leads should 

have the shields grounded at several 
points. Hum and microphonics in the 
vertical amplifier may be caused by a 
defective 6AC7. 

Extremely high voltages are used in 
some parts of the 'scope circuit and all 
precautions should be taken to avoid 
bodily contact with these circuits as 
this will result in DEATH or SERIOUS 
INJURY. When working on the unit, 
all high -voltage condensers should be 
discharged each time that the power is 
turned off. A well -insulated metal screw 
driver may be used to short the termi- 
nals of each of the condensers. 

884 SWEEP GEN. 6SJ7SWEEP AMP. 6L6 R. AMP. 
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NEW FACSIMILE IS FAST 
(Continued from page 680) 

giving a check on what is going out 
over the air. The one at the right may 
be patched into various points in the 
transmitting equipment, thus affording 
a means of trouble shooting. 

The scanner used in the Hogan ap- 
paratus is of conventional type. Copy 
wrapped around a revolving drum is 
scanned by an electric eye in terms of 
gradations of shade contained within 
a very narrow horizontal line. 

To accomplish this, the electric eye is 
focussed upon one tiny rectangular spot 
so that during one revolution of the 
drum it scans around the cylinder in 
terms of this tiny spot. By moving the 
electric eye along the drum a distance 
equal to the width of the spot during 
each revolution of the drum, the copy 
is scanned from left to right in a series 
of slightly slanting contiguous lines 
from top to bottom of the page. The 
number of these lines in one inch is 
called the definition of the system. 
In this apparatus, it is in the order of 
100 lines. FRONT VIEW HELIX WIRE 

PAPER 

PRINTER BLADE NEW AMPLIFIERS 

TOP VIEW NEW RADIO PARTS 

Electronic Equipment 

PRINTER BADE 

PAPER 

Front and top views of a facsimile printer. 

Meanwhile, at the recorder, a record- 
ing element causes a marking spot of 
the same size to travel across and down 
the recording paper at the same speed 
as the scanning spot. Since these sig- 
nals are broadcast with the speed of 
light, the marking spot controlled by 
the fluctuating facsimile signal current 
produces a facsimile of each tiny area 
in the original at the corresponding 
area of the recording paper. 

Although scanners have been more or 
less alike in all systems, recorders differ 

r greatly. Some simply reproduce the 
beam of light on photographic film, 
which is later developed. In others, a 
point moves across a drum on which car- 
bon paper is spread over white recording 
paper. Pressure varies with the modula- 
tion, causing a heavier or lighter deposit 
of carbon on the backing paper. Most 
modern systems are electrical in na- 
ture. Current from the scanning point 
passes through the paper, causing a 
chemical darkening which increases 
with the quantity of current passed. 

The area of the marking spot is de- 
termined by the intersection of a "helix" 
(spiral) wire wound around a cylinder 
on one side of the paper and a strip of 
metal (the printer blade) mounted 

(Continued on page 711) 
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HAM GEAR 

STANDARD LINES! LARGEST STOCK! 
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT! 

For the newest, the latest, and the best in radio sets, radio parts, amateur kits, and 
test equipment, mail coupon below for your free copy of Concord's first post -war 
Catalog. It offers a huge storehouse of everything that's new in radio and electronics 

including the sensational, talked -about line of exclusive Concord Multiamp 
ADD -A -UNIT amplifiers. It contains thousands of items ... all standard lines ... 
war -born discoveries and improvements . all ready for same -day shipment 
direct to you from CHICAGO or ATLANTA. 

History- Making ADD -A -UNIT Line of Amplifiers 
Typical of Concord leadership is the completely revolutionary line of Multiamp 
ADD -A -UNIT Amplifiers, designed and engineered by Concord, sold only by 
Concord. Built on entirely new principles, these Amplifiers offer startling innova- 
tions not available elsewhere ... new high standards of flexibility, fidelity, power, 
economy, and all -round performance almost beyond belief. Mail coupon now for 
Concord's New Complete Catalog showing full amplifier line ... and complete 
assortments of "everything that's new in radio and electronics." 

1946 

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORPORATION 
CHICAGO 7 ATLANTA 3 

901 W. Jackson Blvd. 265 Peachtree Street 

CONCORD RADIO CORPORATION i 
901 W. Jackson Blvd.. Opt. RC -76. Chicago 7, III. ; 

Yes rush FREE COPY of the comprehensive , 
new ¿oncord Radio Catalog. ' 
Name 

3 
Address ........- 

I 
=MM. 

City State 
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INDIVIDUALLY 
MARKED 

for Quick Identification of 
Resistance and Wattage 

ENLARGED VIEW 

1/2 Watt 2Watt 

Y O Y YY1111 E 

Eal/ 
INSULATED 

COMPOSITION 
RESISTORS 

NOT ONLY are these new Little 
Devils tops in performance and 
service ... but you never have 
to guess about the resistance and 
wattage of any unit. Every Little 
Devil is individually marked for 
quick, positive identification in 
your resistor stock or servicing 
kit. In addition all units are color 
coded. Available in Standard 
RATA values from 10 ohms to 22 
megohms, ± 10% tolerance. 

Available only from Ohmite Distributors 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
4894 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, U. S. A. 

Type Size 
Length Diam. 

Resistance 
Range 

Maximum 
Volts 

List 
Price 

h Watt %" 94,.. 
10 Ohm 

to 
22 Meg. 

500 13c 

1 Watt t6" N2' 
10 Ohms 

to 
22 Meg. 

1000 17c 

2 Watt ti /6" 5/l6" 
10 Ohms 

to 
22 Meg. 

3500 25c 

áe Raft coed 

01H1MOTIE 
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP SWITCHES 
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NEW RADIO - ELECTRONICS PATENTS 
R.F. INDICATOR 

George E. Colman, Red Bank, N. J. 
Patent No. 2,395,850 

RF. TRANSMITTERS are tuned and modula- 
tion checked conventionally by thermo- 

couples and meters, both of which are rather ex- 
pensive and delicate. This new circuit should be 
of interest to amateurs and others since it en- 
ables a circuit to be correctly tuned by using 
only an ordinary neon bulb. 

I-5 MEG 
SHIELD (SEE TDRi 

NEON 

=10011 .00025.¡. \ 
T I 

A conducting ring is placed around the neon 
bulb and is connected to a pickup device such 
as a smell antenna which is introduced into the 
r.f. field. The small variable condenser controls 
the electroetatic excitation to the bulb. One of 
the bulb plates is grounded, and both are con- 
nected across a small condenser which equalizes 
the discharge so that each plate shows approxi- 
mately the same glow. 

An auxiliary d.c. circuit is connected and ad- 
justed so that the neon is only slightly ionized. 
The added r.f. power causes a corresponding in- 
crease of ionization. Relative r.f. magnitude may 
be indicated by the variable condenser setting 
necessary to reach a given degree of ionization. 

Typical circuit constants are given in the dia- 
gram. 

.00025 

ELECTRONIC CHRONOSCOPE 
Carrot R. Nisewanger and Frederick W. Brown, 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Patent No. 2,395,902 

THE measurement of very small time intervals 
(of the order of 10 microseconds) is accom- 

plished by this instrument. One practical appli- 
cation is the measurement of rate of detonation. 

SW1 --fiF 

The circuit uses two thyratron tubes connected 
to a switching tube. The latter tube, a pentode, 
is adjusted as follows. The screen grid is biased 
below cut-off, but an applied positive pulse will 
restore the tube to a conducting condition. if a 
negative pulse is applied to the control -grid im- 
mediately thereafter, the tube cuts off again. The 
pentode circuit is equivalent to an R-C circuit 
which is closed and then opened. As a result the 
condenser C becomes charged to some value de- 
pending upon the time interval of conduction. A 
meter across C may therefore be calibrated in 
terms of that time interval. 

Closing Swl starts the interval being measured. 
The voltage drop across RI transmits a positive 
pulse to the upper thyratron which breaks down. 
The voltage drop across R3 applies a positive 
pulse to the switching tube which begins to con- 
duct and charge the condenser C. The completion 
of the interval is marked by closing Sw2, which 
produces a voltage drop across R2. The resultant 
positive pulse fires the lower thyratron and there 
exists a voltage drop across R4. A negative pulse 
is therefore transmitted to the pentode control 
grid, cutting off the plate current. 

The voltage to which C has been charged is 
measured by a vacuum -tube voltmeter which in- 
cludes the usual balancing -out circuit. This per- 
mits setting the meter G to some reference point 
before measurement. Voltage across C (and 
therefore time interval) is indicated by a cor- 
responding decrease of meter indication. 

The circuit may be calibrated by closing the 
key switches mechanically at known small time 
intervals. To measure the rate of detonation of 
an explosive, each switch may consist of two 
fine wires placed close together. When the ex- 
plosion reaches a switch, the released ions act 
to close it. With a slight change of circuit it 
is possible to utilize a circuit break to fire each 
thyratron. 

MAro + 

-NVA-o 
NWo 

At left, two thyratrons which switch cen- 
ter tube, causing current now in interval 
between impulses, and charging condenser 
C. Charge on C, measured by VTVM at 
right, indicates exact time interval. 

SW 2 

In explosive design, for example, it is often nec- 
essary to know the time interval between the 
instantaneous detonation at given points along 
an explosive. 

1 1 

L___J 

The circuit is adapted to measure over a wide 
range of values by providing several values o 
resistors in the condenser charging and gal 
vanometer circuits. 

"I'm trying to tune in another station!" 

Suggested by 
Hill Worttnam, 

Oakley, ill. 
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TECHNOTES 
. SPEAKER REPAIRS 

When a speaker cone is warped so 
that it will move freely in only one di- 
rection, it may be repaired by springing 
it back in the correct position and Lf 

blocking with wadded paper, felt or a 
small weight. While the cone is blocked 
in this position, the corrugated rim of 
the cone is wet with water and then 
allowed to dry in this position. The 
cone will retain this position when 
dry and will be free from scraping. 

HUBERT WATKINS, 
Gulfport, Miss. 

.... BATTERY POWERED RADIOS 
Operating voltages of 1'/ -volt oscil- 

lator tubes used in many sets is very 
v critical and cannot be determined with 

a tube tester. 
To prevent unwarranted complaints 

Loon after a set has been serviced, the 
minimum effective filament operating 
voltage should be determined. This is 
done by making up a separate extension 
cable for the A -plus line. A 10-ohm rheo- 
stat is inserted in the lead and the re- 
sistance increased until the tube ceases 
to oscillate. If it refuses to oscillate 
at any voltage below 1.1, it should be 
replaced, as it will not get all of the 
usable power out of a set of batteries. 

In making this test, a good voltmeter 
should be connected directly across the 
filament terminals at the tube socket. 
A high -resistance or vacuum -tube volt- 
meter connected to the stator of the 
oscillator tuning condenser will indicate 
the instant that oscillator fails. 

GERALD EVANS, 
Ola, Arkansas 

, . , , ZENITH 8S611 

Sharp crackling noises while tuning 
this model may be caused by corroded 
contacts on the tuning condenser gang. 
Clean all bearings, fly -wheel, counter 
shaft and tuning condensers by apply- 
ing carbon tetrachloride with an art 
brush. The bearings are then lubricated 
with a light film of machine oil. 

CLAUDE M. PREW, 
New London, N. H. 

-DELIVERY FROM STOCK -. 
Aerovox Can Type Condensers: 
GLS 450 V. 8 mfd., net $0.89; GL 450 
V.. 8 mfd., $0.89; 2GL 450 V. 8-8 mfd., 
$1.33; GL475 V. 8 mfd. $122; GL 450 
V., 12 mfd., $1.16; GL 450 V. 20 mfd., 
$1.43 ; PRV 450 V., 10 mfd., $0.95; 
PRV 450 V., 40 mfd., $1.81; GL 600, 
8 mid., $2.16. 

NO SURPLUS -AU FRESH STOCK 

CINAUDAGRAPH SPEAKERS 
2 In. P.M., 2ZMP, $1.55 
3 In. P.M., 30 MP, $2.32 
10In. P.M., PM 10 -12, peak watts 16, $8.79 
12In. P.M., PM 12 -13, peak watts 184'9.84 
12ín. P.M.,PM 12 -16, peak watts 21315.83 
St. Clair Vacuum Tube V.O.M., $49.95 
Silver Vomax, $59.85 
Hickok No. 203, Electronic Volt Ohm 

Capacity Milliamtncter, $79.80 
Simpson No. 260 V.O.M., $33.25 

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO. 
377 EAST MAIN Si. LEXINGTON 34, Ky. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 

YOU can hold a 

eedes 
RADIO 

ELECTRONICS 

THIS NEW WORLD OF ELECTRONICS promises excit- 
ing opportunities for employment in new applications of 
new electronic developments. FM broadcasting, micro- 
wave relay systems, television, mobile communication 
systems for railroads, automobiles, busses and trucks - 
these are only a few of the post -war possibilities for new 
employment. BRAND NEW JOBS IN BRAND NEW 
FIELDS! 

ARE YOU QUALIFIED FOR THESE NEW JOBS? That 
is the first question you will face. Practical experience is 
only a partial answer -the field has plenty of such men. 
Practical experience PLUS technical training is the best 
answer --the answer that will bring that better job and 
more pay. 

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD THAT BETTER JOB in 
this New World of Electronics is your resolution to acquire 
a sound basic knowledge of the technical side of radio - 
electronics. Add this knowledge to your practical experi- 
ence and place yourself ABOVE the competition of the 
"average" radioman. Cleveland Institute courses of super- 
vised home study training are planned to do just that job. 

LET CLEVELAND INSTITUTE TAKE OVER YOUR 
PERSONAL UP- GRADING PROBLEM. Qualified. com- 
petent instructors. ample, personalized instructional aids. 
orderly, progressively arranged study assignments in rec- 
ognized. approved technical texts -these are only a few of 
the many superior advantages of Cleveland Institute's plan 
of personalized spare -time home study training for Pro- 
fessional self -improvement. 

Write today for 
free. descriptive 
booklet, "THIS 
NEW WORLD OF 
ELECTRONICS 
HOLDS OPPOR- 
TUNITY FOR 
YOU." No obliga- 
tion-no salesmen. 

Approved for Veteran Training 
under the G.I. Rill M Rights. 

Use Cleveland Institute 
home study courses for pro- 
fessional self -improvement.) 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE STUDY 
COURSES COVER THE FIELD OF 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS - TELE- 
VISION, ULTRA -HIGH FREQUENCY 
TECHNIQUES, AM and FM BROAD- 
CASTING, COMMUNICATION ENGI- 
NEERING -from simple treatment of 
fundamentals, through preparation for 
FCC commercial radio operators' license 
examinations. up to and including com- 
plete high -level quantitative treatment 
of advanced radio electronics and com- 
munication engineering. 

Aye, lad, CIRE 

is a grand 

school! 

Cleveland 

Institute 

of 

Radio 

Electronics 

Choose the course best suited to your 
needs, and start with the section you are 
qualified to enter. You pay for only the 
section or sections you need. Use the 
"Pay -as- you -go plan" patterned after 
ethical, educational practice. These fea- 
tures are unique with Cleveland Insti- 
tute, and represent the best in the mod- 
ern, poet -war concept of home stud' 
training. 
Many Cleveland Institute students of 
advanced engineering courses today are 
broadcast chief engineers. Graduates of 
Cleveland Institute courses are eligible 
for the top jobs in radio-, lest renies. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE of RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Contractors to the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 
Successors to 

NILSON RADIO SCHOOL, Founded 1939 
SMITH PRACTICAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Founded 1934 

RC -7 TERMINAL TOWER 

MAIL THIS COUPON. 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE of RADIO ELECTRONICS 
RC -7 Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Gentlemen: Please send Information about your homo 
study courses In Radto- Electronles. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

ZONE STATE 

CLEVELAND, 13, OHIO 

I desire training in 

I have had experience in broadcast- 
ing O servicing O operating O 
mfg. O CAA O Army -Navy O 
amateur O other 

I am a High School Grad O 
College Grad Q 

I hold a degree in 

n Check here if you are a War 
.Veteran 
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OIT. 
CAPACITORS 

For those tight spots calling for heavy - 
duty capacitors, you can always count on 
Aerovox Type -89 oil- impregnated oil - 
filled tubulars. They are especially ideal 
for use in vibrator applications; coupling 
and by-pass functions in transmitters; 
high -voltage amplifiers; in r.f. by -pass 
circuits; interference eliminators for 
motors and generators; and in test equip- 
ment. Briefly: 

AEROVOX 
TYPE - 89 

hermetically- sealed metal -can con- 

tainer fully sealed against oil teak - 

sae or moisture penetration. 

Case in insulated, or not connected 

with the capacitor section. 

Center mounting strap and outer 

insulating tube supPlied. 

In 400, 600. 1000 and 2000 volt 

D.C.W ratings- Choice of popular 

capacity values. 

Sizes from Me 117/16" to 11/161 

2 3,'16 ". 

Ask Our Jobber ... 
When you require such heavy -duty ultra -compact 
oil capacitors, just ask your Aerovoz jobber f or 
Type -89. Ask for latest catalog containing list - 
ings. Or write us direct. 

FOR RADIO- EUCTRONIC AND 

riFettiArikOutittOsi 
AEROVOX CORP., NEW BEDFORD,MASS., U.S.A. 

Export:13140th St, New York l6, N.Y. Cable: 'ARIAS' 

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hamilton, Ont. 

710 

Available Radio- Electronic Literature 
Manufacturers' bulletins, catalogs and periodicals. 

A SERVICE FOR RADIO -CRAFT READERS: In order to save your time, 
postage and incidental work in writing a number of letters to different 
manufacturers to secure the various bulletins offered, proceed as follows: 

On your letterhead (do not use postcards) ask us to send you the litera- 
ture which you designate. it is only necessary to give us the numbers. We 
will then send your request directly to the manufacturers, who in turn 
will send their bulletins or other literature directly to you. 

i 

237 -SOUND EQUIPMENT 
A catalog of sound equipment and 

associated equipment published by Con- 
cord Radio Corp. Includes public ad- 
dress equipment of all sizes as well as 
intercommunicators. Such sound acces- 
sories as recorders, microphones, speak- 
ers and cable are listed.- Gratis 

238- ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
A 36 -page illustrated catalog issued 

by Walker -Jimieson, Inc. Of particu- 
lar interest to the manufacturer and 
serviceman. It includes industrial X -ray 
machines as well as servicing and shop 
equipment. -Gratis 

239 MEASURING EQUIPMENT 
Leeds and Northrup Company issues 

a 36 -page catalog of precision labora- 
tory equipment for d.c. measurements. 
This catalog is well illustrated and 
describes each item. -Gratis 

240 -INSTRUMENT CATALOG 
Metropolitan Electronic and Instru- 

ment Co. has issued a catalog of popu- 
lar servicing equipment. It contains il- 
lustrations and specifications of all in- 
struments that are listed. -Gratis 
241 -MICA CAPACITORS 

A well -illustrated catalog of mica 
condensers issued by Sangamo Electric 
Company. It includes a wide range of 
mica condensers for radio, electronic 
and industrial applications. -Gratia 

243- INSULATING MATERIALS 
An interesting manual of insulat- 

ing materials prepared by William 
Brand & Co. Characteristics of oils, 
varnishes and various solids are tab- 
ulated and commented upon. Included in 
this manual is a catalog section that 
lists insulating papers, cloths, tubing, 
tapes and varnishes.- Gratia to inter- 
ested parties 

A "HANDIE" AID? TO BURGLARY 

\ 
isees 

U 

= 

Use Walkie Talkies 
In Safe Robberies 
"r`.0". PrO1A.,n. n 
men charged 

, 
u 

poli 4 they hod devel - 
oped 
told 

. teenNwe -.the use or 
t.We radios LO avoid uo- 

WIte, L ahaaf 24. told 
authorities e .Wt 
LAIN him oin de the build- 
Nos he ñvri.,aed" Rhodes said 

. Palle 
WItth'sooNer w.lúeyúeib. 

to w Dm o[ ,ne aa 

The old saw "Many a true word's spoken in ¡est" was never better illustrated than by the above cartoon. 
Hardly had the Peoria story been dropped from The last editions of the newspapers than the New York 
City police rounded up a gang of youths accused of committing 75 robberies with the aid of handie -talkie 
radios. 

The 20- year -old leader of the gang, it was said was not satisfied to use only radio, but was working on 
an infra -red device to give the gang "invisible light" for their burglaries. Although he is a former Navy 
technician, there is no indication that the use of radar was planned! 

The threat to public safety from the criminal use of highly mobile and portable radio h so grave that 
New York's Police Commissioner believes "we will have to have some kind of controls to keep such things 
out of the hands of criminals." He pointed out that not only handie- talkies but short -wave automobile 
radio apparatus similar to that used by police might also be a menace. Equipment to link moving motor 
cars to the telephone network can also be dangerous. 

Another truism verified by the alleged youthful scientific criminals" was the old saw about crime not 
paying off. The average haul amounted to 3200 to be divided among five participanh. Considering the 
time and technique required, honest labor might have been more remunerative! 
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NEW FACSIMILE IS FAST 
(Continued front page 707) 

across the paper on the other side. By 
revolving the drum at the same speed 
as the scanning drum, this angle of in- 
tersection is caused to travel across the 
paper from left to right once for each 
revolution of the drum. 

When electrolytic recording paper is 
used, the printer blade is stationary - 
the facsimile signal current flows 
through the paper at the instantaneous 
point of intersection, causing the elec- 
trolytic action between the paper and 
the metal of the printer blade, which 
produces a mark of corresponding 
shade at this point. 

For home broadcasting the continu- a ous, immediately visible recorder is the 
most practical. The only operations re- 
quired of the set owner are the very 
simple ones of turning the recorder 
on and off, and tuning to the desired 
station. No processing is required be- 
fore the copy becomes legible and, in 
addition, the home owner may either 
watch copy as it is being recorded, hot 
off the air, or may leave the recorder 
unattended. during an entire day with- 
out missing his favorite program. 

The receivers, Mr. Hogan believes, 
can be combined with ordinary FM 
broadcast receivers like the present ra- 
dio -phono combinations. The facsimile 
section need cost little, if any, more than 
a good record -changer. 

ttabio Tfjirty-gibr nears ZIgo 
ln &trn5tiich pubhrauonß 

HUGO GERNSBACK 

Founder 
Modera Metrics 1900 

Eleetrleel Experimenter 1913 

Radio News 1919 

Science & Invention 1920 
Radio -Craft ... 1920 

Short -Wave Craft 1930 

Wireless Association of America 1900 

Some of the larger libraries In the country still hse 
copies of Modern Electric. on file for Interested readers 

A New System of Wireless Telephone 
by Victor H. Laughter. 

Pictures by Wireless. 
A Helix Design, by L. R. Wilson. 
Wireless on Aeroplane. 
New Arc Apparatus. 
Strengthening Wireless Signals, by 

Ellery W. Stone. 
Wireless Switch, by Harold Kerr. 
Rotary Detector, by Raymond Ruther- 

ford. 
A Variable Condenser, by Stanley F. 

Patten. 
A Simple Adjustable Detector, by 

Thornton Kearfott. 
Portable Cane Wireless, by B. Moran. 
Learner's Outfit, by "C.P.M." 
Aerial Lead -In. 
Improved Condenser. 

ORDER NO Vii e 
OUTSTANDING VALUES IN 

MILITARY SURPLUS 
fi 

- _) 

Iona 

U S. 

RAK -7 
NEW 

¡ Mode by `/ e' Bands; 15 
with power 

T 115v 60 cycles. 

$77.50 

NAVY MODEL 

SHIP RECEIVER 

-IN CASES 
R.C.A. 9- Tubes; 6 

KC -600kc complete 
supply operating on - 

s 

ARCS Receivers. complete ..S 79.00 ARCS eransmaters. e mpl., less 'Own.: :.. 109.00 
BC -221 Frequency meter. complete.... 82.50 
O.E. Synchroscope new. complete 240.00 
947.A Magnetron Transmitter From 

SCR -547 86.00 
MC -363.A Range converter. 10 amyl. from SCR -547 .. ... 85.00 
BC-957 -A Receiver Indicator from 5CR -íI17. 155.00 
BA-SS-A Power unit from SCR -547 118.00 
BC -412 Scope from SCR -26e. with tubes 59.50 
BC 409 Pulse Ampi. from SCRQae 

with tubes 5950 
Driver eve to pair of 811s 3.00 
Modulation Transformer 81t' to 813 . 5.00 
Modulation Transformer: 807 to pair of 
Power Transformer 119.600 / 300v -ct 

2.65 
sec 2.25 Kenyon Fils Transsfo3merl 115vi5v -115 A.. 9.93 

Single and double button mike -to -grid 
transformer, ............ 1 -49 i. la tn fops chokes Good for choke 
Modu o 1.49 

Steatite miniature soil forms 11/ 5>/ di.. .25 
Ceramic coi orms. adj. base 21.11 dia. 45 made brad. E.. others: 280/1.1 

A input 2305 /.080 A output. for SCR - 
2]4 or ARCS, condition.. 7.75 

es6Ócps per pan.... 7.75 klysym, oí23 ri used. 

Klystrons th new 10.00 
SCPi, SCP 

Miwawaveu Fittings 
socket 

in stock 
10.95 

- 

- - r - 
- d Ise 
.- . . - ' ., 

- 

`v 
_ 

BC -406. Frequency range 201 

mc. to 210 mc. I.F. freq. 20 mc.; 
mc. bandwidth. 15 tubes. 

$2 9095 

i''mil Corps type 1íC409 from SCR -268 
Radar rat. Designed for 115 volts. AC 
1U cycles. This unit developed the initial 
radar pulse and contains valuable corn. 
.,onent parte that valued individually 
would. in sum, cost several times the 
oiling price of this unit. Fine buy for 
experimental work. or for anyone who 
can use the component parts. Slightly 
used. Following are a few of the items 
that make up the unit. 1 -304TL 
I Eimac) triode 3 -2 mfd. 4.000 W.V. 
f:E Pyranol condensers. 1 -3200 volt 150 
MA power transformer. 1- Variac 6 
Imps. General Radio type CU 200. 1 -6 
.,lit 26 AMP fil. transformer (for 304 
:'1.). 1 -2.5 volt 10 Amp. fil. transform- 
r (5000 volt insulation). 1 -1 mfd. 1.000 ,.,lt GE Pyranol. 1 -2 mfd. 1,000 volt 

i i E Pyranol 
mise. chokes, resistors. condensers. etc. 

$T9.50 

-_ 
- - -- .. 

tt 
..0 - ) 

W `t , 
,, xr,e + 
--` 

' ___ .__ -_ -_ _- ` 
-- - - - - -- - - - 

2 -0 to 4,000 volt. J" v,,:t. meters l0 -1 n,il. mire, -i and 
W- 1414 -Complete unite only. Your cost each 

NEW RECEIVERS B.C. 603 
seml- completed. made for 604 
Tank F.M. less var. rond. & front 
panel. no tubes. 

$450 
In lots of 25 53.50 
Tech. Book & Hook -up .50 

CARDWELL TRANSMITTING 
VARIABLE AIR CONDENSER 
TS- 300 -VS. 300 mmfd. 5000V 
List 540.50. OUR PRICE 514.95 
I.F. CRYSTAL FILTER UNIT 

FOR BC -312. BC -342. 
PRICE 59.95 

LARGE INVENTORY OF 400 
CYCLE TRANSFORMERS. SEND 

FOR LIST. 

NEW BATTERY BOX BX -g. 90v, 
671íy . 3e . 4.4v. common. A 

Terminals: with Cable. All wired, 
ready for use. Black wrinkle tln- 
ish. Will hold: 2- Bell -ringer "A" 

2' /a batteries. dia. 4.221% c v "B" 
Batteries: 3.%x21/4a2% 14 /5 
"C" Battery: IlAx3x4. egn 
Ideal for Portable set, each 44 7 

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly filled. All prices F.O.B. New York City. 
Send Money Order or Cheek. Shipping charges sent C. O. D. Send for Flyers. 

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO. 
131 -C LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK CITY 7, N. Ye 

TELEPHONE WH 4 -7658 
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Wells' New 

Transmitting Tubes 

at WELLS 
We have a fine selection of medium power 
transmitting tubes of the most popular 
types. These are all brand new standard 
makes packed in their original sealed car- 
tons and fully guaranteed. All tubes are 
government contract termination material 
and have been approved by JAN inspec- 
tion. We have priced them far below ac- 
tual value and suggest that your order in- 
clude spares as quantities are not unlim- 
ited. 

829B (Illust.) $4.75 3C24 $4.00 
304TL 12.50 813 9.75 

803 9.00 832 7.95 

807 1.25 832A 9.00 

811 2.00 7193 .60 

Amateur Radio Division 
Tom Kosti W9OPU, heads the new Amateur Radio Division. Ile has carefully 
selected a wonderful list of parts and equipment just released by the Govern- 
ment. You can save a big share of the cost of your new rig by writing Tom 
for his new Amateur Radio Circular. Wells' Amateur Radio Division, 4715 -E 
West Madison Street, Chicago 44, Illinois. 

USE COUPON BELOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

WELLS SALES, INC., 4715 -E West Madison St., Chicago 44, Illinois 
Please ship the following Tubes: for which check for M.O.1 

for E is enclosed. 

O Please mail free Amateur Radio Circular. 
Please send prices and information on the following items: 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

a 

TELEVISION FOR TODAY 
(Continued front page 683) 

been adopted. First, instead of sending 
the electron beam straight across the 
screen, as shown in Fig. 2, it is slanted 
slightly downward to achieve the effect 
illustrated in Fig. 4. In the first method 
(Fig. 2) it would be necessary to quick- 
ly drop the beam as it was moving from 
right to left during the retrace interval 
in order to place it in position for the 
next line. While this can be done, it is 
not as simple as the method of Fig. 4. 
In that method, a combination of verti- 
cal and horizontal deflection voltages 
cause the beam to travel at a slight in- 
cline. When the right -hand side of the 
image is reached, the beam has been 
lowered to position for the next scan- 
ning run and need only be moved 
straight across during the faster re- 
trace period. 

The second modification is in the hori- 
zontal -line scanning sequence. It is 
made to overcome a flickering effect 
that would otherwise appear. Whenever 
a series of related still films are pro- 
jected on a screen, they can be made 
to appear continuous if the rate of pres- 
entation is greater than 15 per second. 
However, because each frame is so 
(relatively) slowly replaced by the suc- 
ceeding frame, a definite flicker is pres- 
ent. By the use of special shuttering 
methods, we can eliminate the flicker 
entirely. In a television receiver we 
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have an analagóus situation. Each com- 
plete scanning run represents the 
equivalent of one frame of film. If we 
have too few presentations per second, 
flicker will be evident. The object, then, 
is to cause the beam to scan so rapidly 
that never does the image light begin 
to fail. One solution is to have 60 full 
scannings per second. A better solution, 
however, and one that accomplishes the 
same effect at a lower repetition rate 
is the process known as interlaced 
scanning. (The desirability of a lower 
repetition rate is because the bandwidth 
requirements vary directly with the 
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.- DIRECTION OF SCANNING `INISH_ 

Fig. 3 -a -The usual horizontal scanning path. 
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number of images sent per second.) 
The basis of interlaced scanning is 

to have the electron beam cover first 
all the odd lines, then come back and 
cover the even lines. Hence, only half 
of each image is being sent at one time. 
However, the eye cannot separate the 
halves, and visually it appears as if the 
effective rate is actually 60 frames per 
second, whereas it is only 30. By keep- 
ing half of the image always before us, 
all traces of flicker are cleverly elim- 
inated. The even lines are sent in 1/60 
of a second, the odd lines in 1/60 of a 
second, or a full image is sent in 1/60 + 
1/60 or 1/30 of a second. For each sec- 
ond then we get 30 frames. The use of 
values like 30 and 60 is directly con -. 
netted to the frequency of our a.c. pow - 
er mains. In England, where tha power 
frequency is 50 cycles, values of 25 and 
50 are employed. 

FART DIRECTION OF SCANNING 11: 1, t 14 ¿I 

F NISH-' 
Fig. 3- b- Vertical scanning is quite as ea y. 

PATH OF 
SCANNING 
BEAM 

Fig. 3 -c -A practical pattern in some cases. 

To differentiate between the two 
rates, we say that the frame frequency 
is 30 per second, while each half of a 
frame (either the odd lines or the even) 
is known as a field. From above, the 
field frequency is 60 per second; add 
to this the fact that 525 horizontal lines 
are contained in each image or frame" 
and we have the standards set for the 
present television system. 

A complete scanning of an image is 
indicated in Fig. 5. Field 1 begins with 
the beam at point A. It then sweeps to 
the right, slowly scanning out the in- 
formation until point B is reached. Now 
a blanking pulse is inserted into the sig- 
nal, cutting off all scanning action until 
the beam has been brought by a hori- 
zontal synchronizing pulse to point C, 
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the next odd line, or number 3. This is 
repeated for each odd horizontal line 
until the end of Field 1 is reached at 
point D, the extreme lower right -hand 
corner of the image. Now the signal is 
again blanked out while a vertical 
synchronizing pulse brings the beam 
back to point E, the start of Field 2. 
Note that point E is in the middle of 
the image and represents a point that 
is 262í/a lines from the start of Field 1, 

RETRACE -SCANNING TRACE 

---------- -_E------_ 
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Fig. 
ARGED ()LINE SECTION OF 525 LINES 

z 
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4 -Image hace, not retrace, h sloped. 

point A. The rather odd figure of 262t;á 
is due to the fact that the entire image 
contains 625 lines and one field is half 
of this amount. When the second field 
has completed its scanning run at G, 
the synchronizing pulse brings it back 
into position A for the next frame. 

THE IMAGE DISSECTOR 

The Iconoscope camera tube finds 
wide application, but other tubes do ex- 
ist. One type, developed by P. T. Farns- 
worth, is the image dissector tube shown 
in Photo A. An internal view, provid- 
ing more detail, is given in the draw- 
ing on page 683 and will form 
the basis for our explanation. The 
scene to be televised is focused onto 
the internal photosensitive cathode by 
an external optical lens system. Under 
the action of this incident light, elec- 
trons are given off in proportion to the 

A/START OF FELD I E START OF FIELD 2 

C 
() 

LAST UNE OF FIELD 2 G LAST LINE OF FIELD 

Fig. 5- Interlaced scanning prevents flicker. 

light intensity at each point. The elec- 
tron distribution thus leaving the cath- 
ode surface is electrically equivalent 
to the distribution of light and shade 
focused on the cathode plate by the 
lens. A positive voltage located at the 
cpposite end of the tube forces this 
electron cloud to travel forward, while 
electromagnetic deflecting coils keep the 

(Continued on followi4Tg page) 
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* HSS 
Stroeibrg- Carlson DYNAMOTORS 

Compact, well-conetructed unit, excellent for 
mobile emitters. amplifiers, etc. Ball bear- 
ings, good efficiency. Made for military wee. 

INPUT OUTPUT 
12 V at 16.8 A -650 V at 210 Ma 

6 V at 16. A -300 V at 210 Ma 
6 V at 21.5 A -265 V at 300 Ma 

34" dia. x 61/2" long. 6 Ib., 12 oz., with 
mounting plate. Brand New. $8.95 HSS SPECIAL 

/ 

Beachmaster 
POWER 

AMPLIFIER 
160 Watts (lass B 801's 
to 9 ohm load. I)r11vers 
1500 Volts Us' at 320 
MA and 300 Volts DO 
at 150 

AC ' On 
and 

ea') 
chassis 12'4" z 19 -. Ilan 
blower fan to cool tubos. 
Ezroent for P.A. boost- 
er. modulator, or power 
suppllly 
Lees tubes $44.75 -HSS ... 
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ARRISON HAS IT. 

ALL STANDARD LINES 

HSS TUBES 
Raytheon RK -63. Regu- 
lar price $2:.00. 
Ststrlal - 19.85 

ItK -38 -$5.95 
RK -39 $1.75 

Navy tested and accepted 
805's-807's$I.29 

Elmac 304 -TL. Handle 

used ̀ In radar pulsing. 
tested and guaranteed 
OK. Reg. net 0. 

Special Special .... 

/ / 
/ 

/ 
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NEW SKY CHAMPION 
By special chartered cargo- plane, we ob- 

tained our initial stock of the new Halli- 
crafters S-40 Sky Champion receivers! 
They're going fast so rush in $79.50 
your order. Complete 

We'll do everything Possible to give you 

the very best service on all makes and 
models of receivers. transmitters. etc- 
Keep sending in your orders. 

TWIN 
RIBBON CABLE 

Amphenol's sensa- 
tional new transmis- 
sion line. In stock 
in 75. 150 and 300 
ohm surge imped- 
ance. Per 3e foot 

IN34 CRYSTAL DIODE 
This is the germanium rectifier crystal spe- 
cified in recent articles for noise $1.80 limiters. field strength meters. etc. 

ROTARY COAXIAL COUPLING 
Having trouble coupling to Your rotary 
beam? Feed it efficiently through this con- 
stant impedance slip -ring coupling. Made 
for Signal Corps by Lapp Insulator Corn- 

[ 
manu- 

facturers. Surge 
best 
mpedance of 

system 
2 ohms will 

match most coaxial cable. 
Head, 1?;s" dia. finely machined from 

brass. Copper feed line 74," dia. is 51" long. 
Outlets at top and bottom take standard 

AN coaxial plugs (or may be con- 7.75 nected permanently). HSS $ 
A POSTCARD will put your name on our 
mailing list to receive inri? catalogs. bulletins. 
additional MSS bargains. and details of how 
you may obtain a ropy of 
"ELECTRONICPARTSAND EQUIPMENT." 
our new 800 page Buyers' Guide. Please mall 
it today! 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 
/ 
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TEST EQUIPMENT 

Shipments are get- 
ting bigger and bet- 
ter! Send us your 
order now for quick- 
est delivery. 

Dumont- GE- 
Hickok-Pr,.cision-- 
RCP- RCA -Shall- 
cross - Simpson - 
Supreme - Triplett - Weston. 

HAM XTALS 
Here is the value in ham band crystals that tops 
nything you have ever seen!! 

Carefully manufactured to exacting Signal Corps 
specifications. Very active oscillators. Stainless steel 
electrodes. 
Neoprene gasket seals out moisture and duet. Cali- 
bration accuracy .OL %c over full temperature range! 
40 meters-in IDC.33 holder. (K" l'In spacing.) Fits 
into Millen 33202 socket. 
80 meters-in 1W -3i holder. (i- Pin spacing.) Fits 
into Amphenol 33 -3 socket. 
Specify frequency desired with acceptable limitAs. 

Quantity limited. 947E (Three or more -postpaid.) 

PHOSPHOR BRONZE ANTENNA WIRE 
Strong. won't stretch. 7 strands s 18 (10 gal 

100 -foot coils. List price. 86.00. $2.39 
HSS 
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PLASTICS PLIERS 
New SPECO all 
plastic long nose 
pliers. Light. strong. 
very 89c handy..... - CQ -L. I. HAMS! F 

Our Jamaica Branch is the most handy place 
on the Island to get your Ham and Service 
material. Right at the bend in Hillside Ave. 
Complete stocks -plus direct lines to make 
our N. Y. store and warehouse stocks im- 
mediately available. Drop in-often! 

STEEL 7 7 

It's scarce. but we've 
just 

ents 
received 

s ev a rial 
truckloads t Chassis - racks - panels - 
cabineta - boxes - 
brackets - etc.. all 
sizes. Parmet -Bud 
Middletown - ICA. 
Get yours now! 

IOA DIPOLE 
Made by S.C. Labs. 
Lightweight, all alu- 
minum adjustable 
el.,ments and mount- 
ing pole. Machined 
center coupling in- 
sulator. Good value 
for little money) 
Complete. with 
instruc- $6.75 tions 

PREMAX Antennae 
and elements in 
stock. 

LONG WAVE RECEIVERS 
Navy Model RAK 7 

IL to 600 Kilocycles. 6-Tube Deceiver with AVC, 
Noise Limiter-Band Pass Filter- Tuneable Audio 
Filter - Band Switching - Precision Ilia1-3 -tube 
Voltage regulated Power Supply for 115 V --60 cycle 
A.C. Optional Battery Operation. Excellent for 
Marine and Aviation work. 
Brand New in original crate. complete with power 
supply. Steel Chest full of spare 
parts, full Instructions. $79.50 

HSS TUBES 
All new, fully guaranteed 

HIC¡4G (3C24/VT2041 an FB Tube for VItF. 90 
,.:,I 9 PI0.88 C output. tiat Inxprcted. RCRUIar Am 

N t IRiro was E9 00 redunvl tn Sr, UO but .ur e i I,rrison sells them for only 61.69 ea. 3 for $4.45, 

* Harrison Select Surplus 
Your assurance of good. usable. guaranteed. surplus 
material at sensationally low prices -top value all - 
ways! Come in and browse through our large. en- 
tirely separate HSS Department (Harrison Select 
Surplus). 

BOAT OWNERS! 
Immediate delivery 
of blip Model MAT- 
H) Marine Radio 
Telephones. 10 Watt 
carrier o u t p u t. 5 

channel selector 
switch. Push -talk 
handset. For 6 or 12 

Volt operation. VA" 
x 81 x 12w, com- 
plete ! Well engi- 
n e e r e d and con- 
structed. With six 
crystals for 
three 
channels $195 
Coast Guard vertical 
rod antenna 145. 
Real radiation effi- 
ciency I 

RECORD 
CHANGERS 

Garrard ....865.85 
Webster 

No. 564 .. 26.66 
Webster 

No. 50 .... 21.17 

We are 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS 

for the top quality manufacturers and 
we now have in stock lots more new, 
latest improved production Ham gear! 
Visit our stores today, for everything 
you need. We promise you fresh, clean 
material- quicker -at the lowest cur- 
rent prices -and, above all, our sin- 

cere desire to be of friendly, helpful 
service, 
MAIL ORDERS ? -Certainly! Just list 
everything you want (items in this ad, 

/ or any ad, magazine or catalog) and 
/ include deposit. 
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304 TH TRANSMITTING TUBES 

Here is a typical 
money- saving offer 
from R.W.T. A ver-. 
satile medium -mu 
triode now being 
sold at 5 times 
R.W.T.'s cost to you - slashed to the 
sensationally low price of $9.95! An- 
other R.W.T. achievement! Use it as a 
modulator - an oscillator - an ampli- 
fier! Filament: 5.0 or 10 volts. DC 
Plate Voltage: 3000 volts (max.). DC 
Plate Current: 900 ma. (max.). Plate 
Dissipation: 300 watts. Limited quan- 
tity only! 

No matter what you need in radio 
parts or equipment -order from 
R.W.T. We have a complete assort- 
ment of over 10,000 top -quality parts 
at lowest prices. Write us your needs 
and watch our superspeed service! 

Now being sold at 
$50.00 elsewhere! 

Your cost 4995 
at R.W.T. 7 

FREE: 
"MP Mot 'Uar 

Send today for the lat. 
C11 bargain flyer which 
include, best buys in 
nationally known 
communications re. 
',jeers, barn trans- 
mitting tube,, test 
equipment, phono 
graph equipment and 
hundreds of other,. 

A 

Originplors and / `` 
mo kctcrs of the c/'c,je//e Radio 
World Famous o(l IIILLLfC 

Mslìiv Wire 
Television inc. 
NEW YORK 13 BOSTON 10 NEWARK 2 

R.W.T. Depr. 30.6 
100 Avenue of the Americas, New York 11 

D Enter my order for %miller lube(s) 

D. Check enclosed Money Order D Send C.O.D 

Send me FREE copy of your latest Bargain 
Guide C37 and place my name on Ilst for 
your New Super Catalog 

Name 

Address 

City ne.... State. 
Paste on Penny Postcard. Mail Today!. 
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TELEVISION FOR TODAY 
(Continued from previous page) 

emitted electronic picture pattern intact. 
In the Iconoscope, the charge remains 

on the mosaic, while an electron beam 
scans the surface. In this tube, scanning 
is accomplished by bringing the elec- 
tronic charge distribution to the scan- 
ning aperture and then swinging 
the electronic image back and forth 
so that each section of the emitted 
charge has a chance to pass into the 
openingpand subsequently cause a flow 
of current in the external circuit. The 
magnetic field shifts the whole electronic 
image up and down and from side to 
side, exactly as the scanning beam is 
moved in the Iconoscope, until a sample 
of the electronic charge has been ob- 
tained from each section of the image, 
in the manner dictated by interlaced 
scanning. 

As long as light is focused on the 
photosensitive cathode, electrons are be- 
ing emitted in a continuous stream. 
Hence, no matter what section of the 
image is being scanned at some particu- 
lar moment, electrons will always be 
present to enter the scanning aperture. 

The relatively few electrons that en- 
ter the scanning aperture at each in- 
stant would be far from sufficient to 
produce clear signals in succeeding am- 
plifiers. In all probability, the random 
noise voltage that is part of every tube 
would be strong enough to mask the 
signal beyond the point of recognition. 
To overcome this handicap, an electron 
multiplier assembly is made part of the 
scanning system. Incoming electrons hit 
specially coated plates that emit several 
electrons for each impinging one. These 
electrons now go to a second plate, 
where again a multiplication occurs. By 
repeating this process eleven times, the 
very weak initial signal currents are 
amplified to a point where all masking 
voltages are readily overcome. Now the 
regular line amplifiers receive the sig- 
nal and pass it on to the transmitter. 

SOUND WAVES sent into the Pacific 
Ocean off the coast of California by 
Navy sonar devices bounce back from 
1000 to 1500 feet below the surface 
when they strike a 300 -mile wide oce- 
anic layer suspended between the floor 
of the ocean and the surface, scientists 
at the Navy Electronics Laboratory of 
the University of California Division 
of War Research reported recently. 

This sound -stopping layer ex- 
t(nds from Point Mendecino, 
200 miles north of San Fran- 
cisco, to Cape San Lucas at the 
tip of Lower California, and is 
the deepest oceanic layer known. 

Scientists are not sure what 
composes the layer, but one 
theory is that plankton, small 
marine animals, make up the 
sound barrier. Other suggestions 
are that the echo may be caused 
by larger fish feeding on plank- 
ton or that gas bubbles from 
the undersea life reverberate 
sound. 

IN STOCK FOR 
IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

Metal ease Oil Filled Bath Tub Condensers 
1 mfd -.23 mbi u': -r00 Colts ca. L 2C 

Dual .1 -.1 mkt Goo ea.14r 

Carbon Resistor Kits 
Best Quality Insulated s1 Watt. All 5% or 10', 
Tolerance. In the follnuing sizes only: - 

3110 Ohms 5000 Oluns 30000 Ohm 
3u0 Olmis 8000 Ohms 50001 tin. 

'2000 Ohms 2.7,000 Ohms 1 Meg U., 
3000 Olmrs SI'El'1h'1 OHMAGE. 
Sold In Quantities of 101) only. May be 
Per 100 $2.95 

Meissnerehoke Coil Kits; 
lo Chokes in each hit. Any bw l'hukrs w 
price ae entire Kit. Per Hit 49c 

Meters 
WESTERN ELECTRIC -Basle Movement 0 1 

Mil ITC. 
Scab Marked 0 -221) t:Ile, -oar: di,. VI.... 3.9s 
GE-- t\'ESTON -- 0 1 0 Mil DC; die. 

Standard Make Curved Arm Pickup With L72í1 Cartridge $3.25 
Lots of 3 ea 2.95 

Antenna Kits 79c 
Lots of 3 ea sae 

Crystal Detectors 
in Ceramic (lase; screw mwauug complete 

with Cat Whisker 4Se 
25% deposit; Balance C.O.D. When Paring in fun, include po.sa,e 

FOR FRH RADIO PARTS AND 
P. A. CATALOG, 
Writ. Dept. VS 

able Address: 
CHANSLOR" 

°BUILD YOUR OWN 
DETROLA AUTO- 
MATIC CHANGER -BEAUTIFUL 
CABINET - AM- 
PLIFIER AND 

SPEAKER. 

Newest in Design - 
Foolproof. Plays 10. 
Vo12' 

Record.. 
ur coat nee $1 R. 27 

Changer only 

RECORD 
PLAYER 

Cabinet nude to fit Changer Am- 
SRRer 

end e- 
peaker. Cabinet only net ..$4.95 

Amplifier AC 3- 
Tube complete 

.th tubes and e' 
Speak., Can, be Called in 30 minutes. our 
cost net $12.95 

Be . re to und for 
new free low price 

McGEE RADIO CO. 
I =_0 BROADWAY. . COLORADO 

Build Your Own 

RADIO RECEIVER "% 
Learn while you build! It's easy 

;and fun with this Kircraft Radio 
let kit. Complete crystal assembly. 

All building and operating instructions. 
Base and legs of Ludic plastic. No solder- 

ing, no batteries required. Uses any type 
head phone, even old telephone receiver. 
Beings in stations clear as a bell. Thousands 
in use. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
Sent prepaid or C. O. D. plus postage. 

ORDER TODAY! 

lACO PIQOuCTS, INC, 614 N. San Vicente, las Angelus 46. Wife ale 
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THE TRANSIGENERATOR 
(Continued from page 686) 

tuning of the oscillator by the circuit to 
which the r.f. lead is connected. It is 
connected directly to male chassis mount 
microphone connector, J1. A single 
shielded cable, terminated in a female 
microphone connector, feeds either the 
r.f. or a.f. to the external circuit. This 
is clearly shown in Photo A. This photo 
also shows the general arrangement. Si 
is shown in the lower left hand corner 
with the r.f. jack immediately to its 
right. The r.f. attenuator can be seen 
above, and slightly to the left of, Si. The 
National ACN dial adds finish to the 
Trarísigenerator's appearance, suggest- 
ing a professional model. 

THE A.F. OSCILLATOR 
The a.f. oscillator follows the same 

design principles used in the r.f. unit. 
The coil and condenser L4 and C6 (the 
condenser marked ".1, see text" in Fig. 
2) determine the frequency of operation, 
which in this case is 400 cycles. A sep- 
arate a.f. attenuator is employed. It 
is connected directly across the tank. 
The a.f. output is taken from the poten- 

A.F. OUTPUT 

FO POINT P 
OK FIG.2 

+280V 

Fig. 3- Alternative R -C circuit for audio. 

tiometer and feeds the microphone male 
jack J2 through a blocking capaci- 
tor. A cathode resistor biases both 
the control and suppressor grids, 
and with the correct plate and screen 
potentials given in Fig. 2, places the 
operating point at the center of the 
linear portion of the tube's operating 
curve. The result is an essentially pure 
400 -cycle note (measured distortion 3 
percent) a result not too often en- 
countered in commercial signal genera- 
tors. For proper operation of the a.f. 
oscillator the modulation switch, S2, 
should be in the "off" position. 

A maximum audio frequency voltage 
of approximately 4 volts r.m.s. may be 
expected at the A.F. output jack. This 
is ample for most purposes. 

A few words regarding the L4 -05 
frequency determining network is in 
order. Trouble may be experienced in 
obtaining a suitable inductance. The 
value of C5 is given as .10. Actually, 
the capacitor used measured .125µf. 
Other .1µf capacitors checked were also 
found to have an average capacity of 
.126µf. This means that an inductance 
of 1.27 Henries is necessary to tune to 
400 cycles. Calculations show that an 
inductance of 1.25 Henries will resonate 
at a frequency of 403 cycles with a 
capacity of .125 µf. This is close enough 
to 400 cycles. 

An inductance of 1.25 Henries may 
not be available. The one used in the 
Transigenerator was obtained by plac- 
ing stacked sheets of transformer lami- 
nations inside a multilayer air core coil, 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 

aY ARTHUR R. NILSON. 
FAMOUS CO.AUTNOR of Nilson and 
Hom and' s RADIO QUESTIONS AND 

ANSWERS. 

Don't Take A Chance! 
Avoid Failure On FCC Commercial Radio 

Ope License Examinational 
USE 

NILSON'S COMPLETE PRE -EXAMINATION TESTS 
AND COACHING SERVICE 

Enables You To 
REHEARSE the FCC license examinations 
PRACTICE the procedure 
PRACTICE the multiple- choir, examination methods used by FCO 
CHECK your koerledge 
LOCATE our weak pointa 
CORRECT your weak points before taking the actual examination 

Use Cocoon or write for Descriptive Folder 
No obligation -no salesmen 

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 
Successors to Nilson Radio School. founded 1939 
Smith Practical Radio Institute, founded 1934. 

RC-T TERMINAL TOWER CLEVELAND 13, OHIO 
MAIL THIS COUPON 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
RC -7 Terminal Tower. Cleveland 13, Ohio 

Gentlemen: Please send information about Pre -Exam Teets. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
If a War Veteran, Check Here 

whose previous inductance was approx- 
imately 350 millihenries. The lamina- 
tions were taken from a discarded 
transformer and cut to fit. L4 may be 
seen in the lower right hand corner of 
chassis in photograph below. 

Suggested combinations of L and C 
to tune to 400 cycles or thereabouts are 
tabulated below and may serve as a 
guide to the prospective constructor. 

L (H) C (µf) 
0.5 .316 
1.0 .159 

1.25 .125 
2.0 .08 
4.0 .04 

Remarks 
voltage 
output 
decreases 

distortion 
of wave 
increases 

If it is impossi- 
ble to obtain a 
suitable L4 -05 
combination, a n 
R -C tuned version 
of the Transitron 
may be employed. 
The circuit is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
This circuit is sim- 
pler and requires 
no inductance. It 
was not used in the 
Transigenerator 
only because it was 
considered m ore 
expedient to op- 
erate both plates 
(r.f. and a.f.) at 
the same poten- 

tial of 9 volts (as per Fig. 2), with 
one common by -pass capacitor. More- 
over, a suitable inductor for L4 was 
easily obtained. 

If the values in Fig. 3 are followed 
closely the output waveform will also 
approximate a sine wave much more 
closely than average signal generators. 

To obtain unmodulated r.f. output at 
jack J1, the modulation switch S2 is 
placed in the "off" position. For a.f. 
modulation at 400 cycles, S2 must be 
placed in the "on" position. Grid mod- 
ulation of the r.f. oscillator then takes 
place at the audio rate of 400 cycles 
per second. Percentage of modulation is 
controllable. Two volts (r.m.s.) is nec- 
essary to modulate the r.f. oscil- 

(Continued on page 722) 
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Both audio and radio frequency coils are mounted under the chassis. 
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SUPREME 
TESTING INSTRUMENTS 

AFTER A GREAT 
WAR RECORD 

RACL(Aitil 
Auri 

SUPREME 
MODEL 504.8 
TUBE AND S.EÍTESTER 
SUPREME regrets that war 
necessitated an interruption 
of service to its customers 
and friends. We are genu- 
inely glad to get back into 
peacetime production -pro- 
duction for YOU. 

MANY SUPREME INSTRUMENTS 

NOW AVAILABLE 

-But not enough to take 
care of all orders at one 
time. Demand for accurate. 
dependable SUPREME equip- 
ment is such that we suggest 
you make arrangements for 
your needed new SUPREME 
models without delay. 

SEE YOUR NEAREST SUPREME 

JOBBER NOW: 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP. 
GREENWOOD, MISS. 

U. S. A. 

Eiport Department: 
THE AMERICAN STEEL EXPORT CO., Inc. 

374 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

J 
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RADIO IN THE ATOM TESTS 
(Continued from page 682) 

adiation or the measurements of gam- 
ma rays, neutrons, etc. 

Among the instruments used by this 
section are: spectrographs to obtain the 
spectral distribution of the first flash; 
photo -electrical units to record the in- 
tensity of the first flash as a function of 
time; and bolome- 
ters to measure the 
total radiant ener- 
gy emitted by the 
first flash. Unfor- 
tunately, the find- 
ings in this field 
only, the instru- 
ments used and the 
techniques em- 
ployed are classi- 
fied under the se- 
curity regulations 
of the Manhattan 
Engineer Dis- 
trict and will not 
be released for pub- 
lication till some 
time after the tests 
are completed. 

Four Army Air 
Force's B -29's will 
be prepared to 
track and photo- 
graph the cloud re- 
sulting from the 
blast to determine 
its persistency and 
radiological activ- 
ity. Ground photo- 
graphs will be 
made from fixed 
installations on 75- 
foot steel towers, 
placed at strategic 
points on Bikini 

Atoll. All these cameras will be radio 
controlled. 

Radio and television- equipped air- 
craft will play an important part in the 
tests. Radio -controlled drones (Photo 
A) carrying radiological instru- 
ments will be directed to the scene of 

Photo B -The radio control room for launching and landing drones. 

Photo C -AAF pilots preparing for the tests take refresher in electricity and electronics. 
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the blast and information will either 
be radioed back to the observation ships 
or the drones will be directed back to 
the ships. A new type of long -range, 
high -altitude, high definition television 
system (See RADIO- Citarr, May 1946) 
installed in the nose and waist of recon- 
naissance planes equipped with trans- 
mitting apparatus will enable Task 
Force One officers to view at close hand 
the destruction and effects of the bomb, 
which would otherwise be impossible 
(or at least highly impractical in terms 
of lives.) 

The drones are scheduled to fly close 
enough to the atomic bomb blast so 
that sensitive scientific and photo- 

- graphic instruments stowed in their 
cockpits will record what happens when 
an atom bomb explodes on its target. 
Each of these drones is controlled by a 
plane from which a Navy pilot will ma- 
neuver his drone, keeping it always in 
sight and able to identify it by its col- 
ored tail. The drones are red overall, 
with a colored fin and rudder matching 
a color painted on the engine cowling 
of the Queen Bee plane which controls 
its flight. 

The drones will take off under the 
control of a Navy radio specialist in a 
radio control truck (photo B) parked 
on the carrier flight deck. When they 
are 100 feet in the air, the Queen Bee 
pilot takes over from the truck. After 
the explosion, the Queen Bee planes 
and those drones that come through the 
tests will fly to Roi Island where they 
will be landed and the data which was 
recorded by their sensitive instruments 
removed for study by the atomic 
scientists. 

All AAF men participating in the 
tests are required to take refresher 
courses in subjects pertinent to their 
specialty. Radio operators and techni- 
cians will be schooled in the intricacies 
of radar and loran, both of which will 
be used in the tests. (Photo C) 

TROPICAL DRY BATTERY 

_j 

The new Mallory dry cell illustrated 
above is based on a new metal- electro- 
lyte combination. Unlike older cells 
which use zinc, carbon and sal ammoni- 
ac, this one operates through the chem- 
ical reaction of zinc and mercuric acid. 
Less than one -third the size of the regu- 
lar cell, shown at the left, it has several 
other advantages. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. 

atil0-- (7-ceSOUND EQUIPMENT 

THE ERWOOD MODEL 105 AUTOMATIC 
RECORD CHANGER is a nest'. simple and 
positive design which is compact in size and 
lends itself to easy adaptation to the smaller 
types of combinations and portable record 
playing equipment. 
The operating mechanism developed for this 
Changer utilizes a steel spiral which is weld- 
ed to the bottom of the turntable. This gives 
an extremely compact, reliable operating 
member. Control has been simplified, a single 
button performs all functions. 
Records are held on a single post, with push 
off mechanism and an offset spindle, the de- 
sign of which is auch that the records are 
subjected to a minimum of wear. Model 105 

ERWOOD {automatic 

RECORD CHANGER 

MODEL :05 
o Short Changing Cycle. 
e All Steel Operating 

Mechanism. 
Single Button Control. 
Small Mounting Plate. 

will play 12, 10" or 10, 12" records. Needle 
pressure is exceptionally light which reduces 
the sidewall wear, and assures long record 
life. 
All operational parts are of stamped steel 
construction, adequately rustproofed, Opera- 
tion is both simple, positive, and exceptionally 
quiet. Driving belts, gears, etc., have been 
eliminated. The heavy steel mounting plate, 
upon which the assembly is mounted, meas- 
ures 12" x 121,4 "; height required over the 
top of the mounting plate, 4 % ". During the 
playing operation, all operated mechanism is 
at rest, assuring long life and silent opera- 
tion. Turntable is attractively flocked, pickup 
arm and mounting base are walnut hammer- 

finished. 

THE ERWOOD COMPANY 
223 Wc!t Erk St., Chicago 10, III. 

NAM HEADQUARTERS FOR 
Equipment and Information 

SPECIALS 
Dual -Vibro pack 550v- 
160MA 6 volt input. $12.00 
G -E 4MFD -600, $1.75 
C.D. 8MFD -600, $1.50 
Sylvania Crystals, 1N23- 
1 N27, .50 
Micamold Capacitor .002- 
6000 v working, $2.40 
Complete 25 Tube F.M. 
Transmitter and Receiver, 2 
channel job. Will Tune 
From 27 MC to 28.9 MC, 
$35.00 

o Port -Mobile Equipt. Com- 
plete 10 Meter Converter 
Kit, ready to wire, with 
Tube, $13.50 

Mail Orders Promptly Filled 
Amateurs to Serve You 
(20% Most Accompany All 

C.U.D. Orders) 
Write Dept. RC 

W 6SCQ -W 6UXN -W GNAT 
W6SSU 

FOR YOUR 
NEW RIG 

We Have a Good Stock of 
All Standard Lines 

WATCH FOR THE NEW 
Pori- mobile Xmtrs, from 5 to 
60 watts, all in Kit form, chassis 
Punched. Complete with Tubes. 
Ready to wire. 

\ Radio Product Sales Company 
238 WEST 15TH STREET 

LOS ANGELES 15, CALIFORNIA PRospect 7471 
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IT'S EXCLUSIVE! 
LOW PRICED! 

WRL GLOBE TROTTER 

TRANSMITTER KIT 
READY NOW 

LEO'S 
Sensation 

of the Year! 

40 WATT Cat. No. 70-300 $59.95 
Complete including all parts, chassis panel, stream- 
lined cabinet, less tubes, coils, and meter. 
Cat. No. 70-312 Kit same as above, wired by our 

engineers $75.00 
All necessary Accessories $13.85 extra 
Here is the latest, most outstanding transmitter value 
on the market today. The WRL Globe Trotter is capable 
of 40 watts input on C.W. and 25 watts input on 
phone on all bands from 1500 KC through 28 
Megacycles. Incorporates the Tritet Oscillator us- 
ing a 20 meter X -tal and providing sufficient drive at 
10 meters for the 807 final; Heising choke modulation 
three bands, all pretuned; 10, 20, and 80 meters 
metering provided for both oscillator and final stages 
two power supplies, one for 807 final and modulato 
tubes, one for speech amplifier and oscillator stage. 

EXTRA SPECIAL RECEIVER BUY! 
New BC 348Q Surplus Receiver. t tubes, 200 to 500 
Kilocycles. Weather, aircraft, and all ham bands ex- 
cept 10 meters. Cat. No. 35-61, less speaker, 
ONLY $85 
itere are Just a few of the many well -known receivers 
offered by Leo: 
Hallicrafters S38 .39.50 Hallicrafters 5X46 ..$115 

ifallicrafters 840 79.50 Hallicrafters 8X42 ..$250 
RME 45 186. Hallicrafters S410 33.50 
RME 84 $98.70 HammarlundHQ -129X 129. 
National NC 2 -40C 225. 
Use our liberal trade -in and easy terms. 

iiH,ai,H,ic iH;N,iis 

WRL MULTITESTER 
Steel ease with 
30.00% mrle, 
Cat. No. 16.151 
Lea Lads .. 

E1875 

Handles AC DC Voltmeter, DO MRliemmeter, Nth and low 

ranee ay weer. 
a" melee with sturdy D'Aronnsl movement, 

A complete stoat of tonls, replacement parts, test equipment. 
Intercom and public address systems ... eruytLing for the 
nroareaire swim dealer. 

TUBULAR CONDENSERS! 
Immediate Delivery! 

Small type, Standard Tubular By-Bass Condensers. 
Waterproof, Long -Life, l'henolic wrapped and Pheno- 
lic end 811. Also double waterproof seal. Manufac- 
tured to same high specifications used In the famous 
VT fuse. Genuine lead non-inductive foil condensers. 

Unconditionally Guaranteed. 
Cat. Cap. 100 Single Cat. Cap. 100 Single 
No. MM. Lots Lots No. Mfd. Lots Lots 

400V 600V 
27 -837 .002 5.40 .06 27 -833 .31023 6.30 .07 
27 -839 .00.25 5.40 .06 27 -853 .005 6.30 .07 
27 -841 .005 5.40 .06 27 -857 .01 6.30 .07 
27 -843 .02 5.40 .06 27 -859 .02 6.30 .07 
27 -845 .025 6.30 .07 1000V 
27 -847 .05 6.30 .07 27 -861 .0025 7.20 .08 
27 -849 ,1 7.20 .08 27 -863 .0035 7.20 .08 
27 -851 .2 8.10 .09 27 -865 .005 7.20 .08 
On quantities of 500 or over condensers may be as- 
sorted to obtain an additional 5% discount with a 
minimum quantity of l 0 of ra.li tsne. 

GET OUR LATEST FLYER FREE! 
Parked with real buys in radio, 
electronic, and general merchan- 
dise. 

Giant Radio Map 
(size 3i/2 ft. a 41/4 ft)...15e 

Handy Tuhe -Base Calculator..25g 
Address Dent. RC -7 

Council Bluffs. Iowa 

f 
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adie 

Formerly Wholesale 
Radio Laboratories 

SECRET COMMUNICATION 
(Continued from page 673) 

hack found the reason why bats can fly in a 

(lark room criss -crossed with wires ye 
never once fly into the wires or collide 
with the walls. The reason is that bats gen 
crate supersonic sounds in their throats so 
high that human beings cannot hear them, 
yet when the bat makes these sounds they 
are reflected from whatever objects are in 
its path and return to its ears. A sort of 
audible radar. Consequently, a bat never 
collides with any solid object. The scientists 
who investigated the bat's sounds had to 
translate these sounds into audible sounds 
for human beings, which they did by means 
of electronic apparatus. 

Now then, it seems a short step from this 
to generate inaudible sounds in a simple 
apparatus, then modulate the sound the 
same as we do with a radio wave and use 
it as a carrier either for voice or for code. 

At the receiving end these supersonic 
sounds are made audible to the human ear 
by means of special amplifiers, and com- 
munication is accomplished. 

Such a system would seem to have possi- 
bilities for secret communication for war 
as well as peace purposes, and no doubt 
many applications can and will be found 
for it. Furthermore, as sound can be focused 
by parabolic reflectors, the same as light 
rays or infra -red rays, the system becomes 
more or less secret if no one is in the direct 
line of the transmission. 

Supersonics thus may open up a new 
system for communication. To the best of 
our knowledge little communication has 
been carried on by this method. 

We wish to advance some additional 
thoughts along these lines for still greater 
secrecy and safety from detection. 

We can adopt the principle of splitting 
communication. Nothing prevents us from 
doing this, using any combination of 
the means described above. We can thus 
use a separate light ray transmitter and 
a separate infra -red transmitter, either side 
by side (or separated a suitable distance) 
and then send out our communication over 
both these channels, splitting up the com- 
munication. Then if anyone attempts to in- 
tercept the light ray itself, only gibberish 
results. If he succeeds in tapping the secret 
infra -red channel, likewise nothing intelli- 
gible can be heard. 

Unless you have the "key" and know 
what is going on and know what types of 
channels and media are used, you are not 
likely to guess the secret at once. Not only 
that, but you also have to know the exact 
location, all of which puts additional handi- 
caps in the way of the unauthorized listener. 

At the receiving end of the key receiver 
the light -ray transmission and the infra- 
red ray transmission are combined and the 
speech (or code) is resolved into intelligible 
communication. 

We need not stop here, but we can 
"scramble" our channels in many ways. 
Thus we can have infra -red plus supersonic 
sound. We can have radio plus infra -red, 
or we can have light plus radio. Thus we 
obtain dozens of different combinations, en- 
hancing the secrecy many fold. 

In time, particularly during war and for 
war purposes, there is no reason why only 
two channels of different media should be 
used. One can send out split communica- 
tions over six or more different channels, 
and only by combining all these channels 
would you have a complete intelligible corn - 
munication. 

A fascinating new field in communication, 
which so far has not been exploited at all, 
is thus opened. 

weedily' mmN RADIO 

AND ELECTRONIC 

SUPPLIES 

Radio Electric Service Co. of Penna., 
Inc., is an old established house with 
the newest in parts and equipment 
from the finest lines in the country. 

* Sound Equipment 

* Intercom Systems 

* Test Equipment 

* Industrial Electronic 
Equipment 

* Amateur Equipment 

Mail Orders Shipped in 24 Hours 

RADIO ELECTRIC 
SERVICE CO. OF PENNA. INC. 

N. W. Cor. 7th & Arch Streets, PH ILA. 6. Pa. 
CAMDEN. N. J., ALLENTOWN, Pa.. 
WILMINGTON, Del., EASTON, Pm 

Our EXPORT Dept. 
Circles the Globe 

SEND FOR FREE FLYER TODAY! 

RADIO ELECTRIC" Dept. C -7 
N. W. Cor. 7th & Arch Streets. Philo. 6. Pa. 

Gentlemen: Send me Free (xpy of your latest. 
Fl; er. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE... . STATÏ 

PASTE ON PENNY POSTCARD 
AND MAIL TODAY! 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 

t% 
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For the Man Who Takes Pride in His Work 

MODEL 2432 SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Another member of the Triplett Square Line of matched units this signal 
generator embodies features normally found only in "custom priced" 
laboratory models. 
FREQUENCY COVERAGE -Continuous and overlapping 75 KC to 50 
MC. Six bands. All fundamentals. TURRETTYPE COIL ASSEMBLY -Six- 
position turret type coil switching with complete shielding. Coil assembly 
rotates inside a copper -plated steel shield. ATTENUATION- Individually 
shielded and adjustable, by fine and coarse controls, to zero for all practical 
purposes. STABILITY -Greatly increased by use of air trimmer capacitors, 
electron coupled oscillator circuit and permeability adjusted coils. INTER- 
NAL MODULATION - Approximately 30% at 400 cycles. POWER SUP - 
PLY-I15 volts, 50-60 cycles A.C. Voltage regulated for increased oscillator 
stability. 
CASE -Heavy metal with tan and brown hammered enamel finish. 
There are many other features in this beautiful model of-equal interest to 
the man who takes pride in his work, 

NOMOGRAPH 
CONSTRUCTION 

(Continued from pug, 711i 

edge can cross only two lines to obtain 
one product, so it is necessary to work 
such a chart in two steps. First, A X B 
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336 Canal St. N. Y. 13, N.Y. 
worth 4 -t217 

METERS 
Portable A. C. Ammeter 

Surplus New 

Weston Model 528 

Dual Range 0 -3 Amp. and 0 -15 Amp. 
full scale for use on any frequency 
from 25 to 500 cycles. The ideal in- 
strument for all commercial, indus- 
trial, experimental, home, radio, 
motor and general repair shop test- 
ing. Comes complete with a genuine 
leather, plush -lined carrying case 
and a pair of test leads. A very con- 
venient pocket sized test meter 
priced at less than 50% of manufac- 
turers list. 
Your cost ONLY $12.50 

PANEL METERS 
Surplus New 

Round flush bakelite case 
unless specified otherwise 

Westinghouse NA -33, 2% ". 0.150 volts. 
A.0 $1.98 

Westinghouse NX -35, 3t %% ". 0.15 Kilo- 
volt, D.C. 1 M.A. movement, 15 meg- 
ohm external tubular wire -wound re- 
sistor. List Price $160. 

Your cost ONLY $16.00 

G I Electric DW -44 Radio Fre- 
quency Ammeters, 2 % ", black scale 
0 -1 and 0 -8 Amp. Each $2.95 

General Electric DO -40 Dual Range, 
zero center. D.C. milliammeter. 3 ", 
Surface mtd. 
2',4.0 -2% and 25 -0 -25 M.A. Only....$2.:,0 

Weston Model 517, 2l6", 0 -150 volts. 
A.0 $2.95 

Weston Model 301. 3% ", Short scale 
galvanometer. 10 microamperes each 
side of center. This instrument is 
ideal for use on "bridge" circuits 
where a sensitive null deflection indi- 
cation is required. Only $3.95 

Add sufficient postage on P.P. orders. 
Excess will be refunded. 

Maritime Switchboard 

I .,.....,m............... 
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RADAR ROCKETS 
(Continued from page 679) 

auxiliary jets on either side of the 
radarocket). 

The revolving lobe describes a circu- 
lar path (forming a cone as shown in 
Fig. 5-c). A target located on the re- 
flector axis line gives a resultant echo 
signal (on the receiver) having an iden- 
tical amplitude for every position of the 
rotating lobe. If the target is not on 
the center -line of the reflector axis, the 
echo signal will vary in amplitude sin - 
susoidally as the lobe is rotated. When- 
ever the lobe's center (or axis line) ap- 
proaches the target there is an increased 
strength of reflected signal. As the lobe 
rotates further, so that its axis or center 
line recedes from the target focal line, 
a weaker signal results. The direction 
of the target from the reflector axis is 
thus indicated by the relative phase of 
the variation or rise and fall in strength 
of the received echo signal. 

Fig. 7 shows two positions of the 
rotating lobe and the relative strengths 
of signals reflected from the target in 
different positions. (See also Fig. 4). 

The preponderant strength of signal 
received on the radarocket (when the 
target is off to one side of the reflector 
axis) is caused to correct the course of 
the rocket. With the conical scanning 
method (which was employed on the 
SCR -584 Radar) applied to the flying 
bomb, it should hit the enemy target - 
once it comes within range. 

When reflected signals of varying 
strengths are picked up on the rada- 
rocket's receiver (for a target off the 
centerline of the reflector axis) these 
signals are integrated through suitable 
circuits fed into an amplidyne control 
amplifier and finally impressed on an 
amplidyne generator (controller). The 
rotor of the generator turns in accord- 
ance with the degree and polarity of the 
impressed current and relays this posi- 
tion to a servo motor in the rear of the 

radarocket. This servo may operate the 
vertical and horizontal rudders (or fire 
auxiliary course -correcting rockets). 

The problem of identifying an enemy 
rocket poses a nice problem for the engi- 
neers. By making careful observations 

PATH OF ROTATING LOBE 

TARGET CENTERED 

END VIEW 

OF LOBE 

3 
REFLECTED PULSES, EQUAL AMPLITUDE 

i 

TARGET TO 1 SCANNING 
ONESIDE - :'PATTERN \ j . ROTATING 

REFLECTOR AXIS tt LOBE 

YI 

1 

3 
REFLECTED PULSES, 
UNEQUAL AMPLITUDE 

1 2 3 

Z. 

Fig. 6- Conical scanning beam and ifs target. 

A,B&C SHOW SUCCESSIVE POSITIONS OF TARGET 

TOP POSITION OF LOBE 

REFLECTOR AXIS 

MOTOR SPINNER 

PARABOLIC REFLECTOR 
REFLECTED PULSES FROM 
TARGET IN VARIOUS - 
POSITIONS (FOR LOBE IN 

TOP POSITION) 
A B C 

N 

LOWER POSITION OF LOBE 

Fig. 7 -Side view of conical scanning beam, showing response for three positions to target. 
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of the relative speed and the course fol- 
}owed by a rocket over a given period of 
time, it becomes possible to plot its prob- 
able course, and be prepared to shoot it 
down long before it comes near enough 
to be dangerous. 

Planes might also be used as carrier 
devices, bringing rockets to within a few 
hundred miles and releasing them. How- 
ever, if all friendly planes and rocket 
devices are fitted with IFF (Identifica- 
tion, Friend or Foe -See RADIO -CRAFT 
February, 1946) any flying craft which 
did not give a satisfactory response 
would at once be classified as enemy and 
counter -attack rockets sent out after it. 

These precautions would be necessary 
only in peacetime (during periods when 
surprise attack might be feared). In 
war, all 'friendly planes would be 
grounded, and whereabouts and move- 

"( ments of friendly military planes defi- 
nitely known. Thus any unknowns could 
be classed definitely as enemy. 

The idea for the radarocket was dis- 
cussed with an expert who had consid- 
erable experience with radar sets used 
by our fighter planes in hunting down 
enemy planes at night or in foggy 
weather. It seemed from the results ob- 
tained with radar in aerial warfare that the radarocket 
automatic direction control could be depended upon to work 
up to distances of about a mile. 

In radar reflections the area of the target which is to re- 
flect the wave projected against it has a great deal to do 
with the strength of the signal sent back to the receiver. 
The larger the target the stronger the reflected signal. The 
reflecting area of the enemy flying bomb would admittedly 
be rather small, but modern radar has demonstrated almost 
unbelievable sensitivity; in some cases the tiny periscope of 
an enemy submarine was a sufficient target to reflect the radar wave sent from a scout plane several miles distant. 

G -C is HEADQUARTERS $ 
and SERVICE AIDS 

RADIO PART 

All Types 
of Radio 
Cements, 

Chemicals, 
Coil Dopes, 
Compounds 

G -C leads the field in sup- 
plying Radio - Electronic 
Manufacturers and Serv- 
ice Men with Parts, Tools, 
Radio Cements, Chem- 
ical, and Compounds. In- 
sist on Genuine G-C 

Quality. Dial Cables, Dial Belts, 
Packaged Hardware, 
Cabinet Repair Kits 

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER -SEND FOR G -C CATALOG 

FREE 

STEEL 
CABINET' 

S DE' 
Wire Strippers 

Alignment Tools 
Ne -O -Lite Testers 

G ERAL CEMENT MFG. CO. 

HOW MINE DETECTORS WORK 
(Continued from page 677) 

and is hooked up in a Colpitts circuit. A .07 id plate and 
0.25 gf grid condenser and the transmitting search coil 
make up the oscillating circuit elements. 

The other two tubes are the audio amplifier. The signal 
picked up by the receiver search coil is coupled to the grid 
of the first amplifier tube through a 4 to 1 ratio step -up audio 
transformer. Condensers across the primary resonate the 
circuit roughly to 1,000 cycles. The tube is impedance- capac- 
ity coupled to the next and last stage. A half -megohm poten- 
tiometer in the grid circuit of the second tube acts as volume 
control, and headphones are connected into the plate circuit 
through a blocking condenser. Batteries for the set consist 
of a pair of flashlight cells and a lightweight B unit of 
about 100 volts. 

A later model, shown in Fig. 5, improved the original cir- 
cuit in a number of details. The search head contains two transmitter and one receiver coils, as well as a one -turn 
winding which is shorted to upset the zero coupling between 
transmitter and receiver coils. This furnishes a quick test, 
as the operator can simply press a button on the control 
box and hear a signal in the phones, if the apparatus is in 
order. The oscillator in the newer model 
is a 1G6 -GT, hooked up in a pushpull 
circuit with a 1,000 -cycle transformer. 

Tuning is also used in the headphone 
unit of this receiver, peaking it at the 
oscillator frequency. The earpiece is in 
fact called a "resonator." 

The control box compensators consist 
of windings on retractable cores, two 
being used for capacity, and one for re- 
sistance compensation. Cores of the 

reactive balancers 

`Capacity range: 350 to 
35,000 watts' 115 to 

X660 volts A.C., 50 to 
!800 cycles; 6 to 800 
volts D.C.; combine- 

FOR RADIO AND 

ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS 

ONAN ELECTRIC GENERATING 
PLANTS supply reliable, econom. 
ical electrical service for electron. 
its and television applications as 
well as for scores of general uses. 
Driven by Onan -built, 4 -cycle gaso. 
line engines, these power units are 
of single -unit, compact design and 
sturdy construction. Suitable for 
mobile, stationary or emergency 
service. 

Model shown is from W35' 
series; 2000 to 3500 watts/ 
powered by Onan twocyt. 
Fader. water -cooled engine. 

D. W. ONAN 
AND SONS 

2430 RoyalSlon Avenue 
Mlnneanolis 5, Minn. 

are of brass, of the 
resistive compensator, iron. 

Still other detectors have been con- 
structed which give different indications 
for different types of metal, distinguish- 
ing between magnetic and non -magnetic 
material. This can be done by distin- 
guishing between lagging and leading 
phase angles in the currents set up by 
losses introduced into the magnetic field. 

Thanks are due to the International Detrola 
RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 

P4atu EQectúc ZlKit 
ror umero <onol nppliccron<,uch o, bu.y- 
Ior alarms, nd.n,,o1 safety controls, a 

Co. r on, in canrynabn with o chime, or ben 
,a ana of papi. n $n 

45 
announce eK entrance of people 

Ccmpl.,e -eh es alas end SPOT 
comic.: rdoy. No....- 

ADSON RADIO CO. 
111 FULTON ST.. NEW YORK 7, N. Y. 

Corporation, for information and photographs, 
and Electronic Engineering (London) for mate- 
rial used in this article. 
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CHECK THESE PRICES 
on first- quality radio merchandise. 
Send today for our free price list. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS RECEIVERS AND 
TRANSMITTERS --at price., that aro a more fraction 
of their ougUwl cost. Send tor surplus bulletin. 

POWER TRANSFORMERS- half -shell typo. 110V 60 
ey. CSntertapped 11V winding. Specify either 2.5 or 
6.3V filament when ordering. 
For 4 -5 tubo sets --650V. 4UM:1, 5V fil and 

either 2.5 or 6.31, fil 51.40 
For 5 -6 tube seta- -650V, 4551A, 5V Ill and 

either 2.5 or 6.31t fil 1.55 
For 6.7 tube acre -675V, 50MA, 5V Ill and 

either 2.5 or 6.3V Al 1.70 
For 7 -8 tube scat -700V 7011A. 5V fil and 

either 6.3 or two 2.5 file 2.05 
For 9.11 tube sets- -700V, liMMA, 5V fil and 

outlier 6.3 or two 2.5V Ns 2.75 

FILTER CHOKES: 
berg- Carlsn 

mounting 
H. 2590-300.400 ohms-490. MA 085 

or 
dims 

-fully 
ms - shielded in black crackle case 51.98 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS-- Eniversal output. tapped 
for various impedances T90 
One plate to single grid -09e; Ono Plate to P.P. grits 
-69c. Mike transformers-single or double button - 
69e. 

RECORD CHANGERS -110V, 60 CT. ith crystal 
pickup. Attractively Rntebed in plastic and chrome- will play twelve ton- or tweee :Inch records INTER - 
MIXEDI -tae WV changer on the market with this 
feature. at the low price of $22.50. AUTOMOBILE 
ANTENNAS -- Standard 3- smtlon type, complete with 
lends -se- $1.50; 96"- $2.95. TEST LEADS-with 
red and black needle-Whit prods -50e Per set. 

AMATEUR CALL BOOKS -- -1816 edition -11sta name 
and ad. It-owes of licensed amateurs all over the world 
-51.25. RADIO SOCKET WRENCHES -High grade 
steel. Practically Indest rllctible. Each set consists M 
7'h" handle and shank, with five sockets, elves 1/4". 
5/18". 5,", 7/16 ", i4" and screw driver. all titling 
Into handle- apeelsl -790 per set. LENT( AUTO- 
MATIC BW %TOR4'H- Constructed of polished brass. 
come. to heat In 15 seconds. Just the thing for those 
heavy soldering lobs and out of doors and automotive 
work-only 89c. PLASTIC longtime radio pliers, 
shock-proof and heat resisting up to 300- -89e. 

CARBON MIKES- "liome Broadcast" type. can be 
attached to any radio -with wire and Instructions - 
60e. Signal corns mike-midget type. has stretched 
duraluminury diaphragm. and is gold plated -super 
special -05c. SHURE. model T -17. hi- quality single 
button mike. with switch In plastic handle. cable and 
plug -$2.75 ea. Bullet CRYSTAL mike -$5.45; Bullet 
tIVNAMIC mike -- 57.45. MIKE. STANDS -fluor type. 
uith heavy. gray ripple -finish hase and beautifully 
plated tubing- eUuatahlo from 36" to 616- 55.75. 

MIDGET VARIABLE CONDENSERS- -for short -wave 
nnitters and receivers t )I ]I F - -39e: 50 MMF- n 

75 MNIF --49e: e1í110 51518 - 1, : 140 MSIF -69e. 
350 5151F tuning condenser -85e, LOOP AN- 

T E.NNAB. standard AC -DC set typo -50e. 
NEON RADIO and ELECTRICAL TESTER .0 t, 
ßr0 volts. 11 i; r U,' 
RF- g.'omea t 
lining various t .. 

fading. ing of fading, dcir iI..e.. I. .. I..l w.iced 
geld and plate 

attractive 
tests- Hperlully priced at .. 

t -a. For dlx, on attructlre display card -$3.50. 

TUBULAR CONDENSERS - guaranteed one y' 

Prlee/ are In lots of ten, either one type or assorted. 
154f- 150v -53e: 20 -20 51L 150V- -35c; 20.30 511. 
I50V -46c: 20 Mf- 150V -23e; 10 Mf -33V- '23e: 

1 Mt. 35V -21e: PAPER CONDENSERS, lORV- 
25 51f- 20e:.1 Mf- lle:.05 51f -Ile: .02 SR -a9e; 
nl Mr -9c; 008 Mf -Sr. MICA ('ONDF.NSLII$. 
1000V lost. 600 WV. any standard capacity -15e. 
CRYSTAL PHONO PICKUPS, Nationally advertised 
brand -feature tery low needle press Ire. less record 
wear -$2.05. LINE -CORD RESISTORS - Universal 
imps -wI it reps ere line cord in any AC DI' set --65c. 

NOTE -Minimum order accepted -33.00. Please 
Ondloso at least I0 @o with all C.O.D. orders. 

BUFFALO RADIO SUPPLY 
219 -221 Genesee St., Dept. 7C 

Buffalo 3, N. Y. 

%d % cStioq 
World's Largest ManuSactuer of 
Wirelss Telegraphic Apparatus 
c0 ICC IYUIPMCNT 

McElroy Manufacturing Corp. 
,02 Irookll,e Avene Pistol, Massachusetts 

ATTENTION HAMS! 
Learn all about radio's latest Development - 

THE IRON CORE TUNER. 
Nelson 2 -gang condenser and the OseIllator. A com- 
plete, tracked unit. Try it yourself. Prepare to deal 
with It in servicing or on your job. Write for details. 

MAGNA -METAL PRODUCTS CO. 
70 East 45 St., New York City Mu 4 -0432 
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THE TRANSIGENERATOR 
¡roto prigs 715) 

lator 100 percent. From this, it can be 
seen that only a small voltage is re- 
quired to produce the 30 percent mod- 
ulation required by the I.R.E. Stand- 
ards Committee. A high percentage of 
modulation in a signal generator is 
often useful when checking a receiver 
which is so badly out of alignment that 
high output is necessary to force the 
signal through. 

The capacitor which connects the S2 
"on" contact to ground keeps r.f. ener- 
gy out of the a.f. circuit; it has negli- 
gible effect upon the 400 -cycle output. 

The r.f. oscillator may be externally 
modulated if desired. Thus an a.f. 
source, such as a variable- frequency au- 
dio oscillator, phonograph pickup or mi- 
crophone, may be superimposed upon 
the r.f, test signal, through the external 
modulation jack. 

Fig. 2, however, includes this in dot- 
ted line form, since it is still in the 
"plan" stage. Clearly, Switch S2 must 
be changed to the single -pole three-po- 
sition type. The jack will be mounted on 
the panel near S2. Another condenser 
goes from the jack to the chassis as 
shown. 

Any small power transformer may be 
used. If the voltage at point "X" ex- 
ceeds 280 volts, a 10 -watt resistor may 
be used in place of choke L5. The value 
must be found by trial, and this can he 
simplified by employing a resistor with 
an adjustable slider. If the voltage at 
point "X" does not exceed 280 by more 
than 15 or 20 volts, it will be simpler 
to reduce or remove the input filter con- 
denser. Small changes in rectifier out- 
put voltage may also be compensated 
for by varying the bleeder (decrease it 
to reduce the voltage). 

GENERATOR CALIBRATION 
Much can be said regarding methods 

of calibrating a Signal Generator. Nev- 
ertheless, so much material has ap- 
peared in past articles in RADIO- CRAFT, 
that it would be redundant. The con- 
structor is referred to the following ar- 
ticles: "Calibrating Generators," Jack 
King, April, 1944, p. 412; "Signal Gen- 
erator," M. E. Blaisdell, Nov., 1945, p. 
121; "Signal Generator," Bob White, 
Jan., 1946, p. 243. 

It is to be emphasized that the Transi- 
generator has been designed for extreme 
simplicity. It is apparent from the 
photographs, for instance, that no un- 
der- chassis shielding was necessary. 

Many improvements can be thought 
of by the more advanced technician. For 
example, the r.f. and a.f. units can be 
isolated from one another. Then, mod - 
ulation, internal and external, could be 
accomplished in a separate mixer tube 
such as the 6SA7 or 6L7. The r.f. out- 
put would then be taken from the mixer 
stage, isolating the signal generator 
from the circuit under test in a more 
thorough manner. This would also re- 
sult in a wider tuning range. Other im- 
provements will probably suggest them- 
selves to the experienced technician. 

rHARD-TO-GET PARTSI 
POWERFUL ALL-PURPOSE INDUCTION 

MOTOR 
IDEAL FOR EXPERIMENTERS -101 USES 

a thisraelf tartinE shed standards. 
ole A.C. induction motor is 

erf01 enough for a mber of use 
of these are: Automatic 

O 
Tim- 

mg Devices. Current Interrapten. 
Electric Fans. Electric Chimes. 
Window Displays. Photocell Cont of 
Devices. Electric Vibrators. 5mal' 
G rindes. Buffers and Polishers, 
Miniature Pumps. Mechanical Mod- 
els, Sirens. and oilier applica- 
aeC 

Consumes about 15 tie of 
pJ has I eed of 3. 

sturdy Unit When geared 
.constantly oper- 

ate an IB -inca turntable loaded 
with 100 lb.. dead w i ht- THAT'S POWER! 

has l4.,co 
nvenient 

mooning studs:tlshaft is 1, -along 
by 3 /l0'In diameter. and runs In IfaiigI11IUr oil- 
retaining bearing.. Designed for I10.20 volts. 50 -00 
yclex. A.C. only. Shp. WI. 2 lb.. 

ITEM NO. 147 S2.95 YOUR PRICE JL J 

ULTRA MAGNET 
LIFTS MORE THAN 20 TIMES 

ITS OWN WEIGHT 
LITTLE GIANT MAGNET 

L ifts 5 Ihn. ily. Weighs 4 ox. 
Made of ALNICO new hlgh-magI,etic 
meet. Complete wih keeper. World's. 
Test wimentemagnet hobbyist 

made. 
i 

find hundreds of excellent uses for 
Mfile high lity oe env[ magnet. 

, -s Nuree Liy- a sins , hip. tt't 

he' $1.50 YOU 
PRICK YOUR PRIG[ 

GENUINE MICROPHONE TRANSMITTERS 
Regular telephone trans- 
mitters taken from a large 

supply com- 
pany's k 

toperfectly on ry cella. 

ms. call systems. Inter- 
communications 

.telephone ch.- 
code. rto faon 'phone one linen 
hued to talk through yr 
dictaphone 1,Irk -Up. 

concealed 

eplacements n lint 
ter, "operatod rural telo- 
pphone unes. 
TRESS ARP. GENUINE.. 

TRAN.SMITTF.RB, MADE BY KELLOGG. WESTERN 
I:I.I.CTRIC AND STROMBERG-CARt.SON. ear lient In 

:.Ierarenre 1 ration. A remarkable value and 
seldom 

and 
in 'Dees times. Ship. W . I Ib. 

$1.50 ITEM 
No. 180 

OUR PRICE 

AMAZING BLACK LIGHT!! 
powerful 250 Watt ultra -Violet Source 

The best and most practical 
of ultra.viullet light for source 
experimental 

Stalles fill 
and 

fivaros mine,. la Iaances brillimdly lumi- 
t NO transformer of any 

meeeneeded. fils en standard 
Ì0.m Socket. Brituts y ut beau 
tau] oaniascent hue. In Various 

[ materials. erials. Swell for a partir.. ,rye. le to 
obtain blue lighting ects 
Bulb only. She. Wt 2 Ilse 

$1.95 ITEM NO. 87 
YOUR PRICE 

WESTERN ELECTRIC BREAST MIKE 
This Is a fino light -weight air- 

era bon microphone. D weighs 
niy t alb. 

Mike with breastplate 
Insmounting and has 2 -way s eel. 

edlustment so that it can he 
adjusted to any desired noalll,,. 
There are 2 straps: 

and eck. the other goes 
around chest. 

neck. 
Straps hr 

ingspeed on and off quickly. Eby an 
enious a 
This excellent mike he 

adapted for home broadcasting , 

diL -ate comm nlcatIn systems. ov smounting breastplate. It can be 
used as desk mike. 

Comes mnlete with 6.foor cord and haM Ibber /slue. FFIn I-t,.I I 

plate. non -meltable. Shipping weight. 2 it C 
ITEM NO. 1S2 $, 1.49 
YOUR PRICE 

WATTHOUR METER 
Completely overhauled and 
reads for 
Designed for eregu so lar I IO- 
y IL 00 cycle 2 -wire A.C. 
'rrcult. Simple to install: 
2 wires from the line d 
2 wires to the load. SturO' 
Iy ,s rat ted 

tII 

n 
h. 

h6eal,váe t.talc 
e. 81 

wide. ting" - 
h s. G. 

deep. 
Ft. Wayne. Sanui or other 

make Shp Wt. 14a lbs.aale 
ITEM N 33 $4.95 
YOUR pO. 1, R:E 

HUDSON SPECIALTIES CO. 
40 West Broadway. Dept. RC7.4$. New Yerk 7. N. Y. 

náer age role full 
helnw 

remittance numbers 
of the Items Pm 

elude hipping charges.) Is 
o 
enclosed (NO C.O.D. 

ORDERS UNLESS ACCOMPANIED WITH A DEPOSIT.) 
OR m dew,sit t S la enclosed 120 5. 

iredl. hip rder C.O.D. for balance. NO C.O.D. 
ORDER FOR LESS THAN SS.00. E SURE TO IN- 
CLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES. 
Circle «.m No. anted: 

147 159 loo 87 132 33 

Name 

Address 

CRY 
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INSIDE THE HANDIE- TALKIE 
(Continued iront page 703) 

DIRECTION FINDER, TOO 
In the latter days of the war, an ac- 

cessory was added to the SCR -536 
which permitted it to be used for direc- 
tion finding for locating a command post 
or unit whose location is not known, or 
for "homing" in fog or darkness. 

This is a directional loop antenna 
used in place of the non -directional 
telescoping antenna. A modification kit 
was also provided that permitted the 
operator to use external headphones. 

The loop consists of two windings, a 
single turn secondary winding and a 
four turn primary winding. The pri- 
mary of the loop is tuned by a 100 -µµf 
variable condenser. The loop assembly 
is connected by cable 'to a matching 
transformer that matches the impedance 
of the loop to the input impedance 'of 
the receiver. The matching transformer 
screws to the antenna cap stud and 
consists of a tuned auto- transformer. 
Its output lead is equipped with a clip 
that fastens to the vertical antenna. 

When the loop and transformer have 
been tuned to give maximum response 
from the desired station, the loop is ro- 
tated through 360 degrees. There will 
be two points where the signal strength 
drops to a sharp null. These points will 
occur when the loop is broadside to 
the direction of the signal source. This 
will indicate that the signal is coming 
from one of two directions 180 degrees 
apart. To determine which is the true 
direction, a "Sense Button" permits the 
body to act as a vertical antenna. Ro- 
tating the loop 90 degrees in each direc- 
tion from the null will produce a 
stronger signal in one direction than in 

(Continued on following page) 

GRABIREE' 
WHOLESALE RADIO 

2608 Ross Ave. 

DALLAS 1 TEXAS 

I 

sco°i1 
' 

HAMS - EXPERIMENTERS 
Now you can get those Miniature Estra- 
Sensitive HEADPHONES at less than one - 
tenth their original cost to the government! 

`7 atutae 
Wide frequency rennnse. can be connected to 
high or low Impedance outputs 

Featherweight adjustable headband. the extreme 
in listening comfort 

Signal Corps Type HS30 and 
Matching Transformer 

COMPLETE 

Send hec4 er money ord 
for postpaid sh.orn.nt. 

$349 
net 

ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CORP. 
4014 GREENPOINT AVE. 

LONG ISLAND CITY 4, N. Y. 
StillreY 4.0231 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 

r 

stn caws.b ,.ecs.syat, 
g,,.... 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
CRO -3A 

EVERY service man needs this portable oscilloscope for accurate and 
rapid service work on .AM, FM and Television receivers. We list 

only a few of the many uses that make it indispensable in the modern 
service shop: study wave shapes and transients; measure modulation 
adjustment of transmitters; check receiver alignment; determine peak 
voltages; trace electronic tube characteristics. The CRO -3A gives a 
sharp, clear picture and is equipped with a screen for easy daylight 
viewing. Write today: Specialty Division, Electronics Department, 
General Electric, Syracuse, New York. 

Electronic Measuring Instruments 

GENERAL j ELECTRIC 

Buy The Niagara Way!! 

Uses 

SWINGING 
CHOKE 

Swings from GO to 
n 1 . 50 to 4nf 
mils. Built by ',ange- 
d A marvelous 
hok for class 11 

modulators - While 
th0Y last 

$12,75 

.., SPEECH 
R', >.; sT' " - -- AMPLIFIER 

Thi. o. m Ito sneer II b. .s M1'uid 

Inéerrom,'gyna rk. - -- bon sera- 
1 phone to Claus n 

c then -53 db. 
Desids. Noise lever 

igned for use in 
Äul'u.tun.. m 
mutter. $7.95 

2 sysos and one 12s37 

DYNAMOTOR 
12 

11t 

volts input u 
delivers 233 rolls at 
00 MIN. Complete G I with tiller - mounted 
In ran. Ga% s 75%s31/2 
with goer .r 

$2.95 

AMERTRAN TRANSTAT 
n..i.ned for adjusting 
filament voltages. 20 a P. 

to 
e 

00 volts Ad 
iusunent may be Jackal 

fter setting. Terminates 

plug 
an aircraft Amphenol 

plug mounted in a black 
or:Lk Me case with air 
losses. 

$3.95 

ADDITIONAL NIAGARA SPECIAL ITEMS 
Class B Modulation Transformer used with Signal Generator. Navy type OAN covers 
the Collins auto-tuned transmitter. Modulates from 200 kc to 2 me, M.O.P.A. Will operate 
an 813 tube both plate and screen from 811 on batteries or 110 volts, 60 cycles. Comes 
modulators. Good for as much as 150 watts complete with 15 feet Ant. RF can be taken 
of audio at $4.95 from Probe or sectional ant. Special $42.50 
Western Electric Class B Driver Transformer Cramer Running Time Meter. 110 Volts 60 
will match 6L6 tubes push -pull to grids of cycl s -roads to 9999.9 hrs. $4.95 
any class B tubes. Limited quantity. $3.95 Choke -150 MA -10 Henry-20 Ohms $1.49 
General Electric 10 Henry, 250 mils, smooth- 807 Tubes. JAN. $1.49 
ing choke. These chokes made to very rigid 813 Tubes. JAN. $9.95 
Gov't specifications. $3.50 Hewlett -Packard Audio Oscillator #200 13. 

Class B 599 watt Transformer made by N.Y. f req. range 20 cycles to 20,000 cycles in 3 

Transformer Co. Ratio 1.58:1 primary 7200 ranges. Complete with tubes and power sup - 
ohms, secondary 2650 ohms. For you KW boys. ply, used, but reconditioned and guaranteed. 
Come and get them for $23.75 $75.00 

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY 
1N6EWGYORKW6C 

N.SY. 
Send for our latest Bulletin 4C 
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"'RCA HIGH AND LOW VOLTAGE 
COMPLETE-IN- ONE -UNIT 

TELEVISION POWER SUPPLIES - $9000 

Cathode Ray Tubes 
NEW, FACTORY SEALED, FOR 

Television & Oscilloscopes 
Dumont 5BP1) $15.00 
RCA 56P4 ) with special wired sockets 515.00 
N.A. Philips 5CP1) $15.00 
Dumont 7EP4 $29.90 
RCA 9AP4 $62.50 
RCA 12AP4 $75.00 
RCA. new type. 5TP4 Projection $70.00 
NA -ALD I I polemagnal socket with H.V. wiring $2.40 
14pule Di- heptal Cinch socket with N.V. wiring $2.40 
RCA Television 5 bands switch with 5 antenna 

transformen $5.60 
GE CR Power Transformer-1700 V.. 6.3 V , 

2.5 V. $9.90 

SPECIAL TUBES, FACTORY PACKED 
6J6 $1.00 9003 $1.00 

2V3G 
6AG5 

$1.00 
9006 $1.00 

6A L5 51.75 2X2G 

$$1.50 
$1.00 

6AC7 .90 6SN7GT $ .70 
6C4 
9002 $1.00 6167GT 

S .75 

7F7 
$1.00 
$ .90 

CAPACITORS 
2 MFD. 750 V. Sprague. oil filled Capacitor $1.50 
I MFD. 1500 V. Sprague, oil filled Capacitor $1.80 
.02 MFD, 2500 V. Sprague, oil filled Capacitor S .90 
.05 MFD. 3000 V. Aerovoz, oil Oiled Capacitor $2.40 
.1 MFD, 3500 V. Cornell. Dub.. oil filled Capacitor $1.80 
.03 MFD. 7500 V. G.E., oil Riled Capacitor $3.75 

I MFD. 7500 V. G.E., oil filled Caoacitor...57.50 2x.1 MFD. 7000 V., G. E., oil filled Capacitor 59.(0 2x.15 MFD. 8000 V..Spratue.oil Riled Capacitor $9.00 
.05 

,M éD. ion V., 
Sprague. 

Oi filled Cap citorau59.06 
for RCA. G. C.. DUMONT and ANDREA Television Receivers; nee with y our order. No order less 
than $10. 

RCA Parts and Equipment Distributors 
World's First Specialized Howe In Television 

TELECTRONICS SERVICE & SUPPLY CORP. 
264 West 40th Street. New York 18. N. Y. 

Order from LAKE! 
You'll Make No Mistake! 
RADIO Cabinets & Parts 

NOW - #4 Available 

` Postwar 

2 Post 

RECORD- 
. CHANGER 

With luxurious brown leatherette portable case 
15" L x 15" W x 10" D. Latest electronic de- 
velopments make this modern record -changer 
the finest on the market today 1 

List Price $49.95 Dealer's net $29.97 
Alb blank _table cabinets f walnut veneer tn. 
following 

withre 
of 

pen 
on left front 0e. (Note: 1- has ntK ker grill.) 

S1 -B1/4-L x541" H x 4- 051.95 
32 -104a. L 025"H a S. D 52.75 
Y3 -131/v L x 7s/- H x (WV D 53.25 
37e -1O20v L x 7v N x 51/a- 0 52.50 

Shaker Opening in center of front side. 

All 
ivallaDÌeI!1.ackaPsnlowerd p 

flrlarge stock Is lined in our rátaert iloy. 

JOncOurCEMm 
.sEÌrst toJIY. 

Order our New Catalog Today! 
Oet On our mailing list! 

Drat. C 

LAKE RADIO SALES CO. 
615 W. Randolph Street, Chicago 6, III. 

Television receivers will begin to 
reach the market this fall, David Sar- 
noff, president of the Radio Corporation 
of America, told the stockholders at the 
company's annual meeting held recently. 
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INSIDE THE HANDIE- TALKIE 
(Continued front page 723) 

the other. When the loop is turned to 
the loudest signal, an arrow on its base 
indicates the true direction. The thumb 
is then removed from the "Sense But- 
ton" and the loop turned to the original 
null. The operator may then direct him- 
self toward the transmitting station by 
traveling in a direction perpendicular 
to the plane of the loop in null position. 

r 

The Handle- Talkie used as a homing device. 

430 MC WITH A 6)4 
(Continued front page 705) 

ens the radiated wave due to undesira 
ble frequency modulation. This is not 
too disadvantageous for communication 
but may be undesirable for experimen- 
tal work. For lower modulation per- 
centage, Fig. 7 may be used. 

This transmitter can be easily 
adapted to voice communication by us- 
ing some of the principles and circuits 
given in the transceiver article (May). 
It is stable and gives more output than 
can be obtained from a transceiver. 

TO R.F. OSC. 76 
OUTPUT 
TRANS 

rpm 

B+ 
Fig. 7 -This circuit gives less modulation. 

With a higher value of grid resistance 
it can be used as a super -regenerative 
receiver, but because of the type of 
construction, it is better adapted for a 
semi -fixed frequency transmitting out- 
fit. Until the final design is complete 
(at least) it is a good idea to leave a 
plate milliammeter in the circuit to 
indicate conditions. 

200K 
.002 

"TAB" 
That's a Buy 

Cathode Ray Tube new Gvt. Insp. 3B1 (Net 515 56.95 
Cathode R G'I SAP1. BPI. BP4 (Net $27.50) 9.95 
Rectifier new Gov't Insp. G.E. 8726 (Net 57.50) 4.50 
Rect. new G'I RCA 6665 with Millen Can. 2 for 2.90 
807 new 0'1 with SPP -3 cap. (Net 52.46) 1.95 
Eimac new VT127A aCnntn. lOOWlSOn, cs. ($19) .95 

s) new 
ó:'ó P $155fr 1.1RCA o miniature 3A4 ö1 (L.) 2 

o 0 
Simac 304TL used like new tested Std. ($50) 13.95 
Johnson socket No. 213 for 304TL new 0'1 .90 
Crystal a Holder LO drift cut froth y f. 

.2 to 10 m active . Std (dl 51.51 4 for 8.90 
Crystal mtd aircraft 1000 KC STD .02% easy. 7.20 

c 7.20 Crystal td. LA 100 KC STD .02 %!ry 
Crystal diode 1N21 a holder two ea. sets 1.25 
Co-Aaial 52672 ohm RGSa13u ble 

in 
ft. 7.95 

CO Smfd 15OOVOCwkg (LP$14.25)ab$2.8O. 2 for 5.00 
Radio Noise Filter Mallory NF1. 2 for .98 
Micro wave Ant. with co-axial onet, a mtg. brkt .95 
FM Television Rotatable UHF Radar Coupler 3.95 
Micro switch leaf type 106125V SPNO 3 for 1.00 
0.E. DW 44 R.F. Therrnorntr 0.15, 2t/a' 8' ease 3.95 
O.E. DW 52 S.F. Thermomtr 0-5A. 2 S ease 3.50 
Roller Smith 0.1 milliampere DCmeter (LPS10) .50 
GE Thermomillimtr S'c 200ma RF (LPS111) 8.98 
OE DNl Miniature li/a BC 1mal00ohma (LP$12) 3.00 

Ii !. , ... , 

lead- 1 

AC. 
duty. 

AUTOSYNS BEND' X HOBART 

Brand new gov't sealed and Inspected packed 
in overseas cans, synthro- transmitters 
115v. 60 cy. operation. Continuous heavy 
Precision accuracy made for Sun -fire control. 
Cost govt $90 each. Wt. 5 lbs. each. "TAB" 
special two for $18. 

DC Voltmtr GE 2000v 1000ohm 21/.5. case .5{8.95 
DC Voltmtr 301 Weston 10000v 1000ohms 12.95 
AC Voltmtr NA33Wstghse. 150V 21/a-S'C 2.95 
Carborundum r 111 Du rd grit hrpening stone 

F I. 0l 
.39 

) 
ea. 

. 

3 for 5l.Ó0 Same 2124 
.30 

SO to n2'stbepohlns. Ten d al AO td 1SOWV 

Eleectrolyt ó5. Tenn fedualry.OSmfd 300WV a tee 
triple .05mfd 300WV all oil cond. Value $49. TAS" special guaranteed 9.95 

Condenser WE oil 18rnfd-400VDCwkq 2 for... 2.35 
WE 115V 60Cpri, SSOVCT300Ma: SV3A. BVSA. 3.95 
Choke W'stohse cased HyLaA30ohm wt 10 lbs. 2.95 
Choke Donuan said IOHY 1/4a ISO ohm vet S lbs. 1.89 
Choke OE sed dual 3ONYSSMa3S0 ohm Ins. 

2000V 
witch 3 Da .98 13 circuits 25 amp. ate. 2 for... 

Xtal holden CP3 m lete ready for Xtal 8 for 1.00 
Xtal holders WE 6t any Xtal plete 3 for... 1.00 
Heineman magnetic Ott bkr 0.5A. 3A. 20A .. .97 
Relay sere sigma SAN S00ohm 3.5ma. SPOT.. 3.25 
Relay gen. WE 3500 ohms SPDT SA ets .97 
Relay interlock CPST 130V0OCY. 30 to 120A 
OE(L1540) ta Stop switch 2 Button (LP$2.25) 7:79 
Cond. 0E pyranOl 3mfd 1000VDC wkw 2 for 2.50 
Oscilloscope Conversion Kit SC C 1a ntana all 

parts for sweep circuits and Changes 15.75 
b Additional engraved dialolates 3.75 

Complete Kit all parts and dialolates 16.50 
3 for 75 condition used like new 1 f ea. (2) .57 
Tool hose, used LN N duty 19.7.7.31" ($4.95) 1.89 
Raytheon 135V6OCPri 2 SV 11 Agee new (22.30) 3.25 
Combination New 2RCASBSA' 3 Raytheon `rest. 5.90 
W.E. Crystal 1021 sealed In lead 2 for 1.23 
W.E. 1N22.2forl.50. 1H232rort.801 ea (3) 1.98 
Cond. 

same 
pyranol 4MFD- SOOVDC wkg. 2 for 1.90 

Cable 30cond 
Condsr25MMF6Solar SbOOV e.k2. 

wire 
521) 39e.: 31or 1.00 

Resistors 100 a 't V a1W 57 50 to 1 megohrn 2.50 

cportable UHF transceiver to 9.95 
McElroy practice s 

e 
uk (S180) 22.50 

New W.E. C422 Oscilloscope 
in trunk 

gtd .. 65.00 

$I Min. orders FOB. N.Y.C. Add Postage all orders 
and 25% deposit. WH ltehall 3.3557. Send for cata- 
log 300. Don't wait. rush orders as a uantltIee are 
limited. Buy thru "TAB" and save. 

"TAB," Dept. RC7 
7.A Church Street, New York 6, N. Y. 

Radio and Phono Kits 
5 -Tube Super Het KR & Cabinet -less tubes -413.75 
AC Phono Amplifiers-615- 6e5-6V6. less tubes 6.75 
AC. DC Phono Amplifier-less tubes ......... 4.75 

Tubes for above available 

TECHNICAL RADIO LABS 
341 WILSON AVE. BROOKLYN 21. N. Y. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
SPECIAL VALUES 

PHONO O AMPLI 
SR- 3.T,ube 

AC -OC, Complete.. 
8.55 

By PASS COND. KIT -20 Ae,'td .95 
RESISTOR KIT -30 Ast ld 113 to I Watt .94 
DIAL CORD KIT -100 Ft. Asa'td A 6 Springs 1.19 
LOOP ANTENNA (High Gain) .59 
ANT. a OSCIL. or ANT. A RF. COIL SETS .69 
OUTPUT TRANS. 2000.3 or 7000.3 Ohms .59 
CRYSTAL ICKUPS -I ta 02. ..... 2.79 

Write Toda for Bargain Bulletin 
RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO.. Pas/Welts 18. Cal. 
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CATHODE FOLLOWERS 
(Continued from page 692) 

This circuit is not recommended where 
high input impedance is important. 

In this arrangement, operation of the 
cathode follower is similar to the previ- 
ous type, but the input signal appears 
across the grid resistor Ro, which with 
Co develops grid bias when signal is ap- 
plied, as in a grid leak detector. Posi- 
tive input signals of high amplitude 
soon drive the tube into the region of 
grid saturation. Larger negative signals 
can be handled because of the lack of 
initial negative bias. 

Output of the stage is still taken from 
across the cathode resistor RK, and out- 
put voltages and impedance are of the 
same order as in the previous circuit. 

When a circuit is required to accomo- 
date high- amplitude input signals of 
both positive and negative polarities, a 
modified cathode follower (Fig. 3) is 
employed which changes biasing ar- 
rangements and results in improved 
operation. 

A triode is used in this modified cir- 
cuit (Fig. 3). The cathode resistor is 
divided into two parts: R. and RIM. 

RG 
iC 

RKI 

---J 

RK2 

OUTPUT 

Rg. 3- Circuit for large a.c. grid swings. 

The input signal appears act-Coss the 
grid resistor Ro and the cathode resistor 
RE, in series. Value of R. establishes 
a no- signal bias which permits the tri- 
ode to operate about mid -way along 
the tube's characteristic curve -between 
plate- current cut -off and grid satura- 
tion. 

Grid of the tube is thus allowed to 
swing to greater positive and negative 
w.lues without grid saturation or cut- 
off than was possible in either of the 
two previous types of cathode followers. 

This circuit (Fig. 3) might appear to 
lack the necessary feed -back arrange- 
ment. But it should be noted that the 

4 output voltage is acting effectively in 
series opposition to the input voltage - 
the required condition for degenerative 
feedback. 

A variation of this circuit provides 
output reproduction of large negative 
and positive input voltages. 

The only difference is the addition of 
a cathode condenser C. to the circuit 
of Fig. 3. 

Another modification of the basic 
cathode follower is shown in Fig. 4. It 
supplies a matched, paraphase (push - 
pull) output. 

Normally, there is no load in the plate 
circuit of a cathode follower. But in 
this arrangement (Fig. 4), a resistor 
R, is inserted in the plate of the triode. 
The value of this plate resistor is ex- 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 

-LIBERTY 
RADIO KITS 

6 Tube 
"Super Het" 

Radio Kit 

Complete 
Including 
Attractive 

Walnut 
Cabinet 

Your 
Cost 

$1695 
Diagram 

Furnished 
TUBES 

ALL PARTS MOUNTED-Uses one 25L6. 
one 25Z6, one 6SQ7, one 6SK7, two 6SJ7'e or 
one 5OL6, one 35Z5, two 12SJ7's, one 12SQ7, 
one 12SK7. 

5 Tube 
"Super Het" 

Rodio Kit 
Your Cost 

$1395 
LESS TUBES 

Complete 
Including 
Attractive 

Brown Bakelite 
Cabinet 

Diagram 
Furnished 

ALL. PARTS MOUNTED -Uses one 25L6, 
one 2526, one 69Q7, one 6SK7, one 65A7 or 
one 12SA7, one 12SQ7, one 50L6, one 35Z5, 
one 1251(7. 

Inc;, DEPOSIT -BALANCE C,O, D. 

LIBERTY SALES 
CO, INC. 

111 WEST BROADWAY NEW YORK 13. N. Y. 
DEPT. K 

OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 

TO 
MATCH 6V6- 6F6- 41-12 
To 4- 6 -OHM VOICE COIL 

HEAVY DUTY 8 WATTS 
SINGLE 59c 
PUSH -PULL 69e 

NINE -FOOT ANTENNA HANK 
RUBBER COVERED 

6e each 
$5.00 per 100 

SHIELDED WIRE 
No. 16 O.D. -.125 
TINNED COPPER 
$2.50 per 100 ft. 

H. A. WILLIAMS CO. 
P. O. BOX lob, 

COLUMBUS, INDIANA 

In the Rocky Mountain Region its 
RADIO & TELEVISION SUPPLY CO. 

150 Hobson Ave., P.O. Box 892 
PUEBLO, COLO. 

"If we deo't have it we'll bet It- 
er it awl be hall PAae 5726" 

actly equal to that of the cathode re- 
sistor RK. 

Since the same plate current flows 
through both resistors, changes across 
each resistor will be the sajne in voltage 
but opposite in polarity. During posi- 
tive -going input signals, the cathode 

1946 

T 
u D 

NE 

PREPARED ASSORTMENTS 
GUARANTEED FIRSTQUALITY 
Cat. 

No. 
1001 
1002 

1003 
1005 

1100 t, Description 
1 3 Watt Resistors, 

Price istors, All Insulated 52 98 
100 'a Watt Resistors. All Insulated 3.98 
15iß 

1 

Watt 
Resistors. 

sisos. All Insulated. 3.98 
10 Wire LSuund Resistors Asstd 

1008 50 200 
Watts 

Parer Condensers 2.48 1007 50 400 volt l'at Nr Gmdrnx re,, 3.99 IbnM 50 600 Volt Paper Condensers.. 4.25 09 50 Ml Condensers 2.98 Ito ea 
1ò 20 Dry ElectrolvIIc Ft tercondeneers 6.75 roil 10 Resistance and Line Coots 3.98 1012 100 Wafer Sockets ........ 50 1013 100 Plastic and Ceramic Sockets 8.50 1014 10 25 Ft. Rolls Hookup Wlre- An't Colon 1.98. 1015 10 50 Ft. Rolla /lookup Wlre- 

018 10 1000 FtU IWIle,auokuo Wire 
3.25 

1017 10 volumed and Tone Controls -No 8.]S 

1018 50 Iarge11tiakeite Knobs Push On 6.50 
10280 50 

Large Bakelite 
anndPledluxmKnob. PushOn á 0 1021 50 Small and Medium Knobs Set 

1022 100 SmallllBar Knobs 6.50 1023 100 large Bar Knobs 6.75 1024 100 ft. Spaghetti d vinvllte .98 1025 50 Parkins and Trimmen 1.5 1028 10 ' Coils I.F.. R.F. Ant. and Ose 3.98 1027 50 Plbt lamps 2.49 1028 20 Toggle and Slide Switches . . 3.98 1029 20 Wafer and Ceramic nand Switches 3.98 1030 20 Auto Generator Condenser 2.98 In31 20 Auto Suppressor .... 2.96 1032 25 Electrical Wiring Devices. Plugs, 
Caps. Bases. Heater Plugs. etc. 2.75 1033 50 Electrical Wiring Devices. Plugs, 
Caps, Bases. Elements. Fuses. 

DoubleELECTRICAL CAP LIAeNCES AND PARTS 
5.00 

Electric 
Streamlined B1oier Deluxe ivre OPA S 17.45 522.50 Fluorescent Desk lamp. Brown 
Blue or Rust OPA 11.95 7.75 Fluorescent Kitchen /'nit OPA 10.80 6.75 Electric Phonograph .... OPA 48.50 39.95 Replacement Stove Fleme;tt 6610 W. .12 

Replacement Electric Iron Element 530 W.. .55 Replacement Truster Flem ent .75 
E ler.trlc Iron Cord set. Bakelite Plug .5 Electric Iron Cool vet. ..,Itch /'lug .89 
N O. Extension Cool with tube Top .4_5 
6 ft. Ruhhe- Replacement Cord 

SEND FOR TEUTONIC COMPLETE RADIO AND 
ELECTRICAL LI Term: ¡Inc deposit 'red with order. Balance 

re- mittance {an ess order. If full aw 

TRUTONE PRODUCTS CO. 
303 West 42nd Street, Dept C. New York (Ia), N. Y. 

18 YEARS IN RADIO 

GET THIS 
?Zeus CATALOG 
By This Old Firm 

totest developments In 
radio and electronic 
parts and devices, new- 
est ham gear, gadgets 
for experimenters, bar - 
9ains is war surplus 
items. 

MR ar.smi 

FREE 
TO YOU 

Mail the coupon be- 
low and get this 
new catalog FREE. 

BURSTEIN.ArPLEEEE CO., 
1012 McGee, Konsos City 6, Mo. 

Send me FREE catalog advertised In 

Radio Craft 
I AM 

STATE CONNECTION IN INDUSTRY 

NAME 4 ADDRESS 
I TOWN STATE. 

output is positive -going but thé plater- 
output will be negative -going. The two 
output waveforms have the same ampli- 
tude and shape. 

Thus it is possible to obtain a distor- 
tionless push -pull output from a single 

(Continued on following page) 
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NEI 

IN PHILADELPHIA - IT'S 

ALMO RADIO COMPANY 

* PHILADELPHIA'S 
NEW WHOLESALE RADIO 
AND ELECTRONIC PARTS 

DISTRIBUTOR! 

PANADAPTOR 

PANADAPTOR Model PCA -2 
liar's a nun and n4mdel I t e I:u,i hie: 
SIIICLTANlOI'S VISt'.11, errptlott of 
many radio signals, continuously select silo 
from a brad band M frequencies loon to 
a single frequency. Now. for the first time, 
with the PANADAPTOR connected to your 
receiver. you an an up to 200 Tic of the 
band at ante. It's a MUST for MIIUEItN 
radio shacks! Complete with tubes and ac- 
cessories. for 115 V 00 cycles. 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! $99 75 
Your Cost P 

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH KIT 

ATTRACTIVE COVERED CABINET 
COMPLETE WITH MOTOR- PICK -UP- 

AMPLIFIER 
SIZE: 1407v x 19 

TONE AND VOLUME CONTROLS 
uses one 50L6, one 35Z5, one I2S0.7 

COST $23.50 TUBES 

SIGNAL CORPS HEADSETS 

Quality headset at a 
BARGAIN price 18.000 
ohms impedance. Rub- 
ber cushions. Adjusta- 
ble headband. Built to 
Sig. Corps specs. 2.000 
ohms D.C. 

Your Cost WHILE 
THEY LAST! 

$1.95 

ALMO 
RADIO COMPANY 

509 Arch Street 
Philadelphia 6 Pa. LOMbard 0513 
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CATHODE FOLLOWERS 
(Continued from page 725) 

vacuum tube operating as a cathode 
follower. 

Triodes most desirable for use as 
cathode followers should have a high 
value of transconductance -high ampli- 
fication factor, and fairly low plate re- 
sistance-to approach unity amplifica- 

;CP +B 

OUTPUT 

CC 
INPUT 

RP 

RK 

Fig, 4- Single -tube phase inverter. 

t and provide a high- amplitude volt - 
age output. 

USES OF CATHODE FOLLOWERS 

Many are the uses of the cathode fol- 
lower in radar, television, and industrial 
electronic applications. 

Three of the most important ones, all 
related, are illustrated by the R -C 
coupled amplifier circuit shown in Fig. 
5. Three cathode followers are used: Vl 
for input coupling, V3 for isolating, and 
V5 for output coupling. 

Since a cathode follower places no 
appreciable load on its preceding stage, 
it is particularly useful as an input 
coupling device (V1 of Fig. 5). Negli- 
gible power is drawn from the signal 
source. Because of the low input capaci- 
tance, there is practically no input dis- 
tortion due to phase shift or current 
drain. 

When d.c. as well as a.c. components 
of the signal waveform are to be trans- 
mitted, the cathode follower may be 
connected directly to the preceding 
stage without the use of a coupling con- 
denser. . 

As an isolating stage (V3 of Fig. 5), 
a cathode follower places a low effective 
capacity in parallel with the grid and 
plate coupling resistors of the preced- 
ing stage (V2). Because of its low out- 
put terminal impedance, the cathode fol- 
lower (V3 of Fig. 5) prevents phase and 
frequency distortion of its output sig- 
nal due to input capacity effects of the 
following (V4) stage. 

Thus a degree of separation or isola- 
tion between amplifier tubes V2 and V4 
is maintained with negligible loss and 
without introducing distortion or other- 
wise affecting the signal waveform. 

It is as an impedance -matching or 
impedance- changing device that the 
cathode follower is unsurpassed, and be- 
cause of its low output impedance, it is 
most widely used in electronics as an 
output coupling stage (V5 of Fig. 5). 

Electronically, the advantage of a 
cathode follower over a transformer is 
that the output terminal impedance of 
a cathode follower is independent of fre- 
quency over a wide range, providing 
distortionless transmission of the sig- 

Civilian Radio Jobs Wanted- 

FREE WANT -AD SERVICE 
By Former Soldiers, Sailors, Marines 

Radio -Craft offers its help -wanted columns 
free for the use of honorably discharged men 
in the armed services. State the type of posi- 
tion you seek, preferred locality. your ex- 
perience. education, and other details. Con- 
fine ad to SO words, or lees. Supply name and 
address. Army veterans send section number 
or photostat of discharge paper. Navy men 
send photostat of discharge paper. Address 
RADio- Caarr, Classified Ad, Dept. 25. West 
Broadway. New York 7, N. Y. Your ad will 
contain a box number and replies will be for- 
warded to you. 

AVAILABLE 
RADIO OPER. 23: Army exp.; telegraph. tele- 
phone 8 /s; 30 WPM rode speed. H. Puchalsky. 8 
Harrison Ate. Bkln. 11. N. Y. 
RADIO TECH. 22. seeks start in Radio or Tele- 
vision field. Has completed theoretical and practical 
radio course in one of the prominent N. Y. schools. 
Adaptable and willing to learn. J. Adelsberg, 2358 
-84th St.. Brooklyn. 14. N. Y. 
RADIO SERVICING. desired hi set.. cull. grad. 
telephone and ewitchbd repairman. knowledge of 
radio. Irving M. Crupar. 1605 Townsend Ave.. 
New York 52, N. Y. 
RADIO TECHNICIAN. 2nd class radiophone li- 
cense desires good position in electronic field. 
Henry Rodin, 662 Vermont St., Brooklyn T. N. Y. 
RADIO REPAIRMAN helper 2% years Radar eap. 
Part time preferred. all day Saturday. four o'clock 
on weekdays. Need experience. salary Secondary. 
Further information write to L. Argano. 41 -69 
54 St.. Woodside. L. I. 54 

graduate radio school; radio wort in 
Army Signal Corp. including code and radio oper- 
ator; formerly law secretary federal Judge: experi- 
enced in law of radio broadcasting: desires as- 
sociation with legal department of radio organiza- 
tion New York City. Alvin lf. Milder. Box JY -2 
RADIO- CRAFT. New York 7, N. Y. 
RADIO. OPERATOR Mechanic 21, single. 3 yrs. 
army exp.: Loran UHF technician: trained in 
signal corps civilian schools: desires pooition with 
future. Elmer D. Musters. Plaza. N. Oak. 
STUDENT- DeForest wish apprenticeship start or 
as a helper; Veteran understand radio and tele- 
slain; willing to work three days of a sek or go 
in business with someone. Joe Zukauskas. 2044 N. 
3rd St., Phila., 22. Pa. (Local) 
EXPO ARMY RADAR MECH. grad. Army radio. 
electronics. radar schools. M. Wagner. 1 Marole 
St., Bklyn. 8 N. Y. EV8 -2996. 
RADIO OPERATOR. licensed. mechanical back- 
ground. destraa position with opportunity In Radio 
field or servicing. 4V. Bristle. 406 West 56th SL, 
New York 19. N. Y. 
ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN. 2 Yee. engineering 
college. 1 yr. radio tech school. 1 yr. experience re- 
ceiver design. Jerome R. Rockowits, Box Jl -l. 
RADIO -CRAFT, New York 7. N. Y. 
ELECTRONIC LAB. technician: Navy training: 12 
yrs. radio exp.: research preferred. W. Lazalek. 
195 Harrison St.. Passaic. N. J. 
ELECTRONICS Tech: 2 yrs. nave exp.: nominal 
pay for valuable knowl.. opportunity. M. Frisman. 
3092 Brighton 4th SL, Bklyn. 24: DE 8-4272. 
RADIO- RADAR: electronics Instructor tech.: 8 yrs. 
exp.: text. preclalop equipment. S. Gould, 1955 
Sedgewiek Ave.. N. Y. 53: 51E 5-7749. 
R.C.A. INSTITUTES -2 yr. coll. math. mal.: seeks 
work electronics. 51. Locker. 1515 Grand Concourse. 
N. Y. 52. 
RADAR MECH.: ham 2/phone lie.. 21. theove 
background. M. Feller, 151 Ara. O. B'klyn. 4. 
RADIO apprentice -assistant: 1 yT. exp. Pans. 
equipment ; after I p.m.: student: salary secondary. 
J. Greenstein, 153 Broome St.. N. Y. 2. 

RADIO TECH; 24: experience repairing radios: 
theoretical. practical schooling; 1/c radiotelephone 
tic. IL Kureteky, 563 Powell Bt.. B'klyn 12. 
RADIO TECH. -7r. eng.: AM -FM. radar. repair. 
instructor. ham. supervisor mfg. line. S. Marsh. 120 
McKibben St.. B'klyn 6. 
EX- MARINE MASTER TECHNICAL SERGEANT, 
Age 26. Married, child, leeires permanent position 
in electronics lab. Over t3 years radar experience, 
3 years pre -war radio repair, amateur license. 
Graduate of two Marine Radar Schools. vocational 
training. Frederick II. Calvert, Route 1. Box 54. 
Kenosha. Wise. 
31 YEARS OLD. tree Army radio operator and 
repairman. Have operated Army Broadcasting Sys- 
tem. Hare some experience In civilian radio. Would 
prefer work in Baltimore. Md., vicinity. Full or 
part time work in radio service shop. Clinton Lewis. 
82 Broadway. Bel Air, Maryland. 
RADIO XMITTER ENG. ExD'd Install Mishit 1 -10 
KW. Emitters 1st 11. Phone Lin. II yrs. Radio 
Exp. Will travel. C. Langfelder, 14 Mt. Hope Place, 
Bronx 53. N. Y. 
ELECTRONICS. T EL E V I S I 0 N. AVIATION 
RADIO. 3 yrs as Navy Aviation Radio Tech. 244 
yrs. to Industrial Electronics. Amateur License for 
past eleven yrs. Have held Radiotelephone First 
License. Single. 28. willing to travel. Elmer C. 
Fischer, 5998 Brecksville Rd.. Brooklyn Sta.. Cleve- 
land 9. Ohio. 
RADAR MAINT. 3 yrs. Expert bench hand. Can 
repair and maintain all and any type equipment. 
George Ratowsb, 1202 55th St.. B'klyn 19, N. Y. 
GOOD THEORETICAL BACKGROUND. 3 ira. 
Army Radio. 4 aTo. H.S. elect. Hard work doesn't 
scare me. 330 min. N. Oberstein, 2093 Vy.e Ave., 
Br. 60. 
RADIO OPERATOR. Marines. desires experience 
radio. electrical fields: mechanially ble, helpful. 
D. Slater, 80 Fort Washington Ave.. New York 92. 
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nal waveform. Economically: a simple 
and inexpensive tube replaces a costly 
and hard -to -get transformer. 

Matching of a video amplifier (hav- 
ing this standardized low -cost cable. 
to a transmission line (of very low 
impedance) can be accomplished prat- . 

tically only by a cathode follower. 
Complex wave shapes are transmitted 

over long distances via low- impedance 

the tube. The low impedance (output) 
of the cathode follower provides a high 
degree of damping which generally im- 
proves the overall performance of an 
audio loudspeaker. The large negative 
feedback of the stage results in an al- 
most- distortionless audio signal output 
(if the circuit is carefully designed). 

It is employed to great advantage to 
match high -impedance outputs to co- 

V4 

T 

V5 

e 
8 

Here's a New 

POWER CUTTER KIT 
with a cutting range of 

5I8" to 2 112 or 2112" 

Fig. 5-R -C amplifier. Input VI, i olating stage V3 and output V5 are cathode followers. 

lines or coaxial cables. A cathode fol- 
lower stage provides the low- impedance 
transmission source. 

A cathode follower can also be used 
as an output stage to drive a dynamic 
loudspeaker -see RADIO -CRAFT, April, 
1946 -by connecting an audio output 
transformer directly in the cathode of 

i 

axial or concentric lines of considerable 
physical length. Such a cable- because 
of its distributed inductance, capaci- 
tance, and resistance -represents a low 
impedance. Only a cathode follower can 
match that impedance to the high im- 
pedances encountered at the output 
terminals of video and pulse circuits. 

BROAD -BAND ANTENNA 
(Continued from page 681) 

side of zero azimuth, or target, until 
half- voltage points are reached. 

Element lengths and spacing dimen- 
sions for this array are as follows, and 
are further shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1. 

Element Lengths 
Director: .91 wavelengths 
Driven or Center Element: .47 wave- 

lengths 
Reflector: .52 wavelengths 

Element Spacing 
Director to Center Element: .10 wave- 

lengths 
Center Element to Reflector: .15 

wavelengths 
For ready use, spacings and element 

lengths are shown in Table 1 for oper- 
ation on several useful amateur, FM, 
and television frequencies. In all cases 
the center element is fed by standard 
50-ohm coaxial cable, preferably Joint 
Army -Navy Approved RG -8 Cable, now 
readily available in quantity as military 
surplus, or from manufacturers produc- 
ing this standardized low -loss cable. 

Properly and carefully constructed, 
the array will operate with complete 
satisfaction over a 15 percent frequen- 
cy range, or over 2,100 kcs at 14 mega- 
cycles, 4,200 kcs at 28 mcs, 7,500 kcs 
at 60 mcs, and so on. 

Two Bruno Adjust- 
able Hole Cutters in 
one convenient kit. 
High speed steel 
blades cut clean, fast 
holes in metal, wood, 
plastics. Quickly ad. 
justable and easily 
sharpened. Designed 
by tool engineers to 
operate efficiently in 
bench drill, drill press 
or portable drill. 

Ask your jobber. or 
write Department RC -7 

K{T CONTAINS 
E}rANS1ON 

Mlce 

S/ $3.00 
,/2., S5.00 

_s SB.00 

. rp, Trodv Miniieu.e 57.0 

Experience with this type of antenna 
shows that although its 15 percent fre- 
quency response factor is technically 
short for an idealized bandwidth for 
television reception, it performs excep- 
tionally well, and is altogether superior 
to a single folded dipole at the same 
height above ground. At the time of 
writing, four sets are using the array, 
providing excellent reception 40 miles 
from the Empire State Building trans- 
mitting point in New York City. 

Though not common among amateurs 
due to the fact that little data has ever 
been published on the subject, two three - 
element arrays stacked over each other 
and properly phased offer a considerable 
improvement over the one -array an- 
tenna. In a great many installations 
where the entire supporting mast is ro- 
tated, or the direction fixed, the use of a 
lower tier will give considerably greater 
power gain, and far more efficient use 
of the lower vertical angles of radia- 
tion and reception. These lower vertical 
angles contain the pay dirt not only for 
long distance contact, but for u.h.f. 
work. Actually, a great many antennas, 
though erected with precision and costly 
materials, are but some 30 percent ef- 
fective solely because their best recep- 

(Continued on page 732) 

9330 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Beverly Hills, Calif. 

Cenfer Direcfor Driven Element Reflector Director to Reflector to 
Frequency Length, ft. Length, ft. Length, ft. Driven EI. 

spacing 
Driven EI. 
spacing 

14,000 kcs 28 ft. 32.6 35.3 6.95 10.4 
28,500 kcs 13.8 16.3 17.8 3.4 5.18 
50,000 kcs 7.8 9.2 11.2 1.95 2.93 
52,000 kcs 7.7 8.8 9.8 1.87 2.82 
56,000 kcs 7.1 8.3 9.2 1.76 2.62 
97,000 kcs 4.2 4.7 5.2 1.1 1.65 

146,000 kcs 2.7 3.2 3.5 .67 1.01 

TABLE I 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY, I 9 4 6 

Y 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

PRIMARY 
115 volts AC. 50 -E0 
cycles. 

SECONDARIES 
315 -0 -315 volts O 
12 0 millluneeres. 
6.3 volts 0 3.5 
amperes. 5 volts 0 
3 amperes. 

SIZE 4',^ high is 

4^ wide. 31/2^ deer. 
Nel weight. 7 lbs. 

GUARANTEED 

$225 net 

FULLY SHIELDED power 
transformer ideally suited for P.A. amplifiers, 
small transmitters, etc. Made by a well -known 
transformer manufacturer. Conservatively rated, 

with clearly numbered terminal 
lugs. 

85 CORTLANDT ST. N. Y.7, N. Y. 

WOrth 2-4415 
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PHONO CABINETS- 
A plastic ebony cabinet. t,{," thick, 
long. 111/.," wide. 3%" deep. Makes 
streamlined mounting for phono play- 
backs. wireless record players, meter cases 
and automatic record changers (Utah. 
Emerson, and others). Very sturdy; works 
as easily as wood. 2- or 3 -tube amplifier 
with 3'%." speaker fits perfectly. 

WHILE THEY LAST: Blanks --only $3.69 each 

F.O.B. Springfield, 10% off in lots of 10. Bones 
can also be ordered with motor and speaker holes 
already cut, and plastic grill front for an addi 
tional .50. 

VICTORIA ELECTRONICS AND 

SUPPLY CO. 
1039 MEMORIAL AVE. 

WEST SPRINGFIELD. MASS, 

Sebntifieany uilt 
Y t Y° Ip priestly r- 
eÑ mtr em- 

ney. 

C. F. CANNON COMPANY 
SPRINGWATER, N. Y. 

CANNON BALL 
is a good Headset 
guaranteed to satisfy 
you. For sensitivity, 
clarity of tone, de- 
pendable performance, 
use a Cannon -Ball 
Headset. Folder R -7 
illustrates complete 
line. Write 

stlQads¢t gladpa7tats 

'10' ç!e J 
NEWRÄD ÌTÖ! 
Siip. in ROU, pocket s 
Wt. only 3 ! Complete. 
with s 

lÌcontained Phone for 
personal 

land silver plastte'e 
durable 
ee. Has 

ppaatented Fixed Crystals - NO 
TUBES. BATTERIES OR ELEC. 
TRIO PLUG IS REQUIRED. 
USUALLY RECEIVES LOCAL 
BROADCASTS CLEARLY without 

GU(side aerial wire. ARANTEED TO WORK when 
Instructions sd sent 

hlomees. oMees. 
hotels. cabins. bed. after hours. etc. ° 
SEND ONLY $1.00 'cash. ones Tier. check! d 

fees on arrival or .ó5d 33.99 for postpaid delivery. 
IDEAL GIFT FOR CHILDREN OR ADULTS ALIKEI 
Get your PA- EF.TTE RADIO TODAY -NOW. Dealers In 
most cal.. 

PA -KETTE RADIO COMPANY 
DEPT. PC-7 KEARNEY. NEBRASKA 

BEAUTIFUL WALNUT CABINET 
CUT TO FIT MEISSNER 6 -TUBE KIT Mdl 10.1109 

Cabinet WI 001 Your Cwt 52.95 
Writ* fer Wont wrta Catalog... 

NKIEE RADIO CO.. 1330 Bdwy, DENVER, COLO. 

WANTED- MANUFACTURER 

TO REPRESENT IN GREECE 
Greek Radio and Accessories firm would 
like agency of firm of standing. Prepared 
fo finance substantial export orders. Write 
or wire. 

RADIO SOUMBASAKOS 
20 SKOUFA ATHENS. GREECE 

Successful 450 -mile transmission of 
ultra -high frequency television over 
New York -to- Washington coaxial cable 
facilities has eliminated the last major 
obstacle to the practicability of color 
television, Frank Stanton, president of 
the Columbia Broadcasting System, de- 
clared recently. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
A CANADIAN COMMENTS 

Dear Editor: 
I would like to comment on the letter 

by Mr. E. B. Menzies that was printed 
in the April issue. 

Although I am a Canadian, I feel 
very keenly his contempt for the Ameri- 
can radio serviceman. I have converted 
quite a few sets and since September 
1st, 1943 I have repaired 2000 sets in a 
small Canadian town. I have had nu- 
merous American sets in my place with 
no available diagrams for them. I 
thought nothing of repairing and align- 
ing these sets -as aligning receivers is 
one of the many things that we learn 
when training. One of the prominent 
questions on our provincial exam is: 
"How would you -align a receiver if you 
did not know the intermediate fre- 
quency?" 

Ohm's Law is only one of the many 
things to be taken into consideration in 
tube replacement; interelectrode capac- 
ity, cut -off points and proper load 
matching are also important. In re- 
placing a 12SA7 with a 12A8, the oscil- 
lator coil has to be considered. I believe 
Mr. Queen's articles on this subject 
were very useful, especially to new 
servicemen. 

Well, enough on the subject. In spite 
of what others think about RAUto-CR.Ar, r, 
just keep on making it in the same old 
way as it's a mighty good mag that 
way. 

E. SCHURMAN, 
Vermilion, Alberta 

FIVE=CIRCUIT ERROR 

Dear Editor: 
There is a slight error in one of the 

schematic drawings in my article, Five 
New Circuits, which was printed in the 
April issue. In Fig. 4 on page 495, there 
are two resistors connected in series 
between the 12C8 diodes and ground. 
The drawing shows a .01 -µf condenser 
by- passing the 250,000 -ohm resistor. 
This condenser should have been .0001 
tf as the one shown will ground the a.f 
output of the diodes. 

Also, in Fig. 1 -b on page 467, there 
is a drawing of the exterior appearance 
of the receiver described in Fig. 1 -a. 
The text mentions that an "on -off" 
switch is shown on the drawing. This 
switch, has, howéver, been accidentally 
omitted in the drawing. It should have 
been located in the middle of the top 
of the larger section of the case. 

Neither of these errors is of great 
importance, as any good radioman 
would soon spot the first one anyhow, 
but I thought you might like to have 
them called to your attention in the 
event that you had not already noticed 
them. On second thought, I trust that 
the first error is not a mistake in my 
drawing, my schematics never were any 
too clear! 

ROY M. CATER, 

Washington, D. C. 

RADIO -CRAFT 

20 Watt 6V or 110V 
Hi- Fidelity Amplifier 

Tubes: 2 -6SJ7, l -6SC7, 2 -61.60, 2 -6X5 

Two Microphone inputs 

Separate control for tone, Phono, and- 
each Microphone 
No switching necessary for battery of 
electric operation 
For two speakers 

YOUR cost.. $81.00 

ACCESSORIES: 

2 -PM12C Jensen 12 -in. PM speakers S12.50 ea, 

1 -33X Turner Crystal Microphone:. 14.70 

1- MS -12C adjustable floor stand... 5.59 

2- Leatherette 12" wall cases 5.10 ea. 

West Virginia's 
Largest Rodio 
Supply House 

Write for 
Latest 

Catalog 

All Standard 
Lines Carried 

in Stock 

WE SELL: "DEALERS ONLY" 

SIGMON'S 
CHARLESTON, WEST VIRGINIA 

RADOLEK 

targ mocks assure the finest and most 

complete selections of all available Item. 

at lowest prvoibng prices. Thousands of 

active buyers depend on us for their ennn 
Rods, repair and replacement requirements, 

Because we understand serve problems. 

very order is xpdgd for delivery in 

double quick time. Everything w do is 

planned for convenience and satisfaction to 

our customers. You will find it profitable to 

make Radolek your buying Modquanen. 

FREE BUYING GUIDES 
Because of existing conditions we keep our 

customers right up to the minute on evad- 

able merchandise by pleasing supplements 

frequently instead of sending our regular 

Big Profit Guide 
once a year. Send 

the coupon now 
to get these fte 
Buying Guide Sup- 

pitmen's os they 
are Issued. 

RADOLEK CO., Dept. C -I 16 
601 W. Randolph St., Chicago 6, III. 

pl..s...nd Left Buying Guide Suppl.m.nts 

NAM' 

AMISS 

for JULY, 1946 
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THE RACKETEERS WILL GO 
Dear Editor: 

I have just read the article on 
Racketeering Repairmen in the April 
issue. Who is to blame for this racke- 
teering? Manufacturers of adapters and 
tubes should also share a part of the 
blame for' this situation. 

Personally I think the boys did one 
fine job working all hours of the night 
and day trying to keep the public sup- 
plied with radio service, and to use 
what parts and tubes the emergency 
would let us have to work with. 

The critics should also take a peek at 
some of the products of self -styled 
servicemen who attempt to fix their own 
radios, finally wind up by taking the 
radios to a service shop for repairs and 
then squawk at the price. These men 

if are the biggest gripers about enormous 
prices charged by the serviceman. They 
fail to realize that a great part of the 
labor charge goes toward straightening 
out the mess they have made. 

These radio profiteers and racketeers 
will cut their own throats in time, be- 
cause the public will stand for just so 
much of this sort of thing. They will 
slowly but surely weed these people 
out of the ranks of servicemen. 

F. S. M. BAILEY, 
Carrizo Springs, Texas 

SERVICEMEN'S PROBLEMS 
Dear Editor: 

Although I am not an ex- serviceman, 
I think it only fair that I should be ac- 
corded the right to answer some of the 
assertions made by Mr. Massey on Ex- 
Servicemen vs. Manufacturer. 

I refer particularly to the time -worn 
phrase, "Draft Dodger ". Mr. Massey 
seems to apply it to everyone who was 
not a member of the Armed Forces. I 
received my entrance exam and was re- 
jected as were many others. If it were 
possible to "dodge" the draft (of which 
I have no proof) how is he going to dif- 
ferentiate between those who were re- 
jected and those who "dodged "? 

Did Mr. Massey join the Armed 
Forces through deep -rooted patriotism, 
or did he find himself there without any 
voice in the matter? If he studies the 
problem, he will realize that everyone 
with whom he talks is a potential cus- 
tomer and that his attitude is incom- 
patible with the principles of sound 

a business. (These customers might not, 
for many reasons, have been members 
of the Armed Forces). 

EDWIN SLAVIN, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

(We regret that the term "draft 
dodger ", which carries an implied in- 
sult to everyone who did not find him- 
self in the armed services during the 
war, was used in this magazine. Mr. 
Massey, like many radiomen who find 
hemselves in difficulties, due to their 
tbsence from their home areas during 
the war, no doubt felt very strongly 
about his problems and in his search for 
vehement speech, used terms which he 
imself probably would not care to em- 
.oy after calm deliberation. Editor) 

THE SECRET'S OUT! 

The Rea, aid sne;aculait 
ACA -10000 AMPLIFIER 

,d Rerry qo c 2.e1i4 .y! 
DESIGNED BY A.' C. SHANTY 

A- revolutionary development In WnpPrliars cleverly 
designed to defy obsolesèenth and amazing in its 
performance. New circuits, new materials and new 

:processes are actually . cdthbined- inthis one amplifier 
to produce the most satisfying musical amplifier the 
wodd hol ever known. If you are one of +hose discrimi- 
noting persons for whom nothing less than the best is - 

a disappointment, you ore one for whom the ACA - 
IOODC was designed. Send for technical literature. 

398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 
A. C. Shaneÿ s FM -AM AMPLIFIER MANUAL is still available at 25c 

Do you need 
BINDING POSTS? 

Tb. XI. USH POST with its spring 
Action assure. Constant Contact and u ick connection. 
Manufactured in All Aluminum TyPe M 
at 12c weh. 
Aluminum Body. Bakelit. Top Type SI 
at 1SC each. 
Type. CP or NP. ALL BRASS -STAIN. 
LESS s1e2L SPRING A PIN, PROVEN 
by 240 HR. SALT SPRAY TEST m NON - 
CORROSIVE 1 Elle each. 

Manufacturers and Dealen Liberal 
Discounts 

X. L. RADIO LABORATORIES 
420 West Chivas* Ave.. Chlt.ie 10. 111. 

INCREASE YOUR INCOME -Doing 
ELECTRIC WIRING- APPLIANCE & MOTOR REPAIRING 
New, modern theory gives you better knowledge 
of electricity in fewer hours of study -gives you 
better chance for success whether doing electric wiring, servicing or repairing electrical apparatus. 

APPLIANCE & MOTOR REPAIRING 
Start immediately ! No burdensome studying 
necessary. Repair vacuum cleaner by simply fol- 
lowing easy step -by -step procedure given on 
cleaner work sheet. Same method used for wash- 
ers, irons, toasters. motors, etc. 
Complete training only $2.95. NO EXTRAS! 

DON'Tf 
Order this trainino today! If not 

WAIT! aatisfieu after ten days. return It 
and your money will be refunded. 

Same trial period applies to cash or C.O.D. orders. 
We PAY postage on orders accompanied by cash, 

heck. Sr M.O. 

Sunbury Engineer ng Works, Box 129, Dept. D, Sunbury, Pa. 

PHONO AMPLIFIER 
3 TUBE AC -DC 

COMPLETE 
SPEAKER. ONLY 55.95 5' 

With I2S0J, 35Z5, 50L6 Tuba $7.95 

Asiatic L70 Crystal Pickup, $2.50 
23 % required on C.O.D.orders.FneCata lop. 

IMMEDIATE Wholesale Ramo 

DELIVERY RISCO SALES CO. 
224 East 65 St., Dept. RC, New York 21, N. Y. 

SERVICEMEN -HAMS 
TUBES 

PARTS -TEST EQUIPMENT 
Special -Kit of 100 Resistors -51.75 

Write For Our Latest Bulletin{ 
CHIEF ELECTRONICS 

Mid -Hudson Valley's Only Distributor 
104A MAIN ST. POUGHKEEPSIE, N. V. 

from Tlp10 -Plug 
in CI013 by Itself 

faf11 Nor In Only e0 Semmes 
COOL New Ins Rendi. 
SATE, Will N. O 

ow., TOI (Tell 773 Wm.'s) 
SAVES TIME-L.. etlnnina 
A/ANCIDI easily ItenI. 
OIPENDAIIE- Latina 
LIGHT WIIOMT (Only IJI/t ..) 
THREADED TIPS Ter Sat Contest 
ECONOMICAL In Optlen 
TNEtMOSTI I. Built In 
SIX TIP STYLES Imer.itenaeaMe 

A KWIKHEAT 
USER WRITES- 
"I am csrtain!y convinced 
that Kuikheau are the 
best irons that an be ob- 
tained. They are really a 
pleasure to work with." 

H. P. K. tong Brunch, N,1. 

223.WoII Iron with #1 Tip $11 
Ealra Tips -Sit Srytes, each 1.25 

THERMOSTATIC SOLDERING IRON 
A rar 

Sound I4uipmeni Corpermion of California 
7103 San Fernando Rd., Glendale 4, California 

DUAL -SPEED PHONO MOTORS 
Heavy Duty 

Limited Quantity 
While They Last $15.00 
MORRISON'S RADIO SUPPLY 

331 Center Street Ashtabula, Ohio 

RADIOCRAFr wants articles or notes on reducing fluorescent lighting interference. 
ADIO -CRAFT for JULY, 1946 729 
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IFOIt ALL , 

AUDEL 
ELECTRICIANS EXAMINATIONS 

AUDELS 
ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY 

AVDELN 
ELECTRICAL POWER CALCULATIONS 

AUDELS HANDY BOOR OF 

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY 
AUDELS 

RADIOMANS GDE 
TELEVES7OW1 

ELÉCTRONIC DEVICES l. 

A UDIZS 
ELECTRIC WELDING 

(ADDELSELECTRIC LIBRARY 
12 WLVMCS LLUSSatatE 

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY at your finger ends. 
Answering your Questions and giving the 
facts and figures of your trade. 
Audels Electrical Guides contain Practical 
Inside Trade Information in a handy form. 
Fully illustrated and Easy to Understand. 
Highly Endorsed. Check the books you want 
for 7 days' Free Examination. Send No Money. 
Nothing to pay postman. If satisfied pay 
only $1 a month until purchase price is paid. 

ASK TO SEE THEM. 
Get This Information for Yourself. Mail 
coupon today. No obligation unless O. K. -- -CUT HERE - - -- 

MAIL ORDER 
AUDEL, Publishers, 49 W.23 St., N¡ó ti ÿK 
Please send me postpaid for FREE EXAMINATION books arked , below. It I decide to keep them I agree to 

51 in 7 Day ,ch book ordered and further 
mail $1 monthly on each book until I have paid price. 
C3 ELECTRICIANS EXAMINATIONS. 250 Pages . .$1. 
LI WIRING DIAGRAMS. 210 Pages . . . . 1. 
[1 ELECTRICAL DICTIONARY. 9000 Terns . . . 2. 
11 ELECTRICAL POWER CALCULATIONS. 425 Peas. 2. 

HANDY BOOK OF ELECTRICITY, 1390 Pages. . 4. 
D RADIOMSNS CUIDE. 914 Pages. . . . . 4. 
Cl ELECTRONIC DEVICES. 216 Pages . 2. 
L3 ELECTRIC WELDING, 400 Pages . . . 1. 
U ELECTRIC LIBRARY. 12 vo1..7000 cgs.. $1.50 Each 

Name_._. 

Address 

Occupation 

Employed by 

4ttention: 
Introducing 

Our First 
Post -War 
Radio Kit 

Ideal for Use By 

STUDENTS SCHOOLS HOSPITALS 
SERVICEMEN AMATEURS 

It uses the universally accepted superheterodyne 
circuit containing the following tubes: 12SA7. 
12SK7, I2$177, 50L6, 35Z5 and tunes from 550 Kr. 
to 1600 Kc. 
Model S.5 flllustrated)- Con,oleto Kit, including 
tubes. Bakelite Cabinet and lour pages of diagrams 
and instructions rd $19.95 
in addition. our previous models of meters and 
radio Kits are still available. 
OhmVolt Milliammeter Kit M -2 R $14.95 
Radio Kit model TRF.4 -A, less cabinet @ $10.95 
Radio Kit model S -6, less cabinet @ $17.95 

25°ío Deposit on C.O.D. Orders 
We carry a 

e 
mplete stock of Darts. 

Export Inquiries Invited. 
Write for FREE Rotatory 

RADIO KITS COMPANY 
Dept. M 120 Cedar St. New York 6. N. Y. 

--RCP 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
Adson Radio Co. 721 

Mitchell Adverfivng Agency 
Aerovox Corporation 710 

Austin C. Lescarboura & Staff 
Allied Radio Corp .. . . 705 

Henry H. Teplitz 
Almo Radio Co. 726 

E. L. Brown Co. 
Amplifier Co. of America .. 729 

Sternfield -Godley, Inc. 
Atomic Heater 8 Radio Corp. 719 

W. Montague Pearsall 
Audel Publishers 730 

Grant & Wadsworth, Inc. 

Bell Telephone Labs Irride Back Cover 
N. W. Ayer 8 Son 

Bruno Took .. 727 
West -Marquis, Inc. 

Buffalo Radio Supply 722 
ternatioral Advertising Ag - . 

Burstein- Applebee Co. .. 725 
Fran k E. Whalen Advertising 

California Radio & Electronics Co. 697 
Mitchell Advertising Agency 

Cannon Co., C. F. 728 
M. J. Werner Adv. 

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute 670 
Henry J. Kaufman 8 Assocates 

Chief Electronics . 729 
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics ...709, 715 

Kenneth H. Kolpein 
Communications Equipment Co. 711 

Borough Advertising Agency 
Concord Radio Corporation 707 

E. H. Brown Advertising Agency 
Crabtree's Wholesale Radio 723 

DeForest's Training, Inc. 657 
McDonald -Cook Co. 

Eagle Radio 696 
Mitchell Advertising Agency 

Erwood Company, The 717 
Electronic Supply Corp. - 723 

Free Want Ad Service 726 

General Cement Mfg. Co. 721 
Turner Advertising Agency 

General Electric Co. 723 
Maxon, Inc. 

Harrison Radio Co. 713 
Altomari Advertising Agency 

Hudson Specialties Co. 722 
International Resistance Co. 672 

John Falkner Arndt & Co., Inc. 
Kwikheat Div. Sound Equip. Corp. 729 

Beaumont & Hohman, Inc. 
Laco Products, Inc. 714 

West -Marquis, Inc. 
Lake Radio Sales Co. 724 

5ander Rodkin Advertising Agency 
Liberty Sales Co. 725 

Sternfield -Godley, Inc. 
McElroy, T. R. 722 

Shappe -Wilkes, Ins. 
McGee Radio Co. 714, 728 
McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc. 731 
McMurdo Silver Co. 668 

Edward Owen & Co. 
Maedel Publishing House 731 
Magna -Metal Products Co. 722 

Equity Advertising Agency 
Maritime Switchboard 720 
Meck Industries, John Beek Cover 

Fensholt Company 
Metropolitan Elec. & Instr. Co. 695 

Mitchell Adv. Agency 
Morrison's Radio Supply 729 
Murray Hill Books, Inc. 693 

Harry P. Bridge Co. 

National Radio Distributors 703 
Bu rke.Wa y b urne 

National Radio Institute 661 
VanSant, Dugdele & Co., Inc. 

National Schools 669 
The Mayers Co. 

National Union Radio Corp. 662 
Hutchins Advertising Co., Inc. 

Niagara Radio Supply 723 
Sternfield -Godley, Inc. 

Oelrich Publications 731 
Sander Rodkin Advertising Agency 

Ohmite Manufacturing Co. 706 
Vi. H. Teplitz 

Onan 8 Sons, D. W. ni 
Graves 8 Associates 

Opportunity Adlets 731 

Pa -Kette Radio Company 720 
Arrow Advertising Agency 

Panoramic Radio Corp. Inside Front Cover 
Shappe- Wilkes, Inc. 

Pioneer Electric Co. 703 
Richard B. Atchison Adv. 

RADIO SCHOOL DIRECTORY 
Page 732 

American Radio Institute 
Sternfield- Godley, Inc. 

Appliance Training School 
A. L. Addison Adv. 

Candler System Co. 
Van de Mark Adv., Inc. 

Commercial Radio Institute 
Lincoln Engineering School 

Buchanan- Thomas Adv. 
Melville Radio Institute 

Seidel' Adv. 
RCA Institutes, Inc. 
Tri -State College 

Clem J. Stnigmeyer, Advertising 
Western Radio Institute 

Radio Corporation of America 698 Illi 
J. Walter Thompson Company 

Radio Dealers Supply Company 719 
H. J. Gold Company 

Radio Distributing Co. 724 
Radio Electric Service Co. 718 

E. L. Brown, Advertising 
Radio Equipment Co. 709 
Radio Kits Co. 730 

Edward Hamburger Adv. 
Radio Maintenance 671 

Shappe- Wilkes, Inc. 
Radiomc Equipment Co. .. .. ... 714 

Hirshon- Garfield Inc. 
Radio Product Sales Co. 717 

Barton A. Stebbins Advertising Agency 
Radio Soumbasakos 728 
Radio A Television Supply Co. 725 
Radio Wire Television, Inc. 714 

Reiss Advertising Agercy 
Radolek Company 726 

Turner Co. 
Risco Sales Co. 729 

Diener & Dorskind, Inc. 

Sams & Co., Inc., Howard 664 
Aitken -Kynett Co., Adv. 

Sigmon Radio Co. .. ...... .. 729 
Advertising, Inc. 

Sprague Products Co. 699 
Harry P. Bridge Co. 

Sprayberry Academy of Radio 665 
Harry P. Bridge Co. 

Sunbury Engineering Works 729 
Superior Instruments Co. 663 

Mitchell Advertising Agency 
Supreme Instruments Co. 716 

O'Callaghan Adv. Agency 

"Tab" Technical Apparatus Bldrs. 724 
Mitchell Advertising Agency 

Technical Radio Lab 724 
Telectronics . 724 

Burke- Wayburne 
Terminal Radio Co. 727 

Regent Advertising Agency 
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. 719 

Western Advertising Agency 
Trutone Products Co. 725 

Terrill Belknap Marsh Associates 
Turner Company, The 701 

W. D. Lyon Co. 

Victoria Electric & Supply Co. 728 

Wells Sales, Inc. 712 et 
Turner Adv. Agency 

Williams Co., H. A. 72 
World Radio Laboratories, Inc. 718 

Pfeiffer Advertising Agency 
X. L. Radio Laboratories 72 

RADIO- ELECTRONIC QUIZ 
how thoroughly !rare you mastered the contents of this magazine? 

Try the following quiz as a test: 
1. h radio receiver production increasing 

steadily? See page 674. 
2. What bands are now open to amateur op- 

eration? See page 675. 
3. On what principle do mine detectors 

work? See page 676. 
4. How may an antenna's frequency responso 

be broadened T See page 681. 
5. What is an Image Dissector? See page 

683. 

G. How do you tune a Handie -Talkie? See 
page 684. 

7. What is the Transitron circuit? See page 
686. 

8. Can you name a type of tuned circuit 
adaptable to 400 me and higher? See page 
688. 

9. What is the resistance of constantin ? Se, 
page 700. 

10. How many types of waves may be aged 
to transmit intelligence? See pace 713. 
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Simplify Your System 
with the 

"RADIO SERVICE 

STANDARD 

RATE BOOK" 
A manual designed 

for the 

Radio Service Dealer 
-to assist him in determining charges 

for service work 
-as a convenient guide for ordering 

replacement parts 
-outlining step -by -step general servicing 

procedures 

INCLUDES: 
Radio Tube Prices 
Radio Parts Prices 

Crystal Cartridge Digest 
Registry of Electronic Manufacturers 
Aide Radio Installation and Service 

Pries Formula for Repairs of Radio Equipment 
General Servicing Prxedures for Radio and 

Record Changers 

Price: $1.00 per copy 
AVAILABLE AT YOUR RADIO PARTS JOBBER 

Oelrich Publications 
1627 South Keeler As- ''2,, Chicago 23. IBIRaIs 

OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS 
rt:a r.n,.1. In n co,t 20 rents a vrd 
a h eruun. Name. address and initials must 

Included at the abate rate. Cash should accom- 
t to all classified advertisements unless placed by 
aft accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than ten words accepted. Ten percent dis count six issues, twenty percent for twelve issuer. 
Objectionable or misleading advertisements not ac- cepted. Advertisements for August, 1990. issue must 
Rreach 

not later than ,11:10 23. 1996. 
adio -Craft 25 W. B'way New York 7, N. Y. 

AMATEUR RADIO LICENSES. COMPLETE CODE and theory preparation for passing amateur radio n- minatiOns. Home study and resident courses. America Radio Institute, 101 west 63rd Street. New York City. See mu all on page 732. 
FOR SALE: AIEISSNER ANALYST, GOOD CONDI- (Jon. John Blnekvcood. Tonkawa. Oklahoma. 
MAGAZINES (BACK DATED I- FOREIGN. DOMESTIC. arts. Books. booklet., subscriptions. pin-ups. etc. Cata- log 10e (refunded). Cicerone's. 863 Flat Are.. New York 17, N. Y. 
FOR SALE: RIDER'S l'11ANALYST, HICKOK SIGNAL 
Generator. Tube Tester, Junior Voltohuu'st Tobe Con- 
denser Analyzer 500 Tubes. condensers and parts. E. I1. DIIFour, 13 Jewett Avenue. Poughkeepsie. N. Y. 
USE) TUBES. l'ARTS. \SACAZLNES AND N5,'W Rider's Manual, Vol. 12 for sale. Send for list. W. M. Finley, Jr., Norfork. Arkmna- : RADIO TUBES, PARTS WHOLESALE. BULLETIN 3c. l'rosha v Radio Co.. 3313 Ochvan, Manias s l 'Ity. Kansas. 
SURPLUS RADIO AND ELECTRONIC l'ARTS AND 
equipment. New and used. write for free list. High - bridge, 312 Canal St.. New York City 13. 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND SELF- INSTRUC. i- lion books slightly used. Sold. Rented. Exchanged. All 

' nubiens. Satisfaction guaranteed. Cash paid for used 
courses. Complete information and 92-page illustrated bar- gain catalog Free. Write- NELSON COMPANY. Dept. 
2 -39. Chicago 4. 

ELEITItONIC ('ONTINCITT TESTER AND 1)1111 - meter. Newly developed circhir has a range 0 -ohms Io 50 
megullms. will test r dens, rr Building cost £:.00. Or- cult diagram nor. Paul Amh siv t tss., 5f:mehesnr. N. tf. 
QUICKLY i 

hthe 
PREPARE 

al Quit Rook Ar, Easy 
way 

loirush 
up on electrical knowledge. Price £1.00. (li'IZROOK 
COMPANY, Dept. B. 603 Brighton Beach Avenue. Brook- lyn 24. N. Y. 
POWER MOWER - SENSATION. CUTS - TRIMS. 
Agents -Dealers wanted. Prompt shipment. Farm Products, 
TT30-10. Excelsior Springs, Mo. 
PLANS 1 -TUBE D.C. RECEIVER (SW EEI'OItD 7000 
miles). Including 'Radlobudlder"-25c. Laboratories, Box 
1 -h. San Carina, Calif. 
JOIN NEW TECIINICAL BOOK CLUB- FItE.E! 
Members receive current literature. guidance on 11 hook 
problems. premiums. No obligation. All technical. scien- tific radio, television. honlecraft, farming, spots, Na 
Specify subject for free Information. Modem Technical 
Book Co.. Dept. MRC, 55 West 92nd St.. New York 18. 

BOOK REVIEW 
PULSED LINEAR NETWORKS, by 
Ernest Frank. Published by McGraw - 
Hill Book Company. Stiff covers, 5t /2 x 
8%2 inches, 267 pages. Price $3.00. 

This book was prepared principally 
for the power and communication en- 
gineer and for the engineering student. 
A thorough understanding of differen- 
tial equations is presupposed. 

The opening chapter describes the 
difference between transient and steady - 
state currents which may exist in an 
electrical network. This chapter is il- 
lustrated with actual and equivalent 
circuits showing lumped capacitance 
and inductance or combinations of both. 

The remaining eight chapters are de- 
voted to the various possible combina- 
tions of R -C -L that may appear in a 
network. Differential equations, dia- 
grams and curves are used to fully ex- 
plain the effects of currents in these 
curcuits. A chapter on practical applica- 
tions shows how measurements may be 
made on actual amplifiers and shows 
the relationships existing between each 
individual component and all others to 
determine the characteristics of the 
circuit under actual conditions. A num- 
ber of problems are included at the 
end of each chapter to illustrate the 
fundamentals of such circuits and 
should be helpful in getting a better un- 
derstanding of the theories of operation. 

PRACTICAL RADIO AND ELEC- 
TRONICS COURSE, by M. N. Beitman. 
Published by Supreme Publications. 
Hard paper covers, 8%2x10%2 inches, 
332 pages. Price $3.95. 

This book is designed for home -study 
in the fields of radio and electronics 
and is surprisingly thorough for a book 
of this kind. It has 53 easily understood 
lessons illustrated with 387 drawings, 
charts and photographs. 

In the first fourteen lessons, the read- 
er is acquainted with the various com- 
ponents and circuits that go into the 
making of the average home receiver. 
Diagrams ranging from a two -tube re- 
generative receiver to a nationally 
known communications receiver are 
used to explain the workings of the 
various portions of a radio set. FM, 
television and a.f.c. circuits are ex- 
plained in separate lessons. 

Servicing equipment is covered in 
two lessons which include schematics 
of the equipment and drawings showing 
how instruments are used for servic- 
ing. 

Transmitter theory is covered in one 
lesson that includes photographs and 
drawings of low -power phone and c.w. 
amateur transmitters. This lesson is fol- 
lowed by an interesting lesson on anten- 
nas and radiation. 

The remaining twenty lessons are de- 
voted to various kinds of electronic in- 
struments and control circuits. They 
are not as complete as the earlier les- 
sons, including only the barest essen- 
tials on the operation and characteristics 
of the equipment described.- R.F.S. 

RADIO -CRAFT for JULY. I946 

MATHEMATICS 

FOR RADIO 
Two volumes, prepared for home study. 
Book I (314 pp,) covers the algebra, 
arithmetic, and geometry; Book 11 (329 
pp.) covers the advanced algebra. trigo- 
nometry, and complex numbers neces- 
sary to read technical books and articles 
on radio. 

MAEDEL PUBLISHING HOUSE Room 117 
593 East 98 Street, Brooklyn, New York 
Send me MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND 
COMMUNICATION as checked below. I enclose 
payment therefor with the understanding that 
I may return the books) within 5 days in good 
condition and my money will be refunded. 

Name 

Address 

Book I at $3.75 plus 6e postage 
Book II at $4.00 plus 6c postage 
Books I and II at $7.75 protege prepaid 

Foreign and Canadian prises 25e per volume higher 

NOW -A REALLY HIGH-POWERED- 

Radio Engineering 
Library 

NOTE: 
The Library comprises seleetlon 
of books culled from leading Me- 
Graw -Hill publications In the ra- 
dio geld. 

especially selected by radio specialists of Me- Graw -Hill publications 
to give most complete, dependable coverage of farts needed by all whose fields are grounded on 

radio fundamentals 
available at a special price and term.. 

THESE books cover circuit phenomena, tube the- 
ory, networks. measurements. and other sub- 

jects -give specialized treatments of all fields of 
practical design and application. They are books 
of recognized position in the literature -books you will refer to and be referred to often. If you 
are a practical designer, researcher or engineer 
in any field based on radio, you want these books for the help they give in hundreds of problems 
throughout the whole field of radio engineering. 
5VOLUMES ,3319 PAGES, 2289ILLUSTRATiONS 
1. Eastman's FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM TUBES 
2. Terman's RADIO ENGINEERING 
3. Everitt's COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING 
4. Hund's HIGH FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS 
5. Henna?. RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK 
in dayi examination. Easy terms. Special price under this offer has titan hooks nought separately. Add these itlns kiyu 0r apar 

small mon ]ly nsallmetrwhle o un t e 
now: 

k 
10 OATS' FREE EXAMINATION -SEND COUPON 

McGraw -Hill Book Co., 331 W. 42nd St., New York 18 
day'e1111 me Radio Engineering Librarv. S vola.. for 10 , examination o, approval. In 10 dove Ì will s 112.50. plus few cents postage. and ía.00 monthly till 828.511 is paid. or return books postpaid. (We pay nos, 

ago or 
orders accompanied by remittance of first install- ment.) 

Name 

Address 

city and state 

Company 

Position PC-7-45 

731 
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Correspondence COUr'Ses In 

MDIOand£L£GTRIfAL £NGIN££RING 

2Jnf11111lIIIIIIIII 0lllIII11I1111111111111RIIIIIIIIllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111 í111111111M- 

RADIO SERVICING =_ 

Send for Free Infor m 
fdur 

l 

T" inWg 

ayY 
rtto e raLnarn Radio. Approved 

WESTERN RADIO INSTITUTE 
1457 Glenarm, Denver 2. Colo. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII I IIIIIIIIII I Ill ltlllllll Illlll 

RADIO SCHOOL I ' DIRECTORY 
PREPARE NOW FOR SKILLED JOBS IN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS 

MAKE a place for yourself in a new world of radio and electronics -a world in which 
revolutionary electronic developments will require highly specialized technical 

knowledge. Take a good course now to fit yourself for a good paying job. The training 
you need can be supplied by one of the schools advertised in this publication. 

BE YOUR OWN BOSS - OPERATE 
YOUR OWN PROFITABLE BUSINESS 

and 

UR 

SERVICE-REPAIR-INSTALLATION 

O 
NLYNLY shop training course of Its kind. Ot YOU eeó 

actual shop training on washing machines, heat 
control systems. water heaters. toasters, vacuum 
sweepers, etc., etc. t Learn motor rewinding, welling. 
plating, etc work on actual machines under 
trained instructors. low tuition. Old established 
school. Moat complete training course of Its kind. 
Investigate this opportunity -its money-making pwei- 
bWties and the need for trained mon. write today 
for details. No obligation. 

Veterans ask for GI elan. Act now! 

APPLIANCE TRAINING SCHOOL -Dept. 76 
Division of Commerical Trades Institute 

6312 N. Broadway, Chicago 40, III. 

Be 
receive 

mn Mein "kWa. rn how to na awe 
adage! In code by telegraph 

and adio. Commerce needs thousands 
id 
Interesting 

Jobs. 
rk. Lem 

pay, adventure. qck 
ly through famonr Candler System. 
Write for FlehE HOOK. 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dept. 3.H. Box 928, Denver 1. Colo.. U.S.A. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
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Microwaves make their tourney from 
apparatus to antenna not by wire, 
cable, or coaxial - but by waveguide. 

Long before the war, Bell Labora- 
tories by theory and experiment had 
proved that a metal tube could serve as 

a pipe -line for the transmission of elec- 

tric waves, even over great distances. 

War came, and with it the sudden 

need for a conveyor of the powerful 
microwave pulses of radar. The metal 

waveguide was the answer. Simple, 

rugged, containing no insulation, it 

would operate unchanged in heat or 

cold. In the radar shown above, which 

kept track of enemy and friendly 
planes, a waveguide conveyed micro- 
wave pulses between reflector and the 

radar apparatus in the pedestal. Bell 

Laboratories' engineers freely shared 
their waveguide discoveries with war 
industry. 

Now, by the use of special shapes 

and strategic angles, by putting rods 

EXPLORING AND INVENTING, DEVISING AND PERFECTING FOR CON- 

TINUED IMPROVEMENTS AND ECONOMIES IN TELEPHONE SERVICE 

across the inside and varying the di- 
ameter, waveguides can be made to 

separate waves of different lengths. 

They can slow up waves, hurry them 

along, reflect them, or send them into 

space and funnel them back. Bell Lab- 

oratories are now developing wave - 

guides to conduct microwave energy 
in new radio relay systems, capable of 

carrying hundreds of telephone conver- 

sations simultaneously with television 
and music programs. 
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Meck Trail Blazers 

Model No. 5C5 -P12 

Model No. 5C5 -PB12 

Model No. 5C319W2 

Forerunners of the,r)ln<`, complete 
line, these Trail Blazers afe proving the 
superiority it M'eck performance -the 
popularity of \leek Resign. They are 
the logical choice of the independent 
dealer because of his appreciation of 

. 

the value of sound radio engineering 
and because of the ecclnske (leek 
Dealer Policy. The dominating theme 
of Mock nat. I advertising will con- 

tinue to be "Buy fr the man who 

knows radio best - your radio drtler.,, 

ECK RADIOS 
J MI Sales Corporation. 35 E. Wacker Drive Chicago 1, III. 
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